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This issue of Antennae is the second installment of 'Exposing Animals' co-curated with Matthew 
Brower (Assistant Professor and Director of Museum Studies at the University of Toronto), and 
Cecilia Novero (Senior Lecturer in the Department of Languages and Culture at the University of 
Otago). The pieces gathered here map photography's ability to construct different notions of 
animality by questioning its idiomatic, productive potentialities and limitations. More than the 
previous, this issue is concerned with the fluidity of digitality, the construction of human-animal 
metaphorical and physical dwellings, as well as the mourning of multiple, historical, and everyday 
animal losses. 

   To begin, this issue opens with two interviews by co-editors Brower and Novero 
considering salient aspects of past and present approaches and methodologies of photography 
and the non-human. The first interview focuses on notions of spatiality and representation in 
human-animal relationships as Chicago-based photographer Tom Denlinger and Cecilia  Novero 
take into consideration the challenges and potentialites involved in the use of photography for the 
construction of "more than human landscapes" as powerful and agentic mesh or grid. The 
conversation maps the newly emerging intricacies of human-non-human entanglements in the 
global anthropogenic economies of ecologies capitalizing on the complex urban materiality of 
Chicago as a case study.

Thereafter, Matthew Brower discusses past animal representational histories with the 
Assistant Curator  in the Department of Photographs in the J. Paul Getty Museum, Arpad Kovacs. 
In the summer of 2015 In Focus: Animalia, examined the expanding tradition of animal 
representation through the works of artists such as Horatio Ross, Alfred Stieglitz, William 
Wegman, Pieter Hugo, and Taryn Simon.

Some of the themes explored in Brower's interview are further expanded in Jean Marie 
Carey's essay about photographs of the German Expressionist artist, writer, and Tierliebhaber 
Franz Marc, recording his affectionate and respectful relationship with his dog, Russi. Here, Carey 
extols the value of what are normally categorized as snapshots in reconstructing animal and 
human biographies. And co-authored human-animal biographies are also central to "Domestic 
Intimacies" by Julia schlosser who explores the intimate cohabitation of humans and cats. In this 
context, photographic documentation becomes a trace of entanglements revealing the inherent 
"biopower struggle" inscribed, and usually concealed, in domestic economies of care.

Alternative representations of human-cat interspecies relationships remain central to this 
section as interrelated issues of territory, identity, and power are explored by Fiona Yuk-wa Law's 
essay titled "Urban Cohabitation in Exposure". Here, the focus is on the relationship between 
visualization of street cats and urban renewal through examining a set of photographic images 
taken in Hong Kong by photographer Micros Yip who captures the  spectral lives of street cats 
who struggle to survive in the concrete jungle.

Spectrality, photography, and animal life are further problematized by Netta Laufer's 25Ft 
an installation of video and still photographs appropriated from Israeli army surveillance cameras 
monitoring activity along the separation wall with Palestine. The work simulates the position of 
the soldier controlling the camera, focusing only on animals and the landscape in the occupied 
West Bank. The appearance of these animals throws the border, its function, and what it stands 
for into question for both the soldiers who survey it, and the viewer in front of the work. 

The last section of this issue focuses on the economies of identity, memory, loss, and 
perception, beginning with the Lee Deigard's photo essay that explores Horses at the Museum -- in 
the words of the artist: "a photographic investigation of horse personality and individuality, 
sensory processing and proprioception, concepts of invitation, initiation, and trespass, and shared 
thresholds of experience between horse and human". 



The series Aviary (2013), by Sara Angelucci further explores the function of photography as a 
cultural technology of memory. The series marks the emergence of an engagement with 
environmentalism and species loss in her work. In conversation with Matthew Brower, the artist 
discusses her engagement with  19th Century photographic practice as an access point to the 
discussion of  histories of collecting, photographic albums, spirit photography, taxidermy, and the 
bourgeois parlour that the work touches upon. 

The visual history of the extinction event of the bison is central to Joshua Shuster's essay, 
"Photographing the Last Animal" in which 19th Century photography provides the first real-time 
visual documentation of an extinction event as it happened. The bison  extinction had a highly 
resonant visual appeal, enticing photographers to  develop what can be called the “extinction 
shot”.

This issue then comes to an end with Fleur Alston's series of post-mortem photographs 
concerned with Jungian inspired Mandalas in which the bodies of individual dead animals become 
inscribed into a spiritual and ritual symbol that represents the universe, therefore imagining the 
possibility for an actual animal death to take place in a spiritual dimension that appears to be 
disentangled from utilitarian economies of consumption.

As per the previous installment of this project, my deep gratitude goes to my co-editors, 
Cecilia Novero and Matthew Brower for tirelessly and professionally reviewing and  selecting the 
many submissions we received and for helping all authors involved to improve their original plans. 
I have learned plenty from your knowledge and professional outlook and I consider myself 
extremely lucky to have had the opportunity to share this exciting research with you. I am also 
particularly thankful to all contributors featured in this issue for their professionalism, creativity, 
and patience --  all essential qualities that have helped this project come to fruition.

Best wishes

Dr. Giovanni Aloi
Editor in Chief of Antennae Project
Lecturer in Visual Culture:
School of the Art Institute of Chicago
Sotheby's Institute of Art
Tate Galleries
www.antennae.org.uk
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om Denlinger’s photography focuses on urban 
landscape as psycho-cultural residue, as layered –i.e., 
contested and/or shared— narratives and memories, 

which photography and imaging technologies capture, 
mediate and redistribute in relays. In several of his series, for 
example Wetlands (2002), Tom has created dioramas in 
which, after isolating the building blocks at the core of the 
notions of landscape, such as a sense of place, natural order, 
and memory, he tests these against his re-built landscapes of 
the metropolis, its urban nature. He mixes and remixes these 
blocks by concentrating on the peripheries of visions, the 
small detritus and waste that make up the contemporary, 
distracted experiences of urban nature. As he explains about 
Wetlands, these “dioramas present a monumental view of a 
very small arena, and imply that the trash-choked margins of 
our urban experience might be the threshold of a new 
‘nature.’” (Website)  

In Imperfect Recall, an ongoing series of 
photographs that he started in 2006, the gaze turns 
towards the immediate surroundings of “central” museums 
such as  the  Art Institute and the Notebaert Natural History  

Museum, both in Chicago, and the Pergamon Museum, in 
Berlin. The components of these environs around the 
buildings, from grass to glass, are used to build dioramas 
that Tom photographs with a large format film camera. He 
further illuminates these through his own photographs of 
landscape-related images. He finds the latter inside the walls 
of these museums; these images – once re-photographed—
become part and parcel of “their” external “un-natural” 
habitats.  

In a most recent series, Ekstatic Edgewater (2016), 
the locality at its core is constituted by among the most 
culturally diverse and historically mobile neighborhoods of 
Chicago: Edgewater/Roger’s park. This area has been 
traversed in space and time –i.e., a great number and variety 
of class, gender, ethnic communities have passed 
through it leaving their mark on the land and the buildings 
that have been occupied, demolished, rebuilt, cared for or 
abandoned, that have shifted owners, become public, and 
then returned to be private etc. This series of photographs 
poses questions such as: What “form”, what geometry 
of  vision  –or   perhaps   visionary   geometry–   might  

T 

TOM DENLINGER’S  
MORE-THAN-HUMAN 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

 The following conversation with photographer Tom Denlinger considers those issues that most clearly underscore 
the emergence in his work of a more-than-human landscape, a landscape that Tom captures as material urban 
nature, as powerful and agentic mesh or grid. While insisting on the materiality of the particular “landscapes” of 
Chicago that Tom’s photography redefines through the lens of ecocriticism, the dialogue finally highlights the 
inextricable connections between photography and the broader debates about the “Anthropocene,” the 
“Capitalocene” or, more recently, the Chthulucene, and even the “compost” (Donna Haraway) of human-non-
human entanglements, in the global economies of ecology today.

Interviewer: Cecilia Novero
Interviewee: Tom Denlinger
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be able to fix and capture for the eye the multiple historical 
temporalities of this lived space, while at the same time 
genuinely embodying the movement of all these 
transformative live transactions? How can photography, 
today, group the information –lost and present— that make 
up Edgewater into images that don't forget the materiality –
the inscriptions, the marks, and signatures– of the 
imagination that have constantly fueled its livingness?  

Harking back to earlier work on the economies of 
property and desire that Tom had identified in the front-
yards of Edgewater in an eponymous series, in Ekstatic 
Edgewater Tom uses the digital medium itself both most 
literally and most extravagantly. By taking photos of the 
places that have changed or bear with them the marks of 
time, Tom faithfully collects the data, then shapes the latter 
into figures and subsequently interprets the same according 
to their patterns of movements and colors. This is an 
inherent, intrinsic and immanent imagination, which Tom 
thus aesthetically documents and materially transfigures.  His 
new series encompasses “photo-objects”, and constitutes a 
kind of mnemographic appropriation of the history of 
intermedial photography, an appropriation that is however 
founded on the advanced digital technology that most 
defines photography today.  Tom describes Ekstatic 
Edgewater simply and quite clearly when he explains that 
the photographs: "re-present the digital information from 
those photos as fragments and 3-D objects in steel, 
aluminum, paper, and paint." In an ironic move, the photos 
become what they are precisely by developing into 
something else, something that a viewer hardly connects 
with their “nature” –like previously the habitats of Imperfect 
Recall.  

They are photos by not being photos. They are new 
data-collectors and collections, while at once they also are 
quite concretely figments and objects of the imagination. 
These works of art appear to not be photographs, 
according to the ordinary expectations about the medium of 
photography, whether analog or digital. And yet they 
express the essence of the medium today, its digital nature 
or information-based technology. They also point to 
photography as always having been a “(de)constructivist” 
and material art –from photomontage to collage to 
intermedial video art—as well as a documentary one. In 
Tom’s photographic work, materiality is of concern, a 
materiality  that,  as  Giovanni Aloi points out, emerges in the  

reduced distance between the gaze and the object of 
scrutiny. This materiality constitutes the premise, the 
framework and the theoretical impulse that drive Tom’s 
photography.  

Thus, Ekstatic Edgewater’s metal miniature or large 
format sheets of geometric patterns, on the one hand, and 
the brightly colored paper mobiles, on the other, turn out to 
be studied, defined and precise yet always indescribable and 
unclassifiable material objects of the externalized and 
moving imagination that makes up, in this case, one of 
Chicago’s landscapes. This is a documentation of the 
materially imaginative and imaginatively material scenarios of 
Chicago’s past and future stories.  

The following conversation with Tom takes the 
three above-mentioned photographic series as its starting 
point. Together we wish to discuss issues related to the 
emergence in these works of a more-than-human idea of 
landscape, but also of a very concrete urban nature, and its 
multiple interspecies habitats. These issues inform Tom’s 
photography but also proliferate and engender further 
questions when the works are considered from within the 
larger and constantly shifting debates about the meanings 
and implications of key terms today, such as the posthuman, 
the “Anthropocene,” “Capitalocene” or, more recently, the 
Chthulucene, and even the “compost” (Donna Haraway) of 
human-non-human entanglements, in the global economies 
of ecology today.  

Cecilia Novero: Thank you, Tom, for agreeing to this 
conversation. I would like first to start with some 
biographical information. I wish to connect this information 
most immediately to the issue of “materiality” in your 
photography. Am I right that you started your career as an 
artist with “sculpture”, in particular with wood-sculpting? If 
so what led you to move to photography? And what 
residues of the materiality of sculpture do you see in your 
photographic work? 

Tom Denlinger: Yes, sculpture has played a key role in the 
development of my photography: I was making a series of 
forms based on landscape shapes, specifically the bounded 
shapes of fenced yards and property lines. I was interested in 
our navigation of 3-D space as influenced by this abstraction 
of property that is nonetheless a very real economic 
regulator  in  our  lives.   I  found  that  I  could  only reproduce  
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these shapes rigorously, as I saw them in real space from the 
highway, street or sidewalk if I photographed them. This 
compression reproduced the perspectival distortions that 
one experiences moving between the visual environment 
and real objects. I made these objects, many of which were 
in the shapes of front lawns, as if they had been pulled from 
the ground, about eight to twelve feet down, and 
constructed in layers to reflect in a "concrete" material way, 
the layers of ownership. The wood that I used is a kind of 
dense particle board, which is itself a collective of many 
different kinds of wood waste, covered with a thin layer of 
plastic laminate; in this way these shapes also 
appropriate/represent the particulate matter that makes up 
the city environment, but also the jumbled, accumulated 
notions of landscape, romantic and real, from which 
property is constructed. 

C.N.: And a layer in the Capitalocene! 

T.D.: Yes, exactly! After that group of works, I became 
interested in the spaces between ownership, the spaces at 
the edges and boundaries of property, the landscapes that 
exist in alleyways and at the borders of parking lots, as well 
as the public spaces that we traverse, the places where 
public interest and private property overlap. I photographed 
these spaces for different projects: Imperfect Recall, The Sky 
Over Chicago and Turin, and the series of the Wetlands and 
Ekstatic Edgewater. For several of these projects, I would 
make fake environments in my studio, dioramas, 3-D 
versions of what I was photographing, using plants and 
materials that I found in those areas. I would then 
photograph the landscapes that I created, and the artwork 
would be this last photograph. 

So, there has always been a discursive connection 
between the sculptural, 3-D space, and the photograph in 
my work. In particular, the perceived "materiality" of the 
photographic space is completely dependent on the 
material environments that I build, but the environments, 
which were constructed for the photographic moment, 
don't exist without the photos. 

I moved away from sculptural investigations to 
photography so that I could interrogate how we interact 
with 3-D space, particularly landscape and environment, 
more efficiently. The photograph already reproduces and 
interrogates the cultural construction of  perspectival  space,  

So, I needed to work with this medium in order to explore 
the other. In my latest series of work, Ekstatic Edgewater, I 
create objects from photos, so the end results are objects, 
not photographs of manufactured 3-D environments - in a 
sense this new work is closer to where I started. 

C.N.: Let us return to your series Wetlands (2002), then. It 
seems a good point where to start our conversation about 
the staple role that both landscape, contemporary urban 
nature, and the Anthropocene have played in your work.  
The diorama –as a tool, and medium, but perhaps also 
“material” —have much to do with your reconceptualization 
and repurposing of landscape. I would like to proceed here 
one step at a time.  

Glancing at  Ast12  and comparing this photograph 
with, for example, the cluster: Tu31a, b, c, I notice some 
difference in the composition of the former and the latter 
three images. The former shows an up-close 
“landscape” made of a rather chaotic, almost magmatic, 
humus -- including human-produced biodegradable 
garbage, but also plastic, and wild grass, plus a variety of 
flowers, some dry and some not (tulips and 
chrysanthemums), of which the knotted stems are most 
visible. Altogether, these materials create a web or mesh. 
The latter three photographs give me the impression that 
out of this initial humus, or magma, that is most evident in 
Ast12,  a different order or register of vision or even beauty 
is emerging. My impression derives from the green stems 
and white flowers that appear to be growing –more tidily if 
you wish than in the former picture. They come to form not 
yet known patterns, indeed imaginary geometries.   

T.D.: These stories derail the notion of landscape if we think 
of it in classical terms. Rather, the photos show, I believe, 
that different and unexpected forms of life, human and 
non-human, grow --and die—as enmeshed together.  

C.N.: In the photos, I am referring to, resilience would mean 
less the isolated strength of one species alone, something 
that is “bounded” and under threat alone. Living, in these 
photos, appears as beyond the “control” or purview of 
humans.  This seems to be the case in other series of yours 
too, most obviously perhaps where the topic is human urban 
planning. These Wetlands         literally give shape to mixed–
material grids. … My specific question on  Wetlands  then is  
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about the relations between urban landscape and these 
mixed-media, agentic grids. 

T.D.: Yes. the Wetlands series collects photographs of 
future environments that spring from or are closely related 
to urban fringe environments. They are flooded to a shallow 
depth, perhaps as the result of catastrophe or 
abandonment, yet the specimens are thriving as adaptations 
or mutated species in “degraded” arenas. These micro-
environments are generating their own order that springs 
from the interaction of a mish-mash of different materials 
and species. I use a combination of supermarket display 
plants  and  native  species  because  I  have found discarded 

display plants thriving in fringe areas in Chicago. In this way, 
the photos are definitely about resilience and mutation. 

I put some of them in grids to suggest two 
possibilities: that they were planted this way at some point, 
and the plants have maintained that grid, even as they have 
gone through numerous cycles of death and regeneration; 
but also that these grids might be generated by the plants 
themselves.  

These gridded areas are in the midst of much more 
complex and chaotic clumping of materials because they are 
the result of human and non-human interaction. The areas of 
“chaotic” clumping could also be highly complex, non-
repeating structures. If you look at a pile of rock,  debris,  and  

Tom Denlinger 
Tu31c, 2002, 40” x 50”, pigmented inkjet print Ó Denlinger 
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liquid that has slid down a mountainside, it looks chaotic. But 
it is actually a highly complex close packing of disparate 
materials that occurred as the mass slid down the mountain.  
I assume that urban areas move in a similar way, and 
materials come to rest, or are in motion, in ways that suit 
their respective material identities. The outward appearance 
of this collection of stuff is chaotic, but it is likely a material 
organization, and perhaps an assemblage of organisms, that 
we cannot easily perceive. 

The Anthropocene is characterized (to paraphrase 
Jane Bennett) by the unleashing of forces, assemblages, and 
actants through human activity that has not existed before 
or  that  have  been  substantially changed from their original  

form, and that humans cannot control. In Vibrant Matter 
(2009) Bennett contends that the Deleuzian assemblage is 
an actant/agent in the production of the contemporary 
moment. Bennett asserts that, if we are to work with or have 
some influence on the direction of contemporary events, we 
must recognize that complex assemblages, such as power 
grids, are byproducts of our industrial and economic 
activities; they are non-human actants and have a certain 
degree of uncontrollable agency in our lives. 

If you take Bennett's redefinition of assemblage, the 
City or urbanity more broadly is a kind of awareness, non-
human, that we participate in. I see myself as 
photographing-documenting from within this organism. This  

Tom Denlinger 
When Worlds Collide, 2014, 25’length x 10’ width x 2” depth mixed media Ó Den linger 
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notion re-frames landscape as an experiential/material 
extension of this awareness, this assemblage.  

C.N.: You say that Cities are indeed the epitome of 
“landscape” as this evolves and has evolved thus far, i.e., 
including all its mutations and permutations in 
(post)natural- historical time. I use the term post-nature to 
mean a broader and altogether differently defined 
“natural” time. [Postnatural History has been used to refer 
to those species, critters, forms of “life” that have come to 
be through intentional genetic manipulation by humans; 
the Center for Postnatural History, for example, is devoted 
to the study of these intentionally altered habitats].  

T.D.: Cities, as centers of consumption, are places where 
detritus, waste products, and various kinds of unwanted or 
extraneous materials are produced in concentrated 
quantities. A certain percentage escapes the official, 
dedicated, waste streams, and collect at the borders of 
other kinds of streams and activities, for instance at the edge 
of the bargain store’s parking lot. As I mentioned above, I 
have found discarded plants thriving, along with native 
weeds, in the alleys and trash-choked lots of Chicago. The 
plants had originally been bred to survive in grocery store 
displays under fluorescent lights. These areas are mash-ups 
of whatever the wind blows in, mixed with what has been 
dumped illegally. It is a rich, loamy humus, perhaps toxic to 
us, but, as I have said elsewhere, I believe that these kinds of 
areas are harbingers, indicators of a new kind of “nature”. 
The city focuses and amplifies this change. 

C.N.: Am I understanding you correctly when I rephrase 
your thought thus:  the City presents itself as a “lived-in” 
diorama of the new geological era that has been called 
Anthropocene, or    Capitalocene,   or Chthulucene... 
Humans are in these landscapes, of these landscapes,  and 
never outside. This idea reminds me of two very different 
kinds of photography in your work: one more recent and 
one dating some years back.  Let me elaborate on the most 
recent one, first.  

I am referring to When Worlds Collide (2014). 
Could you briefly describe this for us? I believe that in this 
work you juxtaposed images of Chicago yards with stylized 
shapes and images of bacteria and then enlarged the 
microbial world to the scale of the lawns themselves, 

thereby emphasizing the layered, interwoven nature of 
human and non-human landscapes.  

T.D.:  On When Worlds Collide (2014): Sabina Ott invited 
me to do an installation on a small lot, a lawn area, in Oak 
Park, Illinois. She runs a gallery in that space, in her front 
yard and home, which is called Terrain. Ott is a tireless 
promoter, and her space has become a magnet for an 
array of local, national and international artists.  I was 
delighted to address the lawn space, a number of years 
after having made lawn shapes from photographs in 
Territorial by Design. But this time I wanted to address the 
cohabitation of the space by other organisms, specifically 
bacteria, for they precede us in these environments by 
millions of years. They are essential to our survival, and 
sometimes are toxic to us, as in the e-coli outbreaks of 
recent decades. One of the photo-references in the piece 
was the purging of millions of cucumbers in Germany from 
Spain and Portugal in 2011 that were believed to have 
caused a deadly e-coli outbreak. As it turns  out the source 
was the German-grown organic bean sprouts. But the 
photographs of piles of cucumbers look remarkably like 
electron micrographs of e-coli, and the knee-jerk expulsion 
of “alien invaders” mimicked feelings of contamination and 
invasion that are also directed at immigrants: this confusion 
of scale, landscape, material, and organisms fascinates me. I 
made these reproductions of cucumber/bacteria, highly 
stylized, into large canvases that I stretched over the 
ground, completely covering the lawn that I was working 
with, so that the bacteria landscape displaced the lawn, yet 
integrated with its surroundings. 

C.N.: The other, older, project that comes to my mind is the 
photographs of Frame_b. For this series, the photographs 
offer only glimpses of various cities’ spaces (in Chicago 
mostly but also Venice and Rome, if I am not mistaken) 
through human body parts, such as a hand, a finger, etc. 
These body parts obstruct the view, so to speak. While the 
human point of view/vision is obfuscated in these 
photographs, the prominent yet out-of-focus body parts 
claim their place within these spaces, for better or worse, 
namely: against fetishization yet still displaying 
anthropocentric violence or agency. At the same time, the 
body part in question always seems to project itself onto a 
new, or other, not quite defined “body” out there, in short: 
outside of the whole figure of a solely human body. How is  
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the human body-part featured in the Frame_b series, 
and how was landscape already being re-configured 
here, at this stage, in post-humanist ways? 

T.D.:  The Frame_b series used a mistake, the slippage 
of the finger in front of the lens, to problematize the notion 
of landscape photography. Here the photographer 
inadvertently becomes a part of the landscape vista: she or 
he slips out of the “objective” frame and slides into the 
panorama through a mistake, clumsily framing the view with 
his body. (I say “his” because I am talking specifically about 
myself, in this case.) In these, I used two fingers, which in 
context look like legs, adding a layer of voyeurism to the 
photo as the viewer looks through them at a nearly 
obscured landscape. These were against fetishization in that 
they were critiquing the “voyeuristic” aspect of all 
panoramic vistas, as well as the projection of the self into/
onto the landscape. As in a peep show, only a small visual 
reference is given and the viewer is left to imagine and 
complete the photo.   

C.N.: Could   I   summarize   this   discussion   by   saying   
that: Frame_b      and   When Worlds Collide                  both 
demonstrate,  and problematize at once,  from    
opposite   perspectives,  the ways in which portrait   
photography   (through  presence) and  landscape  
photography  (through  absence)  are  rooted  in  
anthropocentric   perspectives?  

T.D.:  I would agree with you… 

C.N.: Let us shift to Imperfect Recall. With this  series, 
you move from the medium-based, self-reflexive 
critique of anthropocentrism one      witnesses    in 
Wetlands  to  a   more propositional –if  I  may  say  so—
critique,  a  critique  that opens  up  a  space for 
photography to apprehend  the existence of material 
cross-species landscapes. It is most definitely with 
Ekstatic Edgewater,  I reckon, that photographs  
themselves will then become a material  part of this cross-
species and morphing landscape. Here, one could  say  
that  photographs –in  their  translated  materiality—add  
one  more “layer”  to  the geological  layers  of  the earth,  in  
the  “Anthropocene”.  But  I  am  running  ahead  of 
myself…

Imperfect Recall (since 2006) shows, in my 
opinion, how different “cross-species” landscapes may 
be conceptually  illuminated and then,   possibly, inhibited   

(by photography  too),  when  photography  quite  literally 
“reflects”  on  the       anthropological  frames  through  which 
nature  has  been  viewed.  In  other  words,  when 
photography  absorbs  these  frames  into  the  hybrid 
landscapes  it  photographs;  when  it  contributes  to  both 
“make”  these  while  also  turning   itself   into  a   (hopefully) 
biodegradable  ingredient  of  the  very  same!  

So: how do the cross-species and multi-species 
habitats in Imperfect Recall enter the homes of the Muses, 
i.e., museums, and art galleries? And what does it mean to, 
then, show your photographs again in these spaces, contra, 
for example, laying them on the ground, as was the case with 
When Worlds Collide?

T.D.: For the Imperfect Recall series, I would explore the 
immediate environs of the Museum that I was working with, 
and re-create a small portion of that environment, using 
photographs that I made of it, and especially 
whatever materials I could collect from that site. Usually, this 
would be trash, but occasionally it would also be plant 
matter, pieces of trees and bushes that the museum had cut 
off and left to be carted away.  

I would stretch plastic across the diorama to 
simulate water as if the museum landscape was inundated 
to a depth of 30" – 40”, a shallow flood, like the 
degraded environments of the Wetlands series. In 
the finished photograph, the projected artwork from the 
museum would reflect off of the “flooded” plastic surface, so 
that the image would float inside the diorama, illuminating 
the diorama, and blending the image of the museum 
artwork with the landscape that I had built. It is also 
important that these are photos of hand-made fragments, 
artificial, but nonetheless extending out / connecting back 
into the larger environment through the index of the 
collected material, as well as the photo document/artwork. 

I emphasize this connection with the title: for 
instance, Around the MCA: Struth features the 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, and uses a 
Thomas Struth photo of visitors to the Pergamon 
Museum looking at the reconstructed Pergamon Altar in 
Berlin. This title stresses that the diorama that the 
Struth image is projected into is constructed from an 
actual place. The reconstructed Pergamon Altar in 
Berlin and Struth’s spectators are in dialogue with, 
among other things, the fringe environment 
surrounding  the  MCA  in  Chicago.  So,  visitors to the  
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Notebaert Museum, the DePaul Museum, and various 
galleries in Berlin, Chicago and New York, as well as those 
institutions themselves where this body of work has been 
shown, are also reflected and drawn into these hybrid 
environments through this framing, which is an optimal result 
for me in showing this series. 

Nevertheless, laying my photo/artworks on the 
ground for the Terrain/ When Worlds Collide exhibit was 
particularly delicious, as the photos became “landscape” for 
a few weeks. These works were on canvas and had started 
to degrade when I finally took them down – it delighted me 
further that it would have been only a matter  of  time  before  

the landscape consumed them. 

C.N.:                Could you elaborate on the particular stories of 
the materials (the matter) that go into the making of 
your dioramas? I hear you had some garbage 
collected in the immediate environs of the Pergamon 
Museum, in Berlin, and then had it sent over from 
Germany?  

T.D.: A friend of mine collected some trash from around the 
Pergamon Museum for me to use in the Pergamon photos. 
But the trash that she sent was very clean- I think she may 
have ironed the paper bits! – so I  had to  crumple them,  and 

Tom Denlinger 
Around the MCA, Struth, 2006, 40” x 50”, pigmented inkjet Ó Denlinger 
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put dirt on them so that they looked again as they had 
been discarded, which they had been and still were… 

C.N.: I  like  the  relays  of  ironies  about  authenticity  
that your  import  of  garbage  suggests:  first,  the  
attempt  to  be “authentic,” truthful  to  a  place  and   
time,   by   transporting the “authentic” elsewhere, 
whether a work of art,  the animal corpses to be 
taxidermied  for  a  diorama that reproduces  the  
habitat  where  it  was  killed,  or  the garbage 
surrounding the new location!  Second, the fact that 
such translation of “place and time” gets retranslated 
into your  dioramic  construction that is further 
photographed. Also, the dioramas use plastic plants for 
their stages of pristine nature. You use garbage for 
yours, which turns into non-degradable material —
fixed in time—in your photographs. But the 
photographs, are they biodegradable? Unstable? Lots 
to think about here… 

T.D.: Yes, I very much like scrambling and re-compositing 
both the landscape idea and the “indexical” linkages that 
usually ground the photo in real situations, by scrambling a 
mixture of materials and images, and then to “authenticate” 
this activity, form it into a landscape, with a large format 
photograph. But by collaging together materials and 
processes, that are, in my view, reproducing already existing 
cultural processes of layering, decay, and regeneration, I am 
participating in these processes. In a way, the ironies are 
being generated by the cultural organism, and perhaps I am 
only documenting their progress. 

As far as the bio-degradability of the 
physical photographs: the Cibachromes that I first 
made in the Imaginary Wetlands series are definitely 
not biodegradable in the traditional sense – they are 
made of some kind of plastic material – although 
most plastics are eventually degraded by UV rays of 
the sun, the image will fade to a series of outlines and the 
plastic will crack and disintegrate, but the resulting plastic 
fragments will not integrate into the environment, except as 
plastic ruffage. The photo will be reduced to shards of 
images: another material-induced scrambling of the 
landscape idea.  

Yet, the works since then are digital prints, made of 
pH neutral cotton rag paper and printed with high pigment 
inks, which, although archival in the museum sense, would 
fade very quickly in direct sun, and the cotton fiber would 
eventually re-integrate into its surroundings – although it is 
not   clear   how   long   that  would  take.  The  photographed  

“diorama” then fades/disintegrates, and hopefully is 
consumed by its surroundings.  However, as you point out, 
the digital image as electronic memory is not degradable, 
unless those electronic recesses become unavailable or 
inaccessible. 

C.N.: Speaking of the natural history dioramas that you 
deconstruct and then propose re-mediated in Imperfect 
Recall: I think there is more here than just a critical play 
with the diorama’s illusionism (the theatrical staging of 
pristine nature). I am referring in particular to the 
photographs of the dioramas at the Peggy Notebaert 
Nature Museum in Chicago. Could you explain first why 
you chose this Museum of Natural History, and second 
how your photographs through their material re-
writing/re-illumination of the dioramas you selected tell 
the story of the overlap of the development of 
photographic technology and the environs of Chicago? 
You told me that the dioramas at the Notebaert were 
made from written texts… 

T.D.:   I was invited by the curator at the Peggy Notebaert 
Museum, Jill Riddell, who was familiar with my work, to do a 
project there and I chose to work with their dioramas. The 
dioramas in this museum were carefully constructed, using 
written accounts of how the landscape around the Chicago 
area looked before there was a city. There was quite a bit of 
traffic through this territory at the time, as it was a trading 
spot and portage space for goods moving between the 
rivers and the lake, so there were a number of written 
descriptions and records.   

The timing of the birth of the city from this site 
coincides almost exactly with the birth of photography as a 
medium in Europe. Part of this photo history is an amazing 
story concerning a French bureaucrat, Hippolyte Bayard, 
who was unjustly left out of the story of its invention. In 
protest, he created a diorama of himself as a drowned man, 
photographed it, and presented it to the public! 

So, at the moment that materials were being 
generated in the Chicago area that would become the 
document foundation of the dioramas of the Notebaert 
Museum, photography was invented in France, founded on 
a dioramic, fake landscape photograph.  

My work with the Notebaert museum dioramas is 
different than the rest of the Imperfect Recall work, in that I 
photograph  the  diorama itself – because  that  is  one of the  
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main artworks of the Natural History Museum. It is an 
artwork with no specific author. Rather, as a material re-
imagining of a historical landscape, this artwork is made by 
many people.  

As in the rest of the series, however, I project the 
image into a diorama that I create, illuminating it with the 
image. For the diorama, it is again a flooded environment, 
but this coincides with the actual environment around the 
museum, as well as the historic environs of Chicago. I had to 
collect plant materials from elsewhere, specifically cattails – 
as the area around the museum is a bird sanctuary, and 
these are a protected part of that environment. There was 
no problem with collecting trash, however.  

           I see my work here as an intertwining of Chicago 
history, the history of photography, and the material 
nature of landscape, through the landscape diorama, 
through the cultural/material re-imagining of historical space. 
My activities are part of this material process, another stage 
in the life of the diorama. 

The factor of smell is interesting here too, as the 
Native American word Chekagu means either wild onion or 
stinky place. The dioramas did not include a swamp, 
although they do reference a wetlands area, the actual smell 
of the rotting vegetation/wild onions in the area of the 
wetlands must have been quite strong: alas, one does not 
get a sense of it at all in the museum dioramas. 

Tom Denlinger 

Around the Art Institute, Josephson. 2006, 40” x 50”, pigmented inkjet Ó Denlin 
ger 
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And yet…the dioramas that were built and painted in the 
original Natural History Museum farther north in Lincoln Park 
were meant to be walked into, just like the newer ones at 
the Notebaert Museum. But the original ones were much 
larger and more encompassing, and, after many years, 
ended up smelling like urine – I went there when I was first in 
Chicago, and smelled this. It was thought that little kids who 
came there with a school group or with their parents, would 
take advantage of being hidden in these large dioramas. 
Not sure if adults did the same. In any case, those dioramas, 
now vanished, managed to re-create in some sense the  

original   olfactory   landscape,   through   the  intervention  
of participatory spectatorship! The audience was an 
agentic force in moving the dioramas towards a more 
representative space. 

C.N.: Just a brief interjection here: Speaking of the 
dioramas in Natural History Museums. I followed the news 
about the installation of the new Akeley’s striped Hyenas 
diorama in the Field Museum, in Chicago. I love the ironic 
twists in the background story of the installation of a new 
diorama in the Hall of Mammals, which provides a dioramic 
habitat to the forlorn taxidermied hyenas.  

Tom Denlinger 
Around the Pergamon_Altar, 2006, 40” x 50”, pigmented inkjet Ó Denlinger 
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I find the story reported in the Chicago Tribune      by  Steve 
Johnson (April 8, 2015) revealing. As outlined in that article, 
when the boards that covered the empty space between 
the dioramas in this hall were taken down, an there were 
expectations that a wall painting would be concealed 
behind this boarded area. Instead, one found trays of 
plants. These plants were labeled with identification 
markings from a New Zealand museum, accompanied by 
a 1937 Wellington newspaper carrying the news of Laurel 
and Hardy visiting a theatre there.  

I like the story not just because New Zealand --of 
all places-- pops up in it, by chance. (It just so happens that I 
went the reverse route, from Chicago to New Zealand!) I 
like it also because it is hyenas –animals that are not 
indigenous to New Zealand-- that end up filling this 
“empty space,” which one could guess would have been 
possibly devoted to some mammal, accompanied by 
New Zealand plants. But certainly not by inexistent 
indigenous mammals from New Zealand! Furthermore, 
now, New Zealand surreptitiously gains its place –via 
introduced hyenas-- on this Museum’s map of the world’s 
mammals. So many bizarre ironies here, and metaphorical 
too. 

T.D.: These are great examples of how the 
museum   inadvertently   induces  irony,  and  also  comedy, 

with the diorama form! In the Notebaert dioramas, the 
museum staff seemed to enshrine various cultural values 
with their juxtapositions of plants, animals, and materials. 
For instance, in the prairie installation, the coyotes seem to 
be arranged in a family unit, with one masculine-looking 
coyote (stern features, furrowed brow) bringing a rabbit to 
the den, and a significantly softer, feminine-looking coyote 
surrounded by pups looking on. The scenario of three 
photos that I made with this diorama I called “Coyote 
Family Values.”  

A lakeshore diorama involved a bald eagle that had 
caught a fish and was clearly guarding it against the 
encroachments of a very interested group of seagulls and 
crows. The national symbol protecting the fruit of its honest 
labor from scavengers. Apart from the fact that bald eagles 
often prefer to eat carrion, I thought that this was quite a 
fantastic narrative, and called the group of photos that I 
made from it, “Free Market Economy.”  

One of the Plains-Prairie dioramas that I did not 
photograph was one with a single American Buffalo in it. It 
was a severely moth-eaten, taxidermied, specimen. 
Standing alone, huge in its tiny diorama, and without a herd, 
it was, in its deteriorated state, quite the symbol of a 
decaying landscape ideal. 

C.N.:  Exactly! Of the “hyenas” story above, I mostly like 
the fact that the new diorama is informed by this other geo- 

Tom Denlinger 
Around the Notebaert Coyote Family Values, 2008, 50” x 140”, pigmented inkjet Ó Denlinger 
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cultural  random  prehistory,  a  new  diorama,  by  the  
way, which  has  been reconstructed with extreme 
accuracy: the sky, for example, was painted according 
to astronomical measurements that allowed to 
reproduce the stars as they were at a particular hour of a 
particular day in a specific year. This crossing of extreme 
accuracy and extreme chance, therefore, yields 
something other than the diorama, in my view. What 
ensues is a photomontage in the style of Heartfield, a 
theatre of the theatre with Laurel and Hardy playing 
slapstick in the distance…This “set” reminds me of Lori 
Nix’s series Unnatural History, for example, the 
photograph titled, Galapagos Turtle,  2009. 

T.D.: Many years ago, when I first viewed the dioramas of 
the Notebaert, I saw, tucked away in the urine-soaked 
recesses of the walk-in dioramas, painted depictions of 
various scenes from Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, 
such as Alice talking to the caterpillar on the mushroom. 
Years later, I heard from a colleague that these were 
inserted by Museum scenic painters that were working in 
the 1960's. I love this juxtaposition of culture and historic 
ambiance, where cultural workers seem  to  be  questioning  
or  enhancing  the  diorama  idea.

C.N.: More to the point: your photos, for example, those 

in Imperfect Recall that include the dioramas at the 
Notebaert Museum, seem to elaborate on such 
coincidences, hidden histories, and traces that make 
up the intermingling fabrics of Chicago, its museums, 
and photography itself. Among the naturecultures  
that  make up the grid of Chicago, what are your 
favorite? Or rather: in which of these does your 
photography find its place, a place from which it sees 
itself as interacting, or as Karen Barad would have it, 
“intra-acting”? 

T.D.: The exhibition that I just took down at Randy Alexander 
Gallery was called Parrot Dreams, in tribute to the population 
of Green Parrots that were brought from Brazil to be used at 
the University of Chicago labs. These parrots escaped their 
confines, and managed to not only survive the harsh Chicago 
winters but to thrive!  They built colonies of nests on top of 
one another, parrot condominiums, and, after years, seem to 
do quite well, against all odds. 

This does not have so much to do with my 
photography, but the Parrot story is a more dramatic 
example of a series of ongoing environmental stories, as 
various materials move through the urban environment. 
Those arenas through which they move, i.e., the edges 
and peripheries of organized and controlled spaces, are  

Tom Denlinger 
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Tom Denlinger 
From the exhibit Parrot Dreams – ‘Ekstatic Edgewater_Thorndale 1’, 2017 , 42” x 12” x 10”, pigment inkjet on rag paper Ó Denlinger 
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my favorite arenas to watch, and of course to 
photograph. 
 I will be making a small exhibition in Venice, 
Italy, in June 2018, in the gallery Artism 3160, that will 
be in conjunction with the Biennale di Architettura 
there. The theme of the Biennale is Free Space.  This is 
a significant idea in Venice, as nearly all of the space is 
inhabited or owned in some way, and everything that 
moves through the city, whether inhabitants, materials, 
tourists, water, other visitors, electricity, waste, etc. 
must move through the small arteries that crisscross 
each other as canals or other kinds of pathways, and 
make their angular passages between and around the 
larger private spaces. The city is compressed, an 
organism with arterial flow: we as participants are 
among the nutrients of its “lifeblood”, and literally 
share transition space with a range of diverse materials, 
and living critters…                 

C.N.: I would like to conclude our conversation with 
your most recent work, Ekstatic Edgewater, which we 
have mentioned several times already. In this series, 
photography is everything: the starting and ending 
point, the medium, the object, the obstinate subject, 
the data, their elaboration, and translation etc. And it is 
all of these things at once.  While in Imperfect Recall you 
appear to be working through the ins and outs of the 
uses of photography as archive; in Ekstatic Edgewater, 
photography is imagined quite differently. Could you 
explain what happens to photography here?  

T.D.: In Ekstatic Edgewater, I underscore 
that photography has changed completely from a 
medium that emphasizes the lens-enhanced eye 
moving through perspectival space, to a medium that 
collects information as digital data, including 
environmental sounds and personal information of the 
photographer, and re-deploys some of it as imagery. 
In this work, I use the digital camera as the 
information-gathering device that it is, by collecting 
photographic data in my neighborhood, Edgewater, 
and using that digital information to make three-
dimensional objects. I use color information and 
contour  information  that is  interpreted  by  software, 

leaving myself out of the selection process as much 
as possible, so that the computer software becomes 
a collaborator. 
 I deploy that information as computer 
controlled laser-cuts and printed color areas. In one 
series of this group of works I intervene at the last 
minute, and drape the laser cut materials on the wall, 
re-configuring the indexical contour data of the original 
photos, and introducing chance and serendipity into 
the work. But also when I drape the material, I am 
drawing on my experience of this neighborhood – it is 
the neighborhood that I live in that participates in 
forming my notions of space, spatial interaction, etc.. 

Cybernetics, computing, and the digital world, 
what has been called the algorithmic life-world by 
Carolyn Kane in Chromatic Algorithms, began in the 
1950’s with Claude Shannon, his Information Theory, 
and the rise of Game Theory. This timing coincides with 
what is considered by some to be the beginning of the 
Anthropocene age. I believe that these are essential 
components of a false consciousness of control that 
characterize our contemporary interaction with the 
Anthropocene. The mathematics of Game Theory 
stresses indeterminacy and probabilities rather than 
certainties, but it nonetheless provides a false sense of 
competency and knowledge. In its use in financial 
markets, the goal is profit, not loss, but hedge funds 
still fail spectacularly. For these reasons, I use the 
digital camera and the computer environment, as well 
as a certain degree of indeterminacy, as co-
participants. This is the case when I am working on the 
Ekstatic Edgewater series. 

I see this activity as coinciding with Fernand 
Kittler's and Bernard Stiegler's notion of Technology as 
pre-human, as ourselves as products of Technology, 
not the other way around. In this work, I am 
collaborating with the camera and digital environment, 
as well as with the environment itself and the material 
that I work with to produce the artwork. This 
collaboration produces the idea of what this space, 
Edgewater, is. In another sense, it also produces the 
idea of what I am, how I am participatory. 
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C.N.: Perhaps facetiously: Has the proper name of the 
neighborhood, “Edgewater”, played any role in your 
considerations of this area of Chicago? And what 
elements of your photography –or rather photographic 
objects-- on the one hand, and of the neighborhood on 
the other does the qualifier “Ekstatic” in the title refer 
to? How do all of these “stand outside” themselves? 

T.D.: I focus on Edgewater because I live there, but 
nonetheless I like the idea of Edgewater, of existing at the 
water’s edge, in a space of transition. I grew up in a watery 
environment in California, and this awareness has 
contributed to the Wetlands, Imperfect Recall, and this  
series.  I modified the adjective, using a “k” in “Ekstatic,” 
because I wanted to facetiously emphasize the state of 
ecstasy. One reason I refer to ecstasy is that it is a changed 
state of awareness, an awareness that participates in the 
surroundings. This work for me is a way of being in a state of 
awareness that is indeed “ekstatic”, a beginning and its 
continuation: as the Canadian poet Lisa Robertson has said, 
“I come here to be a part of what change is…” 

There is another reason why I use the term. 
Edgewater/Rogers Park is not usually considered as being 
ecstatic in that it is a very quiet area. But it is continuously 
moving and changing, with a very diverse immigrant 
population (70 different languages spoken there) as well as 
a stable and growing LGBTQ population, and all groups 
participate in a stable yet changing population of middle-
class families. This collective is imbricated with its 
environment, it is a type of consciousness that supersedes 
the individual or the smaller group, and so in that sense, it is 
also EK-static. The environment attracts and generates this 
population – they all come to live here and take part in it.  It 
is interesting to me that the majority of the buildings were 
made for a completely different class-inflected society, with 
multiple bathrooms and servants’ quarters in the back. 
Those structures have been re-interpreted and re-
functionalized to suit the needs of the groups and extended 
families that inhabit them now. 

C.N.: How does the adjective “Imperfect” associated with 
“Recall” relate to the adjective “Ekstatic”? If photography 
is both the subject and object of and in the naturecultural 
landscapes of the grid of Chicago, how do the “Calderian” 
mobile-photographs of Ekstatic  Edgewater reinterpret 
the “imperfection” of    the    photographic    recalls,   in  that 

previous series?  Could   you   comment on the titles and 
what these mean as far as your thoughts on photography 
are concerned? (Interestingly, the term “recall” in dog 
training is the process of bringing a dog to the caller from a 
distance.) One could again invoke here Bennett’s notion of 
vital materiality.  

T.D.: The series Imperfect Recall was meant to use the 
notion of the inexact nature of memory to critique the 
institutional override by art museums of the idea of 
landscape. “Imperfect “ and “Recall” are both functions of 
Power; in Ekstatic Edgewater, agency has been transferred 
to the environment itself. I wish to acknowledge, like 
Bennett, that the arena has vibrant energy from its actants 
and collaborators, and moves in ways that we cannot 
predict. 

There is an essay by Julia Peck, 'Vibrant 
Photography: Photographs, actants and political ecology' 
published online in January 2016, that refers to ecology and 
scapes in the work by Richard Misrach and Kate Orff’s 
project Petrochemical America… They are quite different 
photos from mine, but both projects are kinds of ‘vibrant 
photography’ as the author argues for Petrochemical 
America… My photography lends itself to being read 
through the lens of material ecocriticism. Indeed, I would 
say that my photographs are material acts of ecocriticism.

In this regard, my work, albeit differently, still 
operates in ways that recall, for example, the spectacular 
collages and installations of Kenyan artist Wengechi Mutu. 
One can see some of this same non-human energy in her 
mixed-media work, energy that extends and continues the 
work of the Dada artist Hannah Höch. Mutu’s constructed 
women and sentient environments approach subjectivity as 
a collective generated by hybrid human-animal-non-
mammalian elements and materials. It is also worth 
mentioning in this regard Chicago-based international 
artists Inigo Manglano Ovalle and Jason Salavon, whose 
work often references the hybrid nature of subjectivity, 
while they level environmental and technological critiques; 
as well as the architectural hybrids of Suzy Giles which grow 
like fungus in the corners of a room, and recent 
Guggenheim recipient Mahwhish Chishty’s sentient attack 
drones painted like traditional Hindu gods and goddesses. 

C.N.: This broader contemporary art context that you have 
just painted for us, a context that helps us reframe your 
photographic work to date, is a good point where to 
conclude our conversation, at least for now.  It  has  been 
inspiring. 
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Tom Denlinger 
Ekstatic Edgewater: Jarvis 4, 2015, 42” x 17” x 12”, rag paper Ó Denlinger 
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nimals have never been camera shy – almost since the 
introduction of the medium in 1839, they have appeared in 
photographs. While early photographs typically depicted 

animals that were tame, captive, or dead, modern and contemporary 
artists have delved into the interdependent relationship between 
humanxandxnon-human. 
                Drawn entirely from the J. Paul Getty Museum’s 
photographs collection, In Focus: Animalia, on view May 26-
October 18, 2015 at the Getty Center, illustrates some of the 
complex relationships between people and animals. From an 
intimate studio portrait with dog and owner to the calculated cruelty 
of inbreeding practices, these photographs offer nuanced views of 
thexanimalxkingdom. 
                “It is easy to understand why artists choose animals for their 
subject matter – their lives are profoundly intertwined with our own, 
often eliciting powerful emotions,” says Timothy Potts, Director of 
the J. Paul Getty Museum. “Whether seen as beloved pets, kept in 
zoos, or threatened by human activity, animals continue to fascinate 
and act as catalysts for artistic creativity. This exhibition highlights the 
many different ways in which animals as subject matter have served 
as an endearing theme for photographers throughout history right 
upxtoxthexpresentxday.” 

                Photographs of pets, working animals, taxidermied game,  

and exotic beasts in newly opened zoos circulated widely during the 
second half of the 19th century. Early daguerreotypes required a 
subject to remain still for several minutes to ensure that the image 
would not blur, so photographing moving animals posed a 
problem. In Study of a White Foal (about 1845) the Swiss nobleman 
and amateur daguerreotypist Jean-Gabriel Eynard (1775-1863), 
focused the lens of his camera on a foal at rest, a moment when its 
movements were limited, in order to make a successful picture. 
               By the early 1850s, most major cities in Europe and 
America could boast studios specializing in daguerreotype 
photography. Customers sat for portraits in order to preserve their 
own images, and also commissioned photographs of their family 
members and loved ones, including pets. In Dog Sitting on a 
Table (about 1854; artist unknown) an eager dog is photographed 
sitting on a tasseled pedestal. The slight blurring of the head, 
indicating movement during exposure, betrays the barely contained 
energyxofxthisxotherwisexwell-trainedxanimal. 

    The mid-19th century saw increasing demand for 
stereoscopic photographs – two nearly identical prints made with a 
double lens camera that created a three-dimensional image when 
viewed in a stereoscope viewer. Frank Haes (British, 1832-1916) 
made a reputation for himself by photographing animals at the 
London  Zoo,  much  to  the  delight  of those fascinated by hippos,  
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IN FOCUS: ANIMALIA 

 Photographs of animals have circulated since the early history of the medium, initially focusing on those that were  
tame, captive, or dead. Advancements in camera and film technologies enabled precise recordings of beasts in 
motion and, eventually, in their natural habitats. During the  summer of 2015 In Focus: Animalia, a photographic  
exhibition curated by Arpad Kovacs, held at the J. Paul Getty  Museum in LA, examined the expanding tradition of  
animal representation through the works of artists such as Horatio Ross, Alfred Stieglitz, William Wegman, Pieter  
Hugo, and Taryn Simon, among others. 

 Interviewer: Matthew Brower 

 Interviewee: Arpad Kovacs  
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lions, zebras, and other exotic beasts. Eadweard J. Muybridge’s 
(American, born England, 1830-1904) pioneering work in motion 
studies are best remembered for his depictions of animals. Devising 
a system for successively tripping the shutters of up to 24 cameras, 
Muybridge created the illusion of movement in a galloping horse. 

         Artists have also relied on animals to convey symbolism and 
to represent fantastical worlds. A photograph by Alfred Stieglitz 
(American, 1864-1946) of a harnessed and castrated horse serves as 
a critical metaphor for American identity in the early 1920s, which 
Stieglitz viewed as materialist and culturally bankrupt. An elaborately 
staged photograph by Sandy Skoglund (American, born 1946) 
presents a dreamlike atmosphere filled with handmade, larger-than-
life sculptures of goldfish that create a scene at once playful and 
disturbing. Recently-acquired works by Daniel Naudé (South 
African, born 1984) depict portraits of wild dogs the photographer 
found  on  the  arid  plains  of  South Africa. Made from a low vantage  

point, individual dogs are cast against broad views of the landscape, 
and the photographs harken back to the equestrian portrait 
traditionxpopularxduringxthex17thxcentury. TarynxSimon'sxphoto-
graph of a caged white tiger (American, born 1975) demonstrates 
the often times debilitating results of the inbreeding practices 
utilized to obtain highly desired traits such as a white coat. This work 
illuminates the mistakes and failures of human intervention into a 
territoryxgovernedxbyxnaturalxselection. 
                   In Focus: Animalia was on view between May 26 and 
October 18, 2015, at the J. Paul Getty Museum, Getty Center. The 
exhibition was accompanied by the publication of Animals in 
Photographs (Getty Publications) by Arpad Kovacs who is 
interviewed for Antennae by Matthew Brower, Director of the 
Museum Studies Program in the Faculty of Information at the 
University of Toronto and author of Developing Animals: Wildlife 
and Early American Photography (2010). 

Eadweard Muybridge 
‘The Horse in Motion’, photograph, plate 626, 1978, from Animal Locomotion 
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Matthew Brower: The exhibition title, In Focus: Animalia, 
and the catalogue title, animals in photographs, are 
both fairly neutral and descriptive: Do you see the 
exhibition as a neutral cataloguing of the animals as 
they appear in photographs or do you see it as bringing 
to bear a critique of human-animal relations? 

Arpad Kovacs: The titles for both the exhibition and 
catalogue are intentionally neutral and descriptive because 
neither is an attempt to create a systematic or definitive 
cataloguing of animals or human-animal relations. Instead, 
these parallel projects are a means of teasing out under-
explored histories from the Museum's large and 
idiosyncratic collection. The Department of Photographs at 
the Getty Museum, along with the collection, was started in 
1984 and while it is rather comprehensive, the primary 
strengths are prints from first one-hundred years of the 
medium’sxhistory.   
                 The exhibition featured 36 photographs, including 
several cased objects and prints tipped into albums. With 
approximately 80 plates, the catalog allowed more 
opportunities to highlight works that are often overlooked, 
including works made in the last fifty years and recent 
additions to the collection. I see these two projects as a way 
to explore the medium’s diverse history through a subject 
that fascinated many photographers but has received 
relatively little attention from scholars.  

M.B.: How long did it take to put this exhibition together? 
Was it difficult to get approval from the museum or did 
they recognize the importance of the topic early on? 

A.K.: The exhibition was organized in about two years, which 
is approximately the amount of time it takes for most 
collection-based exhibitions to come together. I had been 
thinking about a project that examined photographs of 
animals in the collection for much longer, and working within 
the confines of the Museum’s collection helped to shape the 
final project. The Museum administration was very 
supportive of the exhibition from early stages in the planning 
process. As curators at the Museum, we are encouraged to 
study and find new ways of understanding and presenting 
works in the collection.   

M.B.: How difficult was it to settle on the final 35 images for 

the exhibition?  

A.K.: Settling on the final selection of photographs for the 
exhibition was an especially challenging task. The 
Department of Photographs’ collection contains over 
100,000 prints and cased objects, with pockets of material 
that, at the time of the project’s start, had yet to be 
catalogued. I spent several months making an initial selection 
of photographs that contained representations of animals, 
along with a selection of prints that included some sort of a 
representation of an animal. The second edit focused on the 
condition of each object, as we would not show 
or reproduce prints that have major condition issues, 
like discoloration and fading, or tears. I wanted to ensure 
that the final selection contained a representation of the 
various periods in the medium’s history and also a visual 
variety that made for an engaging viewing experience. 

M.B.: Which images almost made it into the show? 

A.K.: There were a number of photographs that I had 
hoped to include but was unable to do so because of 
space restrictions. For example, we have several 
incredibly compelling photographs by the South African 
photographer Pieter Hugo of men from Nigeria posing 
with animals they use to earn a living by performing 
for crowds. We also have a number of nineteenth-
century albums in the collection that contain photographs 
by both known and unknown makers, of various 
hunting expeditions and staged scenes with animals 
that were popular during the second-half of the 
nineteenth-century.  

M.B.: The show is drawn exclusively from the Getty’s 
collections and shows off the incredible range its holdings. 
Are their photographs or photographers that you wanted 
to include but which weren’t available? How did these 
absences affect the exhibition? 

A.K.: The Getty Museum’s collection of photographs 
contains a broad overview of the medium’s history, with 
certain photographers, and periods, represented in 
greater depth than others. For example, we have excellent 
examples of prints by Eadweard Muybridge and his early 
motion    experiments,   however,   we   do   not   have   any  
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Examples by his counterparts working in Europe like 
Étienne-Jules Marey and Ottomar Anschütz, working in 
Paris and Berlin respectively. Additionally, the legacy of a 
publication like National Geographic Magazine, which has 
played a significant role in introducing and publicizing of 
wildlife conservation efforts to the general public, is not 
represented in the collection.  

These are only two examples, among many,

 

that became apparent as I worked on this project. In order 
to present a more nuanced view of this subject, it would 
be ideal to fill these gaps in the collection. Since the 
exhibition was rather modest in size, I don’t think the 
absence of these two examples had a negative effect 
on the outcome. Becoming aware of these absences 
have helped me to realize some of the broader issues that 
need to   be  explored  with  a  more  ambitious  project. 

Pieter Hugo 
Mallam Galadima Ahmadu with Jamis, Nigeria Chromogenic print, Negative 2005; print 2010, 2010.25.1 
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realize some of the broader issues that need to be explored 
with a more ambitious project.    

M.B.: Did your understanding of the relations between 
animals and photography shift as you developed the 
project? 

 
Alfred Stieglitz 
Spiritual America, Gelatin silver print, Negative 1923, print 1920s-30s, 93.XM.25.12 
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M.B.: Did your understanding of the relations between 
animals and photography shift as you developed the 
project?

A.K.: As with any project that evolves over several 
months, and even years, you find yourself arriving at 
realizations that in hindsight seemed incredibly obvious. 
While the exhibition and accompanying publication are not 
exhaustive surveys of the topic, the project did help me 
to develop a greater appreciation for the role of chance 
in photographing live animal. In looking at photographs 
that span the history of the medium it was interesting to see 
photographers learning to embrace, and later to exploit, 
the  potential  for  successes  in  accidents.  Photographs of 

animals were highly staged affairs for a long time, but 
with advancements in technology near the end of the 
nineteenth century, a sense of spontaneity  slowly crept 
into many pictures, especially those created by amateurs. 

         Perhaps the most valuable realization occurred in 
surveying the landscape of scholarship on this topic. The 
catalogue is aimed at a general reader, but while 
conducting research I noticed a lot of gaps in the 
resources readily available. This was at once frustrating and 
also exciting, especially since the field is rich with potential 
for future research.   

M.B.: Which  of  the  photographs  affected  you  the  most? 

Unknown 
Portrait of a Girl with her Deer, Daguerreotype, About 1854, 84.XT.172.5 
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Adolphe Brown 
[Still Life with Game], Carbon print, 1865, 84.XP.458.31 
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A.K.: Taryn Simon’s photograph of an inbred white tiger, 
from her series An American Index of the Hidden and 
Unfamiliar, is a deeply sad picture. Both for what it shows, a 
malformed creature in a cage standing on a concrete 
platform, and what the viewer learns about selective 
breeding practices after reading the accompanying text 
panel the artist provides.  
                  The photograph in the show that I think is perhaps 
the most significant, at least in the context of the narrative 
that I have tried to create, is Alfred Stieglitz’s print from 1923 
entitled Spiritual America. This photograph of a harnessed 
and castrated horse was intended to serve as a metaphor 
for American identity, which the photographer viewed as 
materialist and culturally bankrupt. The horse, a traditional 
symbol of power and speed, is fragmented in this depiction 
and reduced to a slick display of geometry. The symbolism 
in this tightly cropped, and highly controlled, picture signals 
an important shift in American modernism; it’s a photograph 
that makes me pause every time I see it.  

M.B.: How do you see the practice of animal photographs 
shifting or developing over the time period the exhibition 
covers? 

A.K.: This is an especially difficult question to answer, as the 
exhibition was tasked with presenting an overview of the 
medium’s history with only 36 photographs. Developments 
in animal photography are closely tied to advancements in 
camera and lens technologies, and the increased range of 
movement those improvements permitted on the part of 
the photographer. A daguerreotype showing a young girl 
standing next to a deer from the 1850s is especially 
interesting because the process required a great deal of 
stillness from the subject. While not a great deal is known 
about this particular daguerreotype, it is highly likely that the 
animal depicted was domesticated. Photographers during 
the nineteenth-century often looked to painting for their 
subject matter. The genre of “still life” was adapted by 
photographers like Adolphe Braun who created inventive 
compositions that meant to compete with small paintings of 
similar subjects.  

           The introduction of new photographic papers and 
developing chemistry also played significant roles, especially 
for art photographers at the turn of the twentieth century. 
Furthermore,     the     increasingly     broad     circulation     of  

photographs that depicted animals, primarily through 
journals and publications dedicated to the study of nature 
and wildlife, helped to cultivate diverse views of animal 
representations. The exhibition broadly reflected some of 
these developments but did not dwell on any particular 
shifts.  
                  Aside from technical changes, the major shifts have 
historically concerned desires to capture motion, often 
through increasingly dynamic angles. The exhibition 
contained two especially wonderful examples with Albert 
Renger-Patzsch’s Sacred Baboon, 1928 and Lisette Model’s 
Rhinoceros Resting on Its Side, 1933-38. More recently, I 
think the most important developments concern individual 
attempts to understand and reflect an animal’s own 
subjectivity and consciousness. While these ideas are difficult 
to read in a photograph, I think these concerns are bubbling 
to the surface in the work of photographers like Daniel 
Naudé.  

M.B.: Do you find more continuities or discontinuities 
between the early images in the exhibition and the 
contemporary ones? 

A.K.: I tried to make a selection that emphasized the wide 
range of approaches photographers have explored over 
course of the medium’s history, while also presenting a 
variety of visually engaging pictures. Contemporary artists 
are certainly aware of photographers like Eadweard 
Muybridge and William Wegman, whose careers have 
arguably been defined by photographing animals. However, 
it was less important for this project to examine 
photographs that continue any specific legacy or visual 
approach.  

The majority of pictures included in the exhibition 
were by photographers not necessarily known for their 
photographs of animals. Most have turned to animals as 
subjects at some point in their careers, and this is the most 
significant continuity that comes to the fore. There is a 
plethora of reasons why people photograph animals, and 
they tend to make their way into the oeuvre of most 
photographers.  

M.B.: The exhibition has now been up for several months 
and has received a number of reviews and notices 
(including a recommendation as family friendly children’s 
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Lisette Model 
Rhinoceros Resting on Its Side, Gelatin silver print, 1933-38, 84.XM.153.16 
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outing); how  do you characterize the response? 

A.K.: The response to the exhibition has been quite positive. 
Whenever I walked through the gallery I was happy to see 
families with children visiting the show as I think it's a great 
way to get young kids excited about art. The exhibition at 
the Getty was more concerned with photographs of animals 
as art, rather than serving a specific pedagogical function like 
an  exhibit  at  a  natural  history  museum. I think the subjects  

 

matter was a great point of entry for many who do not 
regularly visit art museums.  

M.B.: Will the Getty now be focusing on animal 
photographs as a collecting area? 

A.K.: The Getty Museum’s collecting priorities are not 
dictated by subject matter, and photographs of animals will 
not become a collecting area. It is, however, an interest that 

Daniel Naudé 
Africanis 8. Barkly East, Eastern Cape, 5 July 2008, Chromogenic print, 2008, 2014.26.3 
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will continue to be considered as we strengthen holdings of 
works by specific photographers.  

M.B.: Does this project mark the end of your exploration 
of animals and photography or are their future projects 
that will take aspects of the project further? 

A.K.: Currently there are no other projects on the horizon 
that explore the relationship between animals and 
photography, however, it's a rich topic and will certainly yield 
other opportunities.  

Matthew Brower is a curator and academic. He is the Director of 
the Museum Studies Program in the Faculty of Information at the 
University of Toronto. He included Max Streicher's Dream 
of Guernica in Mediated Memory, a Canadian Focus Exhibition for 
the 6th Annual Beijing International Art Biennale that he co-
curated in the Fall of 2015. 

Arpad Kovacs joined the Getty Museum’s Department of 
Photographs in 2011 as an assistant curator, and was the organizer 
of the exhibition In Focus: Animalia (May 26 – October 18, 2015). 
He is currently working on a monographic exhibition of the work of 
English photographer Richard Learoyd titled Richard Learoyd: In 
the Studio that will be on view at the Getty Museum from August 
30–November 27, 2016. He organized the exhibitions In Focus: Play 
(December 23, 2014 – May 10, 2015), and Hiroshi Sugimoto: Past 
Tense (February 4–June 8, 2014) among others. Arpad received his 
Master of Arts degree in art history from York University, and his 
Bachelor of Arts in the same field from Queen’s University. 
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iving with animals, inhabiting their/our stories, 
trying to tell the truth about relationship, co-
habiting an active history: that is the work of 

companion species.” Donna Haraway (20) 

As an artist, I am interested in the complicated and 
multilayered relationships that are formed between people 
and their pets. I am also fascinated by the many 
discrepancies that exist in social attitudes toward companion 
animals. Although pet keeping in many Western cultures is 
at an all-time high and people claim that they value their 
pets highly and consider them as friends (Olmert 242), they 
still often maintain an inherent prejudice, which intimates 
that living with and loving a pet animal is a shameful 
substitute for “real” or more legitimate human relationships 
(Levinson 168; Serpell vix). Given their problematic and 
liminal history as fine art objects, I have found that 
photographs of pets are ideal vehicles for the further 
examination of the incongruities in social attitudes towards 
keeping and caring for companion animals.  

Traditionally, photographic images of pet or 
companion animals have existed on the periphery of the 
contemporary fine art field, maligned for their assumed 
sentimental or nostalgic qualities. In the chapter titled ‘Fear  of  

 
 

the Familiar’ from the book The Postmodern Animal (2000), 
Steve Baker wrote, quoting Deleuze and Guattari, “… (T)he 
statement ‘anyone who likes cats or dogs is a fool’ 
encapsulates something close to the orthodox position for 
postmodern artists and philosophers on this question”. (166) 
In her 2008 volume Pets, Erica Fudge acknowledged a similar 
prejudice. “Pets are often regarded as beneath scholarly 
notice to the extent that the sense of the sentimental nature of 
human-pet relations can make scholarship that includes pets 
itself seem sentimental… Thus ignoring pets can, in fact, be 
perceived as more scholarly than actually writing about 
them”. (14-15) The “problem” with depicting pet animals is 
further complicated as they are inextricably tied to the space 
in which they (often) live, the home.  According to Christopher 
Reed, “(T)he home has been positioned as the antipode to 
high art…(B)eing undomestic came to serve as a guarantee of 
being art.” (7) 

Despite this bias, the field of human-animal studies 
has produced a vibrant and varied discourse concerning the 
multiple connections formed between humans and animals, 
and this includes a nuanced discussion of companion animals 
and our relationships with them. In 2003, two important 
essays were published, each of which articulated aspects of 
mutuality   when   examining   relationships   formed  between  

“L

DOMESTIC INTIMACIES: 
DOCUMENTING AN 
INTERSPECIES COMMUNITY 

In the photographic series, Domestic Intimacies, I explore the lived experience of cohabitating with a group of 
companion animals. The resulting photographs examine issues relating to domesticity, tending and care taking, the 
changing needs of aging pet animals, my own aging body and domestic hygiene.  

Traditionally, photographic images of pet or companion animals have existed on the periphery of the 
contemporary fine art field, maligned for their assumed sentimental or nostalgic qualities. As an artist, I am 
interested in the complicated and multilayered relationships that are formed between people and their pets. 

Text by Julia Schlosser 
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people and companion animals.  
In The Companion Species Manifesto, Donna 

Haraway extends the work of feminism and draws from 
anthropology and ethnography as she looks for ways to 
“cobble together non-harmonious agencies and ways of 
living” (7) so that humans can find a path to exist together with 
the many diverse species who “make life for humans what it 
is—and vice versa.” (15) For her, “Dogs are not surrogates for 
theory; they are not here just to think with. They are here to 
live with.”  Haraway does much to topple the simplistic but 
often dominant view of pet animals as cute “creatures of their 
owner’s way of life” (Berger 14), who function as 
unconditionally loving, subservient surrogate family members. 
She is adamant that “contrary to lots of dangerous and 
unethical projection in the Western world that makes 
domestic canines into furry children, dogs are not about 
oneself.” (11) She continues, “Commonly in the US, dogs  are  

 

attributed with the capacity for ‘unconditional love.’ In turn, 
people love their dogs as children… (B)oth of these beliefs are 
not only based on mistakes…but they are…abusive—to 
dogs and to humans.” (33) Instead, “(D)ogs and humans have 
always had a vast range of ways of relating.” (33) For Haraway 
the relation between the two becomes paramount. “The 
relation is about significant otherness at every scale. That is the 
ethic, or perhaps better, mode of attention, with which we 
must approach the long cohabitings of people and dogs” 
(emphasis mine). (24)

In Julie Ann Smith’s article “Beyond Dominance and 
Affection: Living with Rabbits in Post-Humanist Households,” 
she offers ways of considering and living with rabbits that 
prioritize and acknowledge their sense of agency and 
inherent points of view. Smith proposes a “performance 
ethics” which consists of a simultaneous acceptance of the 
inequity   of   the   rabbits’   living  arrangements   in her house,  

Julia Schlosser 
Pilling Sebastian. Sebastian has feline inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). I give him pills to treat this condition every day. From Domestic 
Intimacies, 2014 Ó Schlosser 
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along with “attentive provision of opportunities for animal 
agency and recognition that animals actively utilize these to 
perform their own natures.” (182)  

While neither of these writings focuses on images of 
animals, both provide an alternative to Yi-Fu Tuan’s 
indissoluble coupling of human affection for pets with our 
dominance over them. (As quoted in Smith 182) Many writers 
have pointed out that the symbolic or representational 
aspects of animals easily become as or more important in 
shaping or reinforcing attitudes towards animals than the real 
animal. (See Baker 1993, Fudge, Davis, and DeMello) Artists 
who embrace a relational mode of attention or a 
performance ethics in their artistic practice when imaging 
animals then hold open the possibility to convey those 
attitudes about animals to their viewers.  

In   the   photographic   series,  Domestic  Intimacies, I  

 

explore the lived experience of cohabitating with a group of 
companion animals. The resulting photographs examine 
issues relating to domesticity, tending and care taking, the 
changing needs of aging pet animals, my own aging body, 
and domestic hygiene. I have lived in a "multi-species" 
household consisting of one human animal, myself, and up to 
ten non-human animals (dog, rabbit, and cats) for the last 
fifteen years. During the last two years, three of the non-
human animals began experiencing health problems that 
require extensive caretaking. Alex and Sebastian, the oldest 
cats, both have immune deficiency diseases and need 
multiple daily medications, special diets and close veterinary 
monitoring. At the same time, Theo, the cat who spends 
nights in my kitchen, began to spray inside the house because 
of a urinary tract infection. The other “indoor” cats reacted in 
kind  and  started to urinate outside the litter boxes all over  my 

Julia Schlosser 
Venison and Green Pea Cat Food (Sebastian). Sebastian requires a hypoallergenic diet consisting of protein and carbohydrate sources that are 
unfamiliar to him. From Domestic Intimacies, 2014 Ó Schlosser 
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Julia Schlosser 
Top: Cat urine on the window 3/2/2014, 10:31 AM (Theo). Theo is an “outdoor cat” who was left in the neighborhood by his owners, when their 
house was foreclosed. He spends nights in my kitchen. Theo developed a urinary tract infection and started to spray inside the house. 
Bottom: Dresser (Chloe). One of my neighbors found Chloe when she was pregnant, and she gave birth to six kittens in my spare bedroom. I 
agreed to foster the kittens, and four got adopted. Chloe and two kittens, Dorothea and Imogen, didn’t get adopted. So eventually they came to live 

with me. From Domestic Intimacies, 2014 Ó Schlosser 
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house. The ensuing breakdown of the physical environment 
of my house reflected and reinforced my own internal feelings 
of loss of control. As I struggled to cope with the intensifying 
health needs of the animals and with my grief over the 
potential loss of these members of my family, I also struggled 
to rebuild the shattered boundaries of my domestic 
surroundings.  

Using my camera, I began to investigate mundane, 
daily interactions between the animals and myself. I 
employed visual strategies designed to shift or subvert my 
persistent position of power in the group as both sole human 
animal and image-maker. I often photographed without 
looking through the viewfinder, using the camera’s self-timer 
to take sequential timed exposures. And I often included 
myself in the photographs. Photographing the scene without 
being able to see what the photograph (or I) will look like, I 
give up a measure of control in the art-making process. Not 
only do I become both subject and object of the work, but I 
also appear in the photograph as co-equal with the animal.  

My aim is to shift, however slightly, the traditional 
relationship between the object of the photograph, the 
animal, and the maker of the photograph, myself. In this way, I 
hope to develop a visual language that will allow the viewer to 
reconsider not  only their own relationships with companion 
animals but also the breadth of the many, varied relationships 
that can be formed among and between members of 
interspecies communities. 
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I 

TO NEVER KNOW YOU: 
ARCHIVAL PHOTOS OF 
RUSSI AND FRANZ MARC 

This essay examines photographs of the German Expressionist artist, writer, and Tierliebhaber Franz Marc and his dog, 
Russi, taking the position that one of the most obvious characteristics of Marc’s life – his affectionate and respectful 
relationship with Russi – has been largely overlooked, though its documentation is clear. I extol the value of what are 
normally categorized as snapshots in reconstructing animal and human biographies. This raises questions about what 
photographs are valuable to such research, and why some are used repeatedly and others ignored. Significantly, a 
previously unknown photograph of Marc taken by his brother Paul in 1914 is published for the first time. 

Text by Jean Marie Carey 

will never look into the eyes of someone who used 
them to see Franz Marc and Russi Marc. This is an 

absolute fact of biographical research focused upon 
the long dead. But this reality does not absolve the 
committed researcher from trying to reconstruct the 

past. To this end, I have found archival photographs of 
Marc, Russi, and their family and friends immensely 

valuable in imagining their lives. There are a relatively 
small number of photographs of Marc, and these have 
been repeatedly published, to the point of exhaustion. 
Thus, I was very surprised to find a photo of Marc in 
Nürnberg’s Bundesarchiv that had never been published 
(now published here). The discovery caused me to reflect 

on how Marc’s biography, which is emphatically the 
story of a life informed by the love of animals, had itself 
been circumscribed and neatly entombed, a situation 
that demands correction. 

Background 

Some years ago, the Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus 
published a three-volume catalogue raisonné of the 
work of Franz Marc. The massive books are packed with 
lustrous reproductions of Marc’s paintings, prints, 
sculptures, and pencil sketches, an overwhelming 
testament to the artist’s experimental disposition toward 

rethinking the Tierbild. Interspersed through the more 
than 2,500 pages are a few grainy photographs of Marc, 
from the time of his first trip to Paris in 1904 until just 
before his death near Verdun, France in March 1916 at 
the age of 36. Of the small number of photos – fewer 
than a dozen – circulated repeatedly through a century’s 
worth of literature on Marc, about half show the dark- 
haired Bavarian in the company of “ein junger Eisbär, 
sein Hund, der treue weiße Russi,”[i]a contrasting vitality 
on shades of grey. 

During the course of giving research presentations 
at seminars, conferences, and to students, an 
unexpected phenomenon became very noticeable to me. 
Whether confronted with either large projections or smaller 
printed images, people were attracted by Marc’s colorful 
and empathic representations of animals, of course, but 
they were truly riveted by the photos of Marc and his dog 
Russi. People would ask me to pause the PowerPoint slide 
show and just gaze, or sometimes raise printed copies of 
the paper toward their eyes in the vain hope that this 
action would allow them to see more – more than there 
actually  was to see.  Almost  always  the  same questions 
cropped up: Do you have more photographs of the artist 
and the dog? Can we see them? 

This was despite the fact most of the photos  on 
offer at the time were taken in spontaneous circumstances 
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in the early days of personal photography, were poor in 
quality, and showed little detail. It seems that photos of 
people and pets gone and lost have a power all their own, 
even though it may be tantalizingly meager. 

And this is another of the reasons for this article. I 
became curious to learn if there were more photos of Russi 
and Marc than the handful that seemed endlessly 
circulated and indeed if there were more images of the 
artist at all. If so, why had so few made their way into 
canonical art historical documents? While I am not able, at 
least not yet, to answer that question, I was excited to learn 
that indeed there were yet photos of Franz Marc that had 
not yet been seen in a century. Most are housed in the 
Marc estate papers at the Deutsches Kunstarchiv (DKA) 
im Germanischen Nationalmuseum in Nürnberg, 
Germany. 

The stunning snapshot of Franz Marc reproduced 
here was taken in spring 1914 by his brother Paul Marc. 
Here we also find images that are far less satisfactory in 
quality. They are all from the turn of the 20th Century when 
only black and white photography was available to 
amateur users, and in an age when we have become so 
accustomed to high-resolution color images, these photos 
from Germany in the early 1900s can be construed as 
disappointing. But despite this, as receivers' reactions 
seemed to indicate, these photos are evocative and 
moving records. Conceptualized and projected, they offer 
information and stimulation; as objects, they are close 
enough to touch. 

Indexicality and Animal Studies 

This raises questions about how, as scholars, we should 
approach these photographs, and about what purpose 
such a close examination of a single family’s interactions 
with a small group of family pets can yield to animal studies 
and its connected disciplines. My oblique answer is that 
this is a personal passion that nonetheless informs the 
broader issue. Methodologically speaking, a consideration 
of indexicality is useful in thinking about photography in 
general. 

The term “indexicality” has been inherited by 
contemporary studies of photography from postmodernist 
critical theory. The concept posits a construal of photography, 
particularly    vernacular   photography,   as    a    type   of    sign 

Paul Marc 
Fig.1. Franz Marc ca.1914, Munich, Das Archiv für Bildende Kunst im 
Germanischen Nationalmuseum, Nürnberg, Germany. Black and 
white photographic print. 

created by cause and effect – an index, or simple sign, of the 
catalytic event. The drawings on the walls of the Lascaux Caves, 
in other words, are indexes of the people who made them. 
Under this construction, a conventional photograph could be 
understood as a trace of light reflected from an object and 
fixed in a material chemical process.[ii] Thus indexicality is a sort 
of guarantee of a material connection between the seen image 
and the real world. But indexicality also underscores how 
photography “indicates” the world outside of itself; it makes a 
photograph contingent upon something external or absent 
from it. A criticism of this tautology has been that it ignores the 
relationships between the photographer, camera, the 
beholder, and the image itself. To counter this and to add a 
layer   of    functionality   that   moves   toward   an   inclusion   of 
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Photographer Unknown 
Fig. 2. Franz Marc with Schlick, left, and Russi, right, ca. 1909, taken in Pasing. Das Archiv für Bildende Kunst im Germanischen Nationalmuseum, 
Nürnberg, Germany. Copy of black and white photographic print. 

time, interspeciesism, subjectivity, and emotion, I reject the 
reduction of the photographic image to a symptom of the anti-
aesthetics of a postmodernism that eschews expression and 
originality in favor of critique. Thus, my formulation of indexicality, 
using the Lascaux Caves as an example, includes the images, 
the makers of the drawings, and the animals depicted in them as 
traces of the real world, filtered through time, but burned in our 
retinas nonetheless. 

Another way to find a place for these photos in a 
framework that addresses issues concerned with the animal – 
mourning, imagination, trauma, and, and recovery – is through 
the work of Hal Foster, specifically his The Return of the Real. Of 
course, writing more than 20 years ago Foster did not anticipate 
or account for the proliferation of the image world we know 
today. But noting that “some recoveries are fast and furious,” 
Foster offers a novel reading of the process of Nachträglichkeit.[iii] 

(Foster’s  main   idea  from  the chapter “Who’s Afraid of the Avant

Garde” provides a cogent tactical formula for addressing the 
incompleted mission of the art movements that disappeared in 
the first third of the 20th Century. I use Foster's "deferred action" in 
a more specific and also broader application than has been done 
before, considering not just the work but the biography of the 
artist. 

In the case of most early snapshots, the photographer 
had no way of knowing just what the camera had caught. 
Immediate inspection, something we take for granted now, was 
out of the question. At the time they were taken, no one had any 
idea how important these photos would become. In 1914, as 
Marc gazed uncertainly into the middle distance past his sibling, 
Paul Marc could never have imagined he would outlive his baby 
brother through the coming four decades. 

The specificity of the Marc photos separates them to 
some extent from notions of simultaneity and the regime  of  
historicity.  Do  they  comment  at  all   on the  private methods   of   
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the   contemporary   viewer  of marking and engaging with time? 
Though in the later part of his life he certainly thought otherwise, 
Marc was far from the sight of modern disillusionment, a person 
of utopian visions. 

Against Theory 

It could be tempting to think that Marc, who had many times 
declared his faith in the technologies of the future to challenge 
the hidebound nature of the arts culture of early 20th Century 
Germany (“Diese Kunst gibt es heute nicht und kann es 
nicht geben.”),[iv] had some kind of disruptive intention in 
mind with respect to photography, especially given 
some misguided appearances and the fact that, on later 
occasions, some of the other subjects of these photos are 
painters of the vanguard. However, there is no evidence to 
suggest this is the case, and the fact of the photographs’ 
existence is of sufficient significance to demand attention. 

[T]hese are all snapshots. They are not fine art 
photographs. They commemorate an event, or 
gathering, or relationship. They are not 
attempting to explore or disrupt the formal 
characteristics of the photographic medium. Let 
them be snapshots, [v] 

says photo historian Sabrina Hughes. 
Indeed, the hermetic nature of the Marc archival 

photographs isolates them from the overlap of the vogue for 
recovery-via-theory of vernacular and family photography. 
Yet they do touch upon reassessments of the limitations of 
biography – animal and human – and on the idea of 
recovering the past. 

One of the poignancies of the photographs of Marc 
and Russi together is that they died within just a few weeks of 
each other, Russi first, so news of his death reached 
Marc in France.[vi] Interpreting the emotional impact of these 
photographs in this way asks us not just to grieve now, in the 
present, for a death in the past (of a person who, born in 1880, 
would be long dead), but also to imagine what would 
have happened if this tragic event had not taken place. Would 
we have other photos of Marc as an old man? Would we 
respond to the same way to Russi’s presence? The future 
that Marc did not have would have included other animals, 

different dogs. This imaginative introjection and sadness calls for 
a layering of temporal sensitivity, a broad phenomenon which 
Roland Barthes is often called upon to announce: “By giving me 
the absolute past of the pose… the photograph tells me death 
in the future… I shudder… over a catastrophe which has 
already occurred.”[vii]

 

Part of Barthes’ continued ubiquity in the study of 
photography is the elegance of prose such as that above, which 
was spurred by the universal experience of coming to terms with 
the loss of a parent. To reformat the place of this type of grief 
and memory vis a vis photography within animals studies, for 
precisely this reason, other voices and other approaches are 
needed. For grief for animals as family members is not 
ubiquitous, nor is mourning the death of beings – animals and 
people – we have a connection to outside of linear time. 

Jean-François Lyotard identifies the will to emotionally 
organize a time which is not chronological with Nachträglichkeit 
in the sense of a twice- experienced trauma. In considering the 
Marc photos, this rubric demands of course that we know 
something about the subject of the photos. The actual traumatic 
event – in this case Marc’s death – comes as shock 
unaccompanied by affect, then, as an affect, but without the 
shock, because this is the second time nothing has happened; 
there is only the affect of anxiety. Whatever is now happening, 
Lyotard says, to produce this affect“…does not come forth; it 
comes back from the first blow, from the shock, from the ‘initial’ 
excess that remained outside the scene, even unconscious, 
deposited outside representation.” [viii] 

The photographs as visual cues require someone to 
specify this type of reaction formation as refracted through the 
experience of looking. Here that person is Foster, who has 
written with understanding and compassion about Marc and 
puts forward an ambitious application of Nachträglichkeit as an 
active practice: 

One event is only registered through another that 
recodes it; we come to be who we are only in 
deferred action (Nachträglichkeit)... a complex 
relay of anticipated futures and reconstructed 
pasts – in short, in a deferred action that throws 
over any simple scheme of before and 
after, cause  and effect, origin a repetition.[iX] 
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Foster’s agenda in his most important work The Return of the 
Real from 1996, was in refuting Peter Bürger’s complaints in 
1974’s Theorie der Avantgarde.[x] Foster makes the 
attractive argument that the mission of the historical avant-garde 
is still in progress: 

Once repressed in part, the avant-garde did 
return and it continues to return, but it returns 
from the future, such is its paradoxical 
temporality... thus the need for new genealogies 
of the avant-garde that complicate its past and 
support its future. [xi] 

This examination and approach would have greatly 
pleased Marc – who so wished to come from the future 
himself – to have this second, or next, chance: 

It worries me that not one of them [my paintings] is clear 
enough to allow my wish to be read unambiguously; 
my wish for a religion that isn't there, but you cannot 
give up on painting just because you have arrived on 
the planet 50 or 100 years too early. If only you could 
put your head under a blanket for 100 years and 
then start all over again.[xii] 

But just as Barthes cannot be deployed to address all aspects 
of contemporary uses and receptions of photography in the 
digital age, neither does the set of evaluations and 
expectations of digital photography, and its mass dispersion 
via Online media and Internet repositories, interfere with or 
impede our appreciation of these photographs of Marc and 
Russi, a view supported by Hughes, whose work treads 
between and amid contemporary and traditional concerns: 

I don’t think any viewer of vintage photographs 
mentally compares them to the appearance and 
image quality of our photos today. As borne by 
your experience when discussing  the photos with 
audiences   who  want  to  know  more about their 

subjects, the relative appearance without regard 
to resolution, color profile, etc., is completely 
irrelevant. Viewers are connecting to the stories 
and the relationships of the subjects in the 
photos. Especially pet parents. We all see 
ourselves in these photos.[xiii]

In fact (even though some images of the artist are widely 
available online), these family photos have been marginalized in 
the best possible way, in that they are only intriguing to people 
who are already interested Marc as an artist and his specific, 
personal relationship to the animals in his life. (In other words, 
the curiosity about Marc's animal pictures would come first, 
followed, in a small percentage of people exposed to them, in 
further curiosity about the artist's motivations and background.) 
The presence of the dog in so many of the photos returns us to 
Marc's body of work of animals, reinforcing their importance and 
their specific individual identities to Marc. 

Objects Made by Subjects 

We should see the scratches, spots, burns, and piercings in the photos 
of Marc and Russi as sigils of this mode of interpretation. The scrapes 
and imperfections, like old radio signals interrupted by static, are holes 
in the fabric of time that lend a tactile quality to the photos and invite 
imagining them in three dimensions; spaces and textures to probe, 
like St. Thomas, with our persons as well as our eyes, to test the depth 
of the puncture and bind to the memory as well. 

“The snapshot has meaning only insofar as it is viewed, 
touched, framed, exchanged, discussed, remembered, 
collected, and, on certain occasions, defaced,” notes Catherine 
Zuromskis.[xiv] Marc and, expressionist painter, Gabriele Münter 
had their own cameras and Münter, in particular, was quite an 
accomplished photographer.[xv] In fact, many of the photographs 
we have of Marc and Wassily Kandinsky, the other founder of 
Der Blaue Reiter, were taken by Münter.[xvi] But it was Paul Marc 
(1877-1949) who often documented the three-years-younger, 
Franz, from nude portraits curious in their naive intimacy to travel 
snapshots of the then-struggling painter accompanying the 
Byzantinist on a research trip to monasteries in Saloniki and 
Mount Athos in 1906. 

In this photograph of Marc (Fig.1), shot as the brothers 
waited  for  someone  to  film  them  together, Franz Marc stands 
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outside in what looks to be an innercourtyard at Ludwig 
Maximlians Universität in München, where Paul worked, a 
brick wall with a parapet behind him. Taken in the late 
morning or early afternoon, the sun is full and the 
shadows short. There is a dusting of snow on the ground 
and a scrim of ice shoveled to the edge of a walkway; a 
late spring snow – by autumn, Marc would be in France 
with the Bayerischen Feldartillerie- Regiment. A maple 
tree over Marc’s left shoulder is beginning to bud – and 
we know for sure this is spring. The photo is framed by a 
ragged white border in the fashion of the day. We know 
from subsequent photos of the brothers together that 
Marc is wearing hiking boots with his suit,   but   this   
photo   is   three-quarters   length,  taken  from the thighs 
up,  so  Paul  was  standing  close  to  Franz. Marc’s three- 

piece suit seems ill fitting, which it probably was. A club 
collar is startling white. The silver chains of Marc’s Charivari 
are tangled over a matching vest, charms tucked away in a 
pocket until Oktoberfest. Marc holds a walking stick in his 
left hand and lightly to the rear, his right hand flexed at his 
side; trademark Pelzmütze slightly askew. Though Marc 
avoids smiling at the camera, he seems content enough. 

The contrast and saturation of the photograph 
and its developing technique blurs details yet while white 
and black dominate there is an abundance of subtle 
shadings from the mortar between the bricks to some little 
cuts and bruises on Marc's hands. The photo itself is 
speckled with spots, scratches, pitted with age. The other 
photographs   shown   here   are  of less precision  (and  no 

Photographer Unknown 
Fig. 3. From left, Maria Marc, Franz Marc, Russi Marc, and Helmuth Macke, 1911. Photographer unknown, possibly August Macke. Black and white 
photographic print, taken in Sindelsdorf, Germany. 
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Photographer Unknown 
Fig. 4. From left, Paul Marc, Russi Marc, Helene Franck, Franz Marc, Maria Marc, Philipp Franck, Heinrich Campendonk, Alfred Kubin, and Schlick, ca. 
1910. Photographer unknown, taken in Sindelsdorf, Germany. Das Archiv für Bildende Kunst im Germanischen Nationalmuseum, Nürnberg, Germany. 
Copy of a black and white photographic print. 

effort has been made to digitally “improve” them). The 
photograph of Marc (Fig.2) kneeling to be at eye level with 
both the massive Russi and the small terrier Schlick, who is 
seated on a chair, is hardly a masterpiece of photography 
but in its own way is full of atmosphere and poignancy. The 
dogs lift their eyes and turn their faces toward the unknown 
photographer, gazing back confidently. It is Marc who 
looks down and away, reaching around to hold Russi’s 
right leg as much for reassurance as to keep the dog 
still. Like any photograph that pricks our senses through 
punctum and aura, the image has a timeless quality that 
makes it read as contemporary and immediate. 

In the known photos of Marc, there is a silence of 
grand moments such as weddings or births, and an 
emphasis on the quotidian inclusion of Russi. We can 
extrapolate further, for example, that the  elevated  status   of 

dogs was something that Marc had learned from his 
parents, who seemed also to document the doings of their 
own dog, Schlick, and to bring him with them to visit their 
son and Russi. 

The circumstances under which the photos were 
taken are often interesting or curious, although of course 
sometimes little or nothing is known beyond the fact of 
their existence. There are no known photos of Marc at 
work making art in his studio. Most, in fact, were taken 
outdoors. The photographs of Marc with animals are 
restricted to mammals – horses, dogs, and deer, though 
Marc's cat, Rudi, who appears in many paintings, seems 
never have been filmed. Meanwhile, there are several 
images shot through a curtain of horizontal snow in a 
mountain blizzard, of Marc tending to the orphaned 
fawns he had adopted. Even the more organized   indoor 
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Photographer Unknown 
Fig. 5. From left, Maria Marc, Franz Marc, and Russi Marc, 1911. Photographer unknown, likely Helmuth Macke, taken in Sindelsdorf, Germany. Das 
Archiv für Bildende Kunst im Germanischen Nationalmuseum, Nürnberg, Germany. 

compositions of Marc with his wife Maria have a 
spontaneous, snapshot-y quality to them, newspapers, 
cigarettes, and the remains of breakfasts often scattered 
through the frames. 

Sometimes, even when the figures within them 
are well known, it is surprisingly difficult to discover who 
actually took these photographs, or when and where 
they were shot. For example, the horizontal lineup (from 
left) (Fig.5) of Marc, Maria Marc and her parents, Helene 
and Philipp Franck (looking none too pleased), Paul Marc, 
the artists Alfred Kubin and Heinrich Campendonk, and 
the dogs Russi and Schlick as flanking chorus bears no 
date or notation as to who the photographer might be. Yet 
upon close study, this photo gives us a glimpse of the 
relationship between Marc and Russi: They make eye 
contact  with  each  other,  not the  photographer. Kubin 

wraps his arms tightly around Schlick. Russi seems about 
to leap across several laps to be closer to Marc, who is 
just beginning to make the “quelling an exuberant dog” 
gesture familiar to anyone who has ever had one. 

Pressed for provenance, this image has so far 
remained quiet, though it was likely taken before Marc and 
August Macke met, so, in 1909. But even well- 
documented photographs from scholarly books and 
reputable archives sometimes promote conflicting 
information. The Internet is particularly open to misleading 
claims. For example, one photo from the summer of 
1911 (Fig.5) which has been published in several 
collections of Marc’s correspondence and exhibition 
catalogues about Marc and the Blaue Reiter of Marc, 
Maria, and Russi occurs under a variety of attributions from 
various sources all of who seem willing to take credit for it. 
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Photographer Unknown 
Fig. 6. From left, Sophie Marc, Paul Marc, Franz Marc, Maria Marc, unknown friend of the family, Jean-Bloé Niestlé, with Schlick and Russi in the 
foreground, ca. 1910. Das Archiv für Bildende Kunst im Germanischen Nationalmuseum, Nürnberg, Germany. Black and white photographic print. 

though this authorship is by no means certain. In this 
photo, again Marc and Russi demonstrate a strong primary 
relationship. As Maria Marc shades her eyes in the bright 
midday sun, Russi engages Marc with a canine play-bow, 
as Marc turns his face and body toward the dog, extending 
an arm in recognition of Russi’s gesture. 

There are glaring gaps in the photographic 
record, and people and animals one might hope to see – 
for example, there are no photographs to be found of 
Franz and August together, none of Russi as a puppy, 
though the dog’s youthful antics are recorded by many – 
remain unrepresented. But as is the case with the long-
missing 1910 Marc painting Pferde in Landschaft, found 
right down the street from the Lenbachhaus as part of 
Cornelius Gurlitt’s “Munich art hoard,” more of the 
truth may still be out there.[xvii] 

The Archive 

“…[A]nimals are caught in the gaze of the world,”[xviii] 

Foster, yet “… even as the gaze may trap the subject, the 

subject may tame the gaze. While the gaze is characterized as 

predatory and violent, I propose the archivist approaches the 

images in an entirely different frame.”[xix] 

These types of photographs – indexical images from 

the archive that can greatly enhance our knowledge of a life 

informed by animals – offer several avenues of engagement that 

subtly challenge animal studies conventions and also are simply 

“logical operators.” For one thing, the fundamental research skill 

set that respects archival and antiquarian objects, including 

letters, documents, realia, and photographs as data are enjoying 

a resurgence and a useful counterpoint to pure theory.[xx]
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August Macke and Franz Marc 
Fig. 7. Paradies, 1912. Westfälisches Landesmuseum, Münster, 
Germany. Oil and watercolor paint on plaster, 342–398 by 181 cm. 

Photography is important to animal studies in this 
way since in the absence of language, sometimes 
photographs are all we have. The same goes for 
reconstructing biographies, whether of animals or people. 
A cultural biography of the most important animal painter 
of the avant-garde whose life was fully informed by the 
presence of live animals does not exist, despite this most 
obvious framing device. So, one has to be created using 
the evidence that remains  at hand. [xxi] 

These photographs of Marc and Russi allow us to 
close some of the distance created by differences in time, 

gender roles, geography, culture, nationality, and 
species. Photography stands as the figure of an ideal 
relation to the past in this sense; it provides access to real 
people and animals while leaving the history they occupy 
untouched. The conception of the world of animals as 
a space from which humans were excluded was rejected 
by Marc, and his art often directly addresses this notion. (See 
for example the collaborative  mural  made  with  August  
Macke, titled Paradies, from 1912 (Fig.7)). Here Marc and 
Macke visually collapse the idea of the Garden of Eden 
that positions nature as innocent, and humans as guilty 
and fallen. Contact between humans and animals is 
affirming, not corrupting. 

Though Marc worked interpretively, fusing 
imagination with observations, most of his paintings and 
sketches are set in the place where many of these 
photographs were taken, the dwellings in Oberbayern 
around Kochel, Sindelsdorf, Murnau, and Ried. Looking at 
these photographs allows us to experience the immense 
auratic effect of “Das Blaue Land,” from where these images 
emanated, and which exists much unchanged 100 years after 
Marc’s death, and to celebrate them at their place of 
origination. 

After the Second World War Marc’s works were 
greeted as welcome ambassadors of a Modernism whose 
traditions and origins had been demolished by more than a 
decade of prolonged ostracism during the Third Reich. 
Marc’s art offered, in its rediscovered formal language and 
seemingly idyllic motifs, an ideal starting point for the 
acceptance of painterly synthesis showing the supposed 
disharmony that shaped the modern world. But as Marc’s 
oeuvre re-emerged as both pop and popular, the paintings 
became removed from their content as the animals were 
supplanted by the legend of the avant-garde, in turn leading 
to their shelving as the work of “dead white guys” who could 
offer no commentary on the contemporary obsession with 
identity. Thus, there is value in reinscribing historiography with 
the image of the real dog who inspired such paintings as 
Liegender Hund im Schnee (1911) (Fig. 8). 

Lodged somewhere between snapshots and 
portraits, these images can be read as alternative family 
photographs. In reading them so, however, it is not only the 
aesthetics and codes of family photography that are called 
into question  but  also the construction of the family unit itself. 
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Franz Marc 
Fig. 8. Liegender Hund im Schnee (1912). Städel Museum, Frankfurt, Germany. Oil on canvas, 62.5 by 105 cm. 

The pictures of Marc and Russi resist the potential for 
sentimentality, and reification, but allow for the inclusion of 
humans in animal groupings, and vice versa. 

The relationship between photography, animal 
biography, and art history becomes a conceptual framework 
rooted in interconnectedness. Family albums in which a 
primary relationship between a person and an animal is 
shown are a catalyst to introspection and extended to 
broader questions, tensions, and messiness. This is a partial 
inquiry, an opening rather than a statement of conclusion, 
and a conversation that is meant to be provocative. As a 
counter to a linear interpretation of Marc’s life trajectory as 
Expressionism’s integrative personality, I offer an alternate 
perspective by focusing on what was obviously most 
important to Marc: Russi. Learning to reflect with sensitivity 
and hold precious what belongs to another time and place, 
to another life story, is a beginning in developing feelings for 
animals, human and non, who are alive in our own time. 

Notes 

[i] Elisabeth Erdmann-Macke. Erinnerung an August Macke. (Stuttgart: 
W. Kohlhammer, 1962), 145. Elisabeth Macke, the wife  of August
Macke, gives this description of Russi in an account of her first meeting
with her husband's close friend, and the dog, in spring 1910.

[ii] Jae Emerling. "Photography theory." Grove Art Online. Oxford
Art Online. Oxford University Press, accessed 27 October
2016, http://www.oxfordartonline.com/subscriber/article/grove/art/T
2229380.

[iii] …one that can be slightly problematically masculine, as
in proclaiming Carl Andre (1935–) as the thematic descendant of the
gentle Kurt Schwitters (1887-1948))!

[iv] Franz Marc. “Zur Sache,” (June 1912), in Der Sturm,
Volume 3, Nr. 115/116, 79.

[v]Sabrina Hughes, e-mail message to author, October 2016.

[vi] Letter to Sophie Marc, 19 February 1916. “Dein guter alter
Russl ist auch nicht mehr. ... Wennich heimkomme, werd ich ihm
schon irgendein künstlerisches Denkmal setzen, vergessen wird der
eigensinnige weiße treue Kerl von uns sicher nie.” Franz Marc,
Briefe, Schriften, Aufzeichnungen. Leipzig: Gustav Kiepenheuer,
196-197.
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[vi]

[vii] Roland Barthes. Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography.
New York: Hill and Wang, 1981, 96.

[viii] Hugh J. Silverman, Lyotard: Philosophy, Politics, and the
Sublime. London, Routledge, 2002, 16.

[ix] Hal Foster. “Who’s Afraid of the Neo-Avant-Garde,” in The
Return of the Real: The Avant-Garde at the End of the Century.
Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1996, 29.

[x] Peter Bürger. Theorie der Avantgarde. Frankfurt am Main:
Suhrkamp, 1974.

[xi] Hal Foster. “The Return of the Real,” The Return of the Real:
The Avant-Garde at the End of the Century. Cambridge, Mass: MIT
Press, 1996, 140.

[xii]Letter to Wassily Kandinsky of 31 July 1912. Franz
Marc. Briefe, Schriften, Aufzeichnungen. Leipzig: Gustav
Kiepenheuer, 1989, 77. See also: “Ich glaube auch heute bestimmt,
dass ich meine guten Bilder erst mit 40 und 50 Jahren malen werde;
ich bin noch mit nichts in mir fertig. Könnte ich es nur, ich würde jetzt
mal fünf Jahre gar nichts ausstellen.” Letter to August Macke of 12
June 1914. Franz Marc and August Macke. Briefwechsel. Köln:
DuMont, 1964, 183-184.

[xiii] Sabrina Hughes, e-mail message to author, October 2016.
This is not to say that issues of distribution and disbursement of the
rapidly increasing number of digital and otherwise reproduced images
are not a legitimate vector of research, even as concerns the very
definition of photography. On this subject see the many works of
Geoffrey Batchen, for example: “A shift in focus from the
photograph to its dissemination would have any number of effects on
how we understand the practice of photography. In the short term, it
would do away with a lingering art historical bias that privileges
origins and originality, innovation and invention, over ordinary and
vernacular practices,” Geoffrey Batchen. “Disseminating
Photography.” The Brooklyn Rail, February 2013, 42. This subject
has enormous ramifications; as such, it is the realm of a particular
sort of scholarship and falls outside the limited scope of my interest
here.

[xiv] Catherine Zuromskis, Snapshot Photography: The Lives of
Images. The MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass.: 2013.

[xv]From the Paris trip journal, 2 July 1903: “jeudi...acheté un
kodak,” Franz Marc, Schriften, (Köln: DuMont, 1978), 34.

[xvi] Many of the creatively framed and even humorous photos
taken by Münter of Wassily Kandinsky and others in the Blaue
Reiter circle are collected in Annegret Hoberg’s Wassily Kandinsky
und Gabriele Münter in Murnau und Kochel: 1902-1914: Briefe
und Erinnerungen, Munich: Prestel, 1995.

[xvii] For a full account of the inventory retrieved in the 2013
seizure of Raubkunst, see: Catherine Hickley’s The Munich Art
Hoard: Hitler’s Dealer and His Secret Legacy, London: Thames &
Hudson, 2015.

[xviii] Hal Foster. “The Return of the Real” in The Return of the
Real: The Avant-Garde at the End of the Century. Cambridge, Mass:
MIT Press, 1996, 140.

[xviii]

[xix] Hal Foster. “The Return of the Real” in The Return of the
Real: The Avant-Garde at the End of the Century. Cambridge, Mass:
MIT Press, 1996, 138. And further: “I also offer it in the belief
that a re-evaluation of a canon is as significant as its expansion or its
disruption … On this analogy, the avant-garde is never historically
… fully significant in its initial moments. It cannot be because it
is traumatic – a hole in the symbolic order of its time that is not
prepared for it, that cannot receive it, at least not immediately, at
least not without structural change." Hal Foster. “Who’s Afraid of the
Neo-Avant-Garde,” The Return of the Real: The Avant-Garde at the
End of the Century. Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1996, 10.

[xx] See: Helena Iles Papaioannou, “Actually, Yes, It *Is* a
Discovery If You Find Something in an Archive That No One
Knew Was There,” The Atlantic, 21 June 2012.

[xxi] Elizabeth Edwards and Janice Hart stress the materiality of
early photography but their assertions inform archival research as
well: “Photographs are both images and physical objects that exist in
time and space and thus in social and cultural experience,” Elizabeth
Edwards and Janice Hart. Photographs Objects Histories: On the
Materiality of Images. (London: Routledge, 2004), 67.
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oes Minnaloushe know that his pupils 
Will pass from change to change, 
And that from round to crescent, 

From crescent to round they range? 
W.B. Yeats, “The Cat and the Moon” 

Animals move, both physically and affectively.  In Chinese, 
animals are called dong wu (動物), meaning ‘things (wu) that 
move (dong).’ This etymological meaning about the 
nonhuman species as moving objects seems to echo with 
that of ‘animal’, which suggests the notions of movement, 
mobility, and motion.  This kinetic vocabulary does not only 
define nonhuman species from a physical-mechanical 
perspective, it implies an affective vibrancy and mutability, as 
anima is also the Latin word for inner soul, spirit, and breath.  
Animals are therefore paradoxically both the spiritual 
embodiments of movement and life, which imply agencies, 
as well as objects of passivity and things that lack interiority.  
However, this dialectical meaning does not seem to sustain in 
the general human understanding of animals in the modern 
world. In the age of technological advancement, ‘movement’ 
also defines progress, transformation, and the promise of 
positive energies, while spirits and souls are rendered  invisible  

 
 
 

and off-sight from materialization.  Animals become either the 
tools of modernization or textual configurations that are prone 
to human use. The simplified understanding of nonhuman 
species as kinetic creatures is also an implication of a lack of 
recognized agency of these ‘moving things,’ and 
photography may further amalgamate this denotation in the 
age when almost every human being can easily capture 
animals through the smartphone camera and circulate these 
images via the online social network.  Numerous Facebook 
pages, twitters, and Instagram are set up and devoted to 
sharing and circulating ‘cute' images of the fluffy, wondrous 
animals we encounter every day.  As a result of such 
routinized, quotidian photo-taking-sharing trait of the human 
urban dwellers, what does it mean when the nonhuman 
species (such as companion animals, stray animals, and zoo 
animals) are often the prey of our photographic devices and 
yet they cannot return their photographic gaze by taking 
photos of the humans who share their urban living 
environment?  

While John Berger (1980) claims that the 
photographic medium is one of the many ways that reduce, 
marginalize, and evade the animals through the act of viewing 
and photographing, this index of the ideological power of 
knowledge may not be always exploitative. Jonathan Burt 
(2005)   comments    that    Berger’s   thesis   oversimplifies   the  

D 

URBAN CO-HABITATION 
IN EXPOSURE  

Recognizing the urban wildlife of stray animals as the invisible residents, this paper addresses the 
relationship between visualization of street cats and urban renewal  through examining a set of photographic 
images taken in Hong Kong by photographer Micros Yip.  While photo graphing street cats is often understood 
as a habit of voyeuristic pleasure for many urbanites and tourists, Yip’s  collection captures the disappeared, 
spectral lives of street cats who struggle to survive in the concrete jungle,  offering a critical juxtaposition 
between the fragmentary (omni)presence of these feline residents and the ruin-like environment of the old 
urban districts in mutation. The full title of this essay is: 'Urban Co-Habitation in Exposure: Feline and 
Human Dwellers in the City of Mutation'.  

Text by Fiona Yuk-wa Law
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multifarious problems related to animals. For example, 
Berger’s stress on the “linguistic/textual notion of the symbolic 
animals” (Burt 2005, 214) in illustrating the disappearance of 
animals in the modern world and his selective emphasis on 
the “still visible” (214) spectacle of captivity have not yet 
considered many other aspects of human-animal 
relationships, which involve human’s integrated existence with 
pets, the forever invisible slaughtered animals, and other 
affective poignancy.  Instead of “disappearance,” Burt claims 
that “effacement” is a more appropriate term to address to 
the marginalized visibility of animals in the modern context; 
furthermore, it is the evasion of animal deaths that is at stake 
to explain the problem (Burt 2001, 204; 2005, 215).  By 
retaining the notion of disappearance from Berger and 
acknowledging Burt’s conceptual revision on the risk of over-
emphasizing the textual animals without regarding the lived 
experience, I would like to investigate whether there could be 
alternative ways to understand animals’ disappearance and 
liminality in the urban context through Ackbar Abbas’ 
conceptualization of cultural disappearance in Hong Kong – a 
city that is prone to eternal mutation in the name of 
development.  Within the spinning wheel of progress, the 
nonhuman urban residents are subject to invisibility and made 
dis-appeared in an elusive visual experience when speed and 
mutations dominate.  At the same time, the effacement of 
animals may not be the most appropriate way to deal with 
the photographic animals or animals whose images are 
archived, copied, and repeated via the techne of 
photography.  When commenting on photography as a 
“technology of miracle,” of “giving something to be seen,” 
Derrida (2010) states that the photographic repetition is that 
“of what has taken place only once” and “[r]eference, if not 
the referent, here seems to be ineffaceable”(3). Such 
ineffaceability and singularity of once-ness reminds us of the 
“chrono-logic of the instant”(8) in photography.  
Photographing street animals is not like taking pictures of 
captivated zoo animals or domesticated pets, as it particularly 
requires the singular moment of chance encounter, which is 
similar to the experience of wildlife photography.  Also, the 
incommunicable animals highlight the “poignant passivity” 
that defines both the power and weaknesses of the 
photographic techne, as the photographer can easily mistake 
the inability to captivate the animals as the power to do so.      

By exploring selected images of stray cats in Hong 
Kong   from   photographer   Micros  Yip’s  photo  book Street  

Cats and his Facebook page on the same subject, this paper 
proposes that the photographic representations of 
feline urban dwellers have illuminated issues such as the 
use of animal cuteness in global consumerism, the 
emotional experience of the photographer and spectators in 
connection to animal advocacy, and the relationship 
between animal welfare, urbanization, and the 
restorative affect. Through exposing animals in 
photographic images under human intervention and the 
sharing of these images on social networks, a profound 
inter-species dynamic can be created – other than connoting 
the reductive subject-object relationship of human-animals 
in the photographic affiliation, these images could 
possibly uncover an affective encounter across species 
beyond representational control. 

A little social realist romance across species 

It may sound like a romantic encounter, but the content of the 
following story is close to those of social realism.  According to 
Micros Yip, photo shooting street cats began as a casual 
accident and it now has become part of his daily routine for over 
ten years.  Being a photojournalist, Yip's job allows him to have 
occasional spare time to wander around the city.  Between the 
times of events and legislative meetings – happenings that he 
shoots to earn living, he likes to explore the invisible parts of the 
city and find shortcuts, when he accidentally encounters many 
street cats who actually survive on these urban margins. 
A wandering, gadget-loaded photographer is also like a 
professional flâneur, and taking photos of his surrounding is 
his natural instinct. He mentioned that both photojournalism 
and street cat photography require an intuition of 
anticipation, a sense of accuracy, and the care for the 
voiceless ones. Having developed an interest to discover the 
unknown street cats’ stories, which are far more appalling 
than what their cute-looking appearance suggests, he also 
began to meet the cat moms, volunteers, and the 
neighborhood. Street cats are not companion animals, 
although some of them were originally so before they are 
found in the street. Some of them are already second or third 
generation of abandoned domestic cats, which means they 
have already turned feral and human interaction is not 
significant to their survival. Yip wants to expose the 
challenges and injustice faced by these street cats, so his 
representational strategies focus on attending to the realistic 
and austere  portrayals   of   the  cats’  lives.   In   fact,   such   a 
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method of visual exposure resembles that of the animal 
activists who aim at changing social perspectives by 
revealing cruelties, abuses, and maltreatment of animals.  
Before the publication of his photo book《街貓》 (jie 
mao, literally translated as “Street Cats”) in 2014 and 
several exhibitions in Hong Kong and Taiwan, Yip actually 
has been managing a Facebook group (@streetcatfoto) 
since 2011, an online platform where he uploads 
photos of street cats on a regular basis. At the 
beginning he posted around 10 photos per month; now he 
aims at posting one image everyday, in order to establish a 
closer and more immediate connection to the readers/
viewers as well as to reveal the ongoing urban changes 
throughout the years by attending to everyday recording of 
images.       

These images often capture the uneventful events 
experienced by both the street cats and the photographer.   

He is exceptionally in favor of backlight photography.  Figure 
1 is one among many of his well-known photos showing the 
feline silhouette against the tri-colour woven canvas – a visual 
symbol of Hong Kong's grassroots culture that is frequently 
used on various occasions from building construction to 
temporary coverage of objects and sunlight blockage.  The 
playful expression of the cats' visual features ranges from the 
use of contours, alternative perspectives to handle the on-
location source of light and shadows, creative manipulations 
of lines and geometrical shapes in framing and composition.  
In addition to these conventional photographic elements, he 
is particularly sensitive to the experiential environment of street 
cats, which is not only visual but also olfactory, tactile, acoustic 
and related to temperature and humidity.  This care to the 
sensorial contributes to the meditation of different textures 
and material forms in his photographic configuration.         

Micros Yip 
Fig.1 untitled, photography, 29 January 2010, Micros Yip@streetcatfoto. 
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Following the episodic accounts of individual cats 
in Street Cats voiced by the photographer’s first 
person narration, the photo stories in @streetcatfoto 
continue to address to various community problems that 
are related to the lives of these feline urban residents.  The 
Chinese title for @streetcatfoto is bu mao zhuo ying (@捕
貓捉影), which is literally translated as “capturing the cats 
and arresting their shadows.”  The accumulating amount of 
these images on Facebook and their daily updates expose 
the street cats’ living environment that the urban viewers are 
unaware of. With the ongoing urban redevelopment projects 
in Hong Kong where old tenement buildings are torn down 
and replaced by commercial high-rises and large-scale 
residential estates, cats who used to stay in the small family-
run shops are left behind as the owners and residents move 
out. This process of people moving out, buildings being 
emptied and torn down, and new construction works 
beginning and finishing takes years to complete.  This slow 
process of speedy development leaves the old buildings to 
become ghostly remnants of the city.  Street cats linger and 
stay in this liminal space, surviving by their own tactics and 
instincts. Unseen from the human eye level and dwelling 
beyond the anthropocentric scopic regime, these cats live 
their spectral lives, sharing the same materialistic 
diminishment of the urban environment.         

Exposing the urban wildlife habitat: materiality, 
mutability, and mutuality 

Cats are not only photographic animals; they are actually 
photogenic creatures who are attractive to and attracted by 
the lens.  As Berland (2008) states, “…cat images have been 
(along with pornography) the most prolific visual content to 
feed the new medium of the world wide web.” (432).  This 
comparison of cat images to pornography shows their shared 
contagious instinct of visual desire mediated by new media.  
The photographic lens is not merely a piece of glass through 
which the act of looking is testified and materialized into a 
visual souvenir.  It is the medium through which spectatorship 
is self-criticized by an increasing awareness of the underlying 
separation of the act of looking and the action itself, especially 
in the context of animal studies where social change is 
constantly inspired by the conscious and conscientious 
advocacy of animal rights and welfare.  In the age of digital 
reproduction that gradually merges with and replaces the 
mechanical aspect of photographic practices, there ought to 
be different ways to understand the  conceptual meanings  of 

photographic exposures.  Exposure means the relation to 
light and time.  The camera lens actively captures the light in 
order to render the image visible.  In fact, there is an inherent 
violence in this process of image capture, suggested by its 
Chinese translation bao guang, which means "the light" is 
being exhibited, revealed, naked, and unprotected.  Literally 
speaking, if this process stays too long, the object under 
exposure would burst and get burnt.   

This violent process of materialized captivation of 
the visual paradoxically results in either the immense 
affective engagement or waning empathy due to habitual 
numbness.  While Roland Barthes (2000) suggests that the 
punctum and studium in a photo allows us to feel the 
impending death, nostalgia, and absence, resulting in a 
mournful affect about the bygone, the have-been, or its 
imagination, Susan Sontag (2003) reminds us that this 
individualistic and personal absorption into the photographic 
medium could also be simultaneously a collective visual 
habit that numbs one’s empathetic ability by a negligence of 
presence. These two positions are actually results of different 
spectatorial distance and epistemological divergence 
between the spectator and the context of the image. Sontag 
(1977) also criticizes people’s casual comment about “It’s 
only a photograph” (21) for their mindless decision to 
separate the represented event and its seeming irrelevance 
to their daily lives, and I would add on to this comment that it 
is even more precarious if the subject of the image is 
nonhuman, as people might even say that “It’s only a cat.” 
This comment shifts its emphasis from the cognitive reception 
of medium to the anthropocentric perception of the signified.  
The undertone of this thoughtless comment is that, whatever 
happens to this cat is not a serious matter to the human kind, or 
that there is nothing worth about this sight and we can do 
nothing about this sight.  There could be recognition of both the 
absence and presence of the living being in the image, but the 
numbing effect of photography is much amplified when it deals 
with animal subjects who look cute, defenseless and exposed. 
Interestingly, this cute-response is also a paradox of sentimental 
awareness with the deceptive understanding of the vulnerable 
and infant-like animals through popular representations, as 
evidenced in Konrad Lorenz’s early study of affective and 
nurturing response to infantile images (Angier 2006). However, 
the feeling of empathy does not go further since it is triggered 
by an immediate response, which disappears simultaneously. 
The acceleration of this misconception and the fleetingness of 
cute-response     are    also    due    to    the    widespread    online 
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circulation of kitten and puppy images via different platforms 
of social networks.  In the current digital age, it seems human 
beings can connect with each other more easily through 
these virtualized, eternalized kitten images that are often 
captioned with inspirational or funny words.  As a result, the 
actual kittens’ existence is vacuumed, made anonymous, and 
repetitive.  In other words, the electric animals are highly 
visualized and reproduced as simulacra, and they are 
transformed into new affective tools for interpersonal 
communication.  While Lippit (2000) suggests that animals 
have been constantly revived, reanimated, and repeated 
through the cinematic and photographic mediums, such 
undeath or reincarnation is also a pragmatic obligation to 
continue their functional traits. As Berland (2008) states, 
internet cat images “are created for exchange, not 
information… they mimic everyday encounters between 
neighbours and strangers who through pets find a pathway to 
talk.” (433). Digital cat images are “therapeutics for 
deteriorating social relations” in the era of technoculture when 
humans are too stressed to face each other without animal 
iconographies (434).  

On the other hand, street cat photography is 
becoming popular in the Asian context.  For example, 
Taiwanese photographer Wu Yi-ping has been renowned for 
taking photos about the stories of stray cats in Taiwan, and 
French photographer Alexandre Bonnefoy calls his 
photographic collection of Japanese street cats urban wildlife 
photographs. There are also numerous photographic 
collections of stray cats being published and circulated, 
especially in the Japanese and Taiwanese settings.  In fact, it 
is almost inevitable to associate the popular receptions of 
regional street cats as a major contributor to photo-tourism 
and global consumerism. The spectatorial experience of 
these feline images generates the desire to take these 
images by ourselves if we have that chance encounter.  This 
desire is further generated, proven, and demonstrated by the 
increasing popularity of cat-related modes of global 
consumption such as cat cafés, mobile phone games like 
Neko Atsume, cat tourism in particular locales in Japan, 
Taiwan, and Greece, and even the emergence of cat 
celebrities from local neighborhoods like Brother Crème in 
Hong Kong and Tama in Japan, to internet celebrities like 
Grumpy Cat and Maru. The photographic encounter is the 
prominent aims, however artificially, of all these consumerist 
activities.  This soothing process of creating “photograph-
trophies” from  these cats is also a  consumerist  conversion  of 

experience into image, of “limiting experience into a search 
for the photogenic” (Sontag 2008, 9). Street cats are also 
popular subjects for camera lens reviews, since it is 
convenient to test one’s newly purchased camera lens for its 
technological capacity to render textures, focus, movement, 
and speed through the random feline passers-by.  In this 
case, the photographic-photogenic cats are reduced to 
fragmented objects of digital sensors, or the absent referents 
(Adams 2010), even though they are aesthetically visualized.  
Human beings are becoming self-made homo 
photographicus (Berland 2008, 432) who has removed 
himself from the visual field in order to take full control of it.   

However, despite all these precarious notions of 
digital/visual exploitations, the intensifying “triangulated 
human-animals-communication technology” (Berland 2009, 
44) does not only demonstrate the doomed “fragmentation 
of knowledge and emotion” (47).  In fact, the photographic 
exposure of animal subjects and their digital circulation 
could introduce a de-numbing effect, as it has been 
a conventional practice for animal protectionists to expose 
animal cruelty through the visual means.  As Berland notes, 
“reproducing cat images might be an invitation to 
explore interspecies sensuality and compassion” (434).
The technological mediation could also warrant a crowd 
transmission of affect (Brennan 2004) and therefore generate 
the energy of hope to change through the experiential 
and critical self-positioning of “affective alliances” – an 
alliance that crosses between popular consumerism and 
social engagement (Grossberg 1997, 20). The acts of 
exposing and looking are both performative testimony 
that potentially promises an ethical commitment. Such 
tactics of compassionate exposure are the major objective 
of Micros Yip’s photographic series of street cats. The 
marveling of his street cat photos among print media, 
exhibitions, talks, and Facebook page creates a highly 
diverse and ambivalent reception. The caring or 
uninterested receptions do not only expose the inherent 
problematic about a general anthropocentric assumption 
of seeing misery, injustice, and difficult lives of cats who 
share the same living environment with us but also 
anticipates the means to action and social change. Yip’s 
photos are circulated in a grassroots, communal venues 
instead of galleries and museums.  The exhibitions of his works 
are often combined with discussion session about animal 
welfare policies and an introduction of TNR (trap, neuter, 
release). This small-scale pedagogic-exhibitionary mode is an 
attempt to shift the public consumption of visualized kittens  to 
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social engagement.  As Yip mentions, this process to social 
change is slow, gradual, and it all starts with minute details as 
well as the supportive engagement of the mass. Such 
minuscule initiation actualizes the photographic punctum 
into social practice, as well as opening up an opportunity for 
people to the anthropocentric cause of animal sufferings.  
This is also noticeably evidenced by his double identities as a 
photojournalist and an animal volunteer who has a regular 
CCCP (Cat Colony Care Programme, i.e. TNR scheme with 
the support of SPCA) zone to take care of. Some of his 
photographic works expose the subtle works of animal 
volunteers, who prepare shelters made of card boxes, 
umbrellas, food, and water in hidden locations in the city.  
The visual presence of these arranged objects in the photos 
is a token of interspecies entanglement and communal 
engagement in the urban ecological environment.  

The agency of the photographer-volunteer is often 

revealed through his narrative tone in the Facebook captions 
and comment columns, which are coupled with journalistic 
accounts of the cats with whom he is familiar.  Not all of the 
street cats under his lens are random strangers; some of them 
are familiar to either the photographer or the Facebook 
viewers who could identify the locations.  There is an ethics of 
exposure in street cat photography, as the photographer 
would not openly announce these locales in order to uphold 
the privacy of the cats.  It is totally up to the viewers to identify 
and speculate where the photos are taken.  Some of these 
felines are first captured by the lens and later rescued with the 
help of volunteers.  Some are protected under the scheme of 
CCCP.  Instead of being an aggressive tool, the photographic 
lens seems to act like a guarding device by showing to 
people that their feline neighbors are all doing well in their 
colonies.  Sometimes misfortune happens occasionally when  
individual   cats  are   found  dead   out  of   sickness  or  accidents,  

Micros Yip 
Fig. 2, Grey Christmas, photography, 25 December 2013, Micros Yip@streetcatfoto.  
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and the photographic images would become the 
testimony of their anonymous and perhaps short-lived 
existence in the back alleys. The flooding “RIP” 
comments on the Facebook are not simply the final 
respects but also a gesture of human helplessness and lack 
of precautionary aid, and the occasional criticisms to the 
brutal images of death and sickness expose the fact that 
the urban space is also a manufactured wild nature to 
the nonhuman residents who are unprotected by social 
welfare.  

The “spatially and ethically informed 
citizenship” (Berland 2009, 47), or netizenship, gathers an 
affective energy to pay respect to this urban nature that 
was unimagined before.  In light of this technologically 
formed entanglement, it is both the human responsibility 
to advocate animal welfare policies and the realization of 
human vulnerability to counter the natural process of 
aging and death. Figure 2, is a combination of 
conflicting meanings of cuteness and cruelty under the 
caption of “Grey Christmas.” Sitting next to some 
abandoned kitchenware, the kitten is covered by ash and 
dust.  Her eyes are either too dirty or infected to open, 
and it is not even clear whether she is looking at the camera 
or not. On a Christmas day, Yip found this grayish 
kitten as a new- comer around the locale he frequently 
visits.  Without explaining why the kitten is all covered by 
dirt, the image both affirms and defies the cute-response – 
as shown in the diverse Facebook comments. While 
many viewers simply exclaim the cuteness of this helpless 
critter, many others express that they refuse to “like” 
the image and inquire on whether the kitten is rescued 
and medically treated. The photographer continues 
the thread by revealing the follow-up story and 
providing updated photo of this kitten, who was rescued 
and adopted soon after this image was posted.  

Yip’s photographic series is not only the 
documentation of street cats’ lives and introduction to 
the operations of animal volunteers, but an ongoing 
recording of urban mutations.  The chronicle of the living 
conditions of these community cats foreshadows that of 
the changing urban environment, in which old 
buildings deteriorate, construction materials like bricks, 
barbwires, and iron bars decompose, and new buildings 
are being formed among dust, steel rods, and bamboo 
sticks.  The street cats in the photos are dwellers of such 
liminal environment among abandoned furniture, cracks, 
fabrics, and garbage. They found this urban cobweb 
their dwelling place. The photographic lens zooms in 
and refocuses on these mundane matters of the urban 
ecologies, reminding us that urban wildlife does exist, 
and it might be erroneous to disdain and disregard  these

materials as feral and risky.  This also means it might be 
misleading to read these photographic animals as simply 
textual matters or absent referents, as the animals remind us 
of the ecological connectedness between organisms and 
objects.  They are the agents of meanings with their own 
agencies. While these images reveal an aura of 
photojournalism, they also provoke recognition of the 
unspoken autonomy and otherwise invisible agency of these 
creatures and materials.  In the context of a small city like 
Hong Kong in which the architectural landscape is ever 
changing and disappearing, these photographic images offer 
an alternative angle to read the urban mutations under global 
modernity from the perspectives of the street cats. The notion 
of disappearance in Hong Kong’s cultural, socio-political context 
is most aptly used by Abbas (1997) who states that 
disappearance, or dis-appearance, is a “pathology of 
presence” (8) that involves the questions of self-representation. In 
light of Hong Kong’s postcoloniality, disappearance does not 
simply mean absence, nonappearance, or nonrecognition, but 
quite the opposite.  Abbas theorizes Hong Kong’s culture of 
disappearance in terms of the spatial relation to speed, both 
in the sense of capturing what is going to vanish and being 
aware of what is not going to vanish.  The visualization of 
disappearance is therefore always connected to this slippery 
liminality between leaving and staying, as well as a fleeting 
sense of nostalgia. Recontextualizing the postcolonial 
experience to the interspecies one, it is found that the 
relationship between the street cats and the changing urban 
landscape is also articulated in this mutability and 
intimate mutuality.     

If disappearance can be known as “reverse 
hallucination” (Abbas 1997, 25), or not seeing what is there, 
then Figures 3 and 4 are exemplifications of this visual 
abstraction. Figure 3, visualizes the cityscape from a low angle.  
Graphically, the spectator is trapped at the bottom of two 
blocks of buildings, seeing the murky, cloudy sky from the 
bottom of the earth. The silhouettes of the buildings are 
lucidly defined, and one can even see the television antennas 
and hanging rods for laundry, which suggest that this is a 
residential district. Among these details is a tiny shadow of a 
cat’s head sticking out from one of the buildings in the middle 
bottom of the image, being framed by one of the hanging 
rackets. Not being able to see the cat’s color or facial 
expression clearly, the only information one can get is the 
clipped ear, meaning this is a cat who was neutered through 
the  help  of  animal volunteers.  It is also indefinite whether the 
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cat is looking out from one of the apartments from the 
buildings, or that s/he is stretching out from the canopy of 
shops.  The mystical quality of this cat’s head articulates the 
unknown and uncertain eye contact between the 
photographer, the spectator, and the cat.  The indeterminacy 
about the cat’s location and her/his visual merging with the 
environment imply a paradoxical relationship between 
indifference and engagement.  While the viewer can easily 
dismiss and oversee the mini-figure of this cat, the cat’s 
seemingly curious posture of stretching out proposes a 
potential engagement and fascinating lure to human 
attention.  The cat looks down and the human looks up, and 
this transacting moment is not only an ephemeral recognition 
of this nonhuman stranger but also a realization of one’s 
crystalized entrapment within the urban space.  The merging 
of  cats  with the  gritty  environment  is  one  of  the  common  

visual motifs in Yip’s works. The top image in Figure 4 
illuminates a more colorful yet invisible presence of two 
sleeping street cats among a lump of garbage.  Looking 
down from above, one needs to pay enough attention 
so as to discover the cats, whose whitish color seems to 
dissolve seamlessly with the objects. The visual clarity of this 
image reveals an identical reverse-hallucination about the 
cats’ dwelling in the city as in Figure 3. The identifiable 
objects and indiscernible waste materials in this frame weave 
the urban materiality in terms of debris and textures, setting a 
peaceful cradle for the street cats who can sleep in relaxation.  
Sleeping cats have always been popular among the online 
circulation of kitty images, as they suggest a sense of serenity 
much in need by urban dwellers who are on the verge of 
anxiety and stress. The therapeutic function of kitty images is 
also  suggestive  of   human  empowerment  mediated   by   the  

Micros Yip 
Fig. 3, untitled, photography, 4 April 2015, Micros Yip@streetcatfoto. 
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Micros Yip 
Fig. 4, untitled (top) / Recharging (bottom), photography, 8 November 2013 (top) / 30 July 2015 (bottom), Micros Yip@streetcatfoto.
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vulnerable.  For example, one of the most popular images on  
@streetcatfoto shows an adorable ginger cat sleeping with a 
“smile” next to some rusty pipelines (bottom image of 
Figure 4). The orangish-beige tone of the rust, the pipes, the 
wall, and the cat suggests both the “unconscious 
optics” (Benjamin 1968, 237) and the enticing comfort of being 
conscious of it.  Yip explains that one of the reasons to count for 
the popularity of his images is whether people can see the 
cats’ figures clearly. This has a lot to do with the visual 
composition of his images, especially when most of his 
viewers look at the images with small screens of smartphones.  
The bigger and clearer the image of the cat’s expression, the 
more “like” is gained. However, contrary to populist 
expectation, a major proportion of Yip's works are done 
with long shots that maximize the surrounding environment 
of the street cats or night shots that vaguely show the feline 
contours.  Sometimes  it  has  become  a  game  of hide-and-seek 

for the  viewers to “discover” the tiny, obscured cats from the 
images.  

Figure 4, provides a juxtaposition of the sense of leisure 
with an unappealing location.  Since no human beings would like 
to visit or pass by this man-made wasteland and rusty corner, the 
cats can safely dwell in these places as a utopian land. On the 
other hand, these sites are prone to demolishment and 
clearance, so that the feline utopia is always provisional. This 
space of (in)security, if seen differently, is also that of dwelling. As 
Heidegger (1977) notes, that while it would be a narrow sense to 
simply regard buildings as construction, dwelling is the “basic 
character of Being, in keeping with which mortals exist” (362).  
Although Heidegger is addressing the human relation to space in 
understanding the notion of being-in-the-world, this worldliness is 
an inclusive sense of togetherness among earth, sky, mortals and 
divinities (351), meaning there is an inherent interspecies and 
cross- materialistic   entanglement.   In  doing  so,  dwelling  is  also 

Micros Yip 
Fig. 5, untitled, photography, 15 August 2015, Micros Yip@streetcatfoto. 
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Micros Yip 
Fig. 6, untitled, photography, 22 September 2011, Micros Yip@streetcatfoto



known to be “preserving,” and “dwelling itself is always a 
staying with things” (353). The sleeping cats among the 
garbage and pipelines perform and actualize their being-in-
the-world among things that stay in the urban ruins, and they 
even do not need to dwell in building and thinking as 
Heidegger would propose. At the same time, this experiential 
togetherness and connectedness across species and 
materials is paradoxically and temporarily sustained by the 
sense of indifference, both elicited by the street cats and the 
human beings.   

Figure 5 shows a symmetrical articulation of a ginger 
street cat sitting in the middle of a back alley at night.  The 
slightly greenish atmosphere of the night scene is highlighted 
by a shadow of one side of buildings casting onto halfway of 
the back alley. The ginger cat accurately situates 
himself/herself on the margin of the shadow, letting 
himself/herself exposed in the demi-lighted environment.  
This visual exposure is both contrary to and identical with the 
marginality of street cats. Street cats are often found in 
marginalized locales in the urban space: back alleys, gaps 
between buildings and their outskirts (among bamboo 
constructions, air-conditioners, water and gas pipes), 
abandoned constructions, window frames of half-torn 
buildings, among garbage, behind barbwires, among weeds 
and bushes, inside unused pipelines, on the edge of walls 
and construction units etc.  Suggested by the propositions like 
“among,” “behind,” “inside,” and “on the edge” and so on, 
one can define the habitual activities of street cats (as most 
other feline species do) as connected to the visual 
ambivalence of half-seen and hiddenness, as well as a regular 
preference to all kinds of spatial margins.  These liminal locales 
are all spaces of disappearance in the city. Back alleys in Hong 
Kong are often tactical space where grassroots workers would 
take a short break, garbage is piled up, recycled materials are 
gathered, air-conditioners are located, and roadside vendors 
would operate by selling fast-food.  This space operates as 
shortcuts to the adjacent street, but there is rarely cleaning 
and maintenance of the hygienic condition.  This mainstream 
negligence of the disordered back alleys as the urban margins 
provides a vibrant condition for street cats to dwell in alert and 
ease.  Street cats are the “wild things in an ordered urban 
space,” and some people might despise this ecological 
setting as unsanitary, abject, and undisciplined (Griffiths, 
Poulter, and Sibley 2000, 63). Matthews (2003) studies the 
street as a liminal space through which human children pass 
through their childhood and enter adulthood when they enter 

this public domain as an independent individual. This 
structural undertaking of biological and social growth might 
share with that of the feline residents who are growing up 
and getting old in their streetwise existence.  If the main 
street is the liminal space for humans, the back alley is the 
liminal space for street cats.  The notion of liminality or 
threshold, which is originated from Van Gennep’s 
anthropologic concept of rite of passage (Turner 1987), can 
also be understood as a critical tool to understand urban 
mutations if we regard the urban space and its construction 
materials as ecological matters that form the cycle of urban 
organisms.  As Yip notes, one of the challenges faced by the 
street cats in relations to urban redevelopment concern the 
decreasing numbers of back alleys, as the individual blocks 
of old buildings that form the back alleys are torn down and 
replaced by large-scale residential estates.  Identical high-rise 
apartments and spacious shopping malls do not leave space 
for back alleys and canopies. These architectural projects 
often devour the organically formed local communities.  
Gaps and cracks between buildings are filled up; every single 
space is monitored by designated managerial companies, 
which do not tolerate nonhuman residents or even passers-
by such as sparrows. Since cats are highly aware of their 
territorial boundaries, they would seldom return after they 
move out of their colonies. Figure 6, demonstrates a 
precarious displacement of two tabby kittens at a 
construction site.  One of the kittens moves leftward and the 
other rightward, both of them seem to be adventurous to 
explore potential colony from the surrounding. Behind them 
with a distance are a gigantic bulldozer and other 
construction setups on a rocky wasteland on which there is a 
half-covered pipe and some weeds. Behind the machine is 
the cosmopolitan landscape of Hong Kong, with banks and 
commercial skyscrapers standing up to signify the successful 
destination of this construction work. The photo was taken in 
2010 and the construction work was probably finished. 
Where are these two tabbies now?  If the city continues to 
grow by erecting new buildings, can the infant street cats 
pass through the liminal phase and enter adulthood?    

The peeping tomcats and the indifferent feline gaze  

The decaying materials in the concrete jungle are often the 
blind spots of the city dwellers who seldom look up, look 
down, or look sideways beyond the constraints of human 
field   of  vision.  This  gestural  and  visual  limitation  is  further 
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Micros Yip 
Fig. 7, untitled, photography, 18 May 2008, Micros Yip@streetcatfoto.
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consolidated when everyone simply looks down onto their 
smartphones. Yip’s photographic lens has been keen on 
exploring the curious visual perspectives within the human 
constraints of the photographic gaze.  His works are similar to that 
of the ethnographer and anthropologist, only that his subjects are 
nonhumans.  He is also like an urban archeologist who is trying to 
excavate the still existing urban felines and observe the remnants 
of urbanity. His massive amounts of street cat photos on 
Facebook are constantly accumulating, performing archivization 
on a daily, mundane basis. Yet, being a photojournalist, Yip 
concerns with exposing social injustice as well as contributing to 
raising social and ecological awareness about the silenced 
existence of environmental beings. Although the urban 
landscape is basically a human construct, its artificiality does not 
completely expel natural organisms.  Tuan Yi-fu (1974)’s concept 
of topophilia is helpful in restoring and sustaining the ecological 
experience even if the ecological environment is urban-oriented. 
Topophilia emphasizes the “affective bond between people and 
place or setting” (4). Through this bonding, the perceptive 
experience is transformed into a restorative feeling of wellbeing 
and a set of ecological attitudes and values.  Although this 
conceptualization requires a basic assumption of human-
orientation, it also regards human beings as “a biological 
organism, a social being, and a unique individual” (245) at the 
same time.  This means a universal worldview and a humble 
awareness of the necessary human interactions with the 
environment. The photographic documentation of the street cats 
reminds the viewers about this topophilic aspect of living in the 
city, as well as entangling a compassionate awareness about their 
lives. The images are therefore tokens to an ethics of care, a 
situated understanding of individual animals.

The collaboration of the restorative effects of nature 
and the self-healing properties of the act of looking is 
comforting and inviting.  Just as Berland (2009) postulates, 
“[i]f connection completes you, why not connect to 
animals?” (49), topophilia can possibly include the 
technological dimension.  Information, communication, and 
digital technologies are networks of “new intensities” in 
which all users are agents (46).  While such communicative 
technologies mediate the horizon of everyday life, “[h]umans 
can reclaim their physical and  emotive selves by projecting 
themselves onto these images” (46).  In light of this human 
reliance on technologies and nature, the act of looking 
becomes a redemptive, if not simply captivating, gesture to 
fall prey under a growing ecological  awareness. Figure 7, is  a 

captivating moment when a calico cat is climbing up on a 
wooden ladder, attempting to bring a piece of raw meat to 
the three kittens who are on the top of the ladder. This prey 
and feed ritual seems to set in a back alley. The medium shot 
does not cover the entire background, but the material details 
– the ventilation duct made of galvanized iron, the mossed 
concrete wall with a mystic square hole, the rusty pipelines 
above the concrete construct, and a half-shown advertising 
sticker of sewage service on the duct at the very right edge of 
the image – suggest that this scene takes place in an 
anonymous urban locale.  Similar to wild animals in prairies 
and forests, the street cat performs survival skills in the city 
instead of living in domestication.  In addition to seeing the 
back alley as the liminal space, this richly textured urban locale 
is a non-place where the geographies of nowhere-ness and 
crisis of identity seem to affirm the shaky existence of human 
beings (Arefi 1999, 186).

While homogeneity, transience, and chronological 
disconnection of these geographical locales have contributed 
to a haunting experience of living in the city through the “loss 
of spontaneity” (188), these places also potentially create a 
milieu for the urban wildlife to continue their lived experience.  
This image is a testimony to an open-minded attitude in 
recognizing the preservation of the nurturing instinct of felines.  
One has no idea where this reddish raw meat comes from, 
and we are forbidden to see how the raw meat is divided 
among the kittens in the next moment; we even are not sure 
whether they will really consume the meat.  The photographic 
capture of this moment of feeding is shocking because it 
demonstrates a co-existence of indifference and concern, a 
dialectics of ignorance and wisdom.  The photographic lens is 
quiet and caring enough not to disturb the calico cat who is on 
her way to climb up, and the cats are indifferent to the human 
spectator nearby.  The street cats seize the chance of human 
inattentiveness and take advantage of the anonymous spatial 
setting to hunt, feed, eat, sleep, and play.  They transform the 
non-place into their colony where the feline social experience 
is realized.   

It is also interesting to note that while the calico cat is 
attentive in her attempt to reach the kittens who seem to be 
waiting for the food, the black kitten on the right is looking at 
the spectator. This cabalistic, curious gaze of the black kitten 
defies the photographic possession that the human spectator 
may want to impose on him/her. Black cats are not only 
mysterious and demonic but also non-photogenic.  It was 
reported by RSPCA that a growing number of black cats are 
being abandoned because they are difficult to be seen in the 
age  of  the  selfie,  and  the  charity organization even releases 
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video tips online to advise on how to make black cats look 
good in photos (Whitehouse, 2 Nov 2015).  The gaze of this 
black kitten is much hidden by his/her blackness, and it further 
challenges the lens that strives to expose it.  While it is an easy 
argument to claim that street cats are conveniently hunted by 
photographic activities, and therefore reified by visual 
exploitation, I would propose that the feline gaze does not 
simply return, but pledges to capture that of the human in the 
process of photographing. The photographic possession in this 
context is mutually formed and it depends on a trust of 
indifference.  Much has been studied on the possibility of 
whether nonhuman species like cats can return their gaze to 
the human visual captivation. Derrida (2008)’s famous yet 
embarrassing encounter with his cat when he is naked is a 
punctual instant when the gaze is rebounded, reflexed, and in 
turn self-captivating. Derrida’s sudden recognition of the “gaze 
of a seer” (4) transforms the singular gaze into a self-reflective 
one,  and  the  human gaze is unrealized until the moment he is 

 

fallen prey to the “bottomless gaze” (12) of the animal other. 
This exchange and multiplication of the gaze bypasses and 
overwhelms the linguistic boundary in affirming, questioning, 
communicating, commanding, and understanding the other. 
From Figure 7, one is not sure whether the black kitten's look 
is a gaze or a glance because the photographer shutters the 
moment and presents that everything is inert. This also means 
that the photographic medium can only produce and 
preserve the gaze, but not the motional and temporary 
glance. The feline glance evades the photographic capture 
since the image would end up in blurriness. If one has the 
experience of photographing felines, one would realize that 
this photographic experience is not that of discovering and 
capturing the cat’s image, but the reverse. The human 
spectator is waiting to be seen by the feline subjects, who are 
hiding in gaps. They move between limited spaces. They are 
voyeurs like the human viewers.  But their feline voyeurism is 
indifferent, instinctive,  and  conditioned to avoid dangers. In 

Micros Yip 
Fig. 8, How Many People would Peep through My Chaos, photography, 14 January 2015, Micros Yip@streetcatfoto.
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other words, it requires the spectator’s careful exploratory 
manner to seek, attract, but without expelling the feline 
occupants. The cats gaze through the holes, cracks, and 
broken materials in order to capture the human desire of 
seeing.  Their gaze is an optical limb reaching out and 
patrolling around in order to safeguard their territorial 
boundaries. They are not the discovered ones under the 
photographic practice; instead, they discover the 
photographic gaze and return it with a combination of 
indifference and absorption. Figures 8 and 9 provide two 
versions of the predatory feline gaze.  Figure 8 shows a white 
cat crouching on top of a canopy.  Between the spectator and 
this cat is a set of anti-burglar bar and barbwires made of iron.  
The image easily misleads the spectator to believe that the 
cat is climbing along the bars and going through the 
spiky barbwire tunnel, which is a common motif among Yip’s 
works.  In addition to exposing the difficult, marginal, and 
defensive life of the cat, the cat’s facial expression is a resilient 
response to the assumption of feline vulnerability; the feline 
gaze is a resistance to be captured. Looking straightly 
into the spectator, the cat also seems to yell at us. The 
iron security bar implicates both the resistance and shielding 
traits of urban dwellers who lack a sense of security. This self-
defensive urban manner is also that of the natural self-
protective instinct of felines.  The gaze of this cat reaches 
through these security hardware and captures our gaze.  We 
feel painful because it is also our gaze that passes through the 
thorny wires in order to reach the cat.   

This double-coded predatory gaze is manifested in 
Figure 9 with a different impersonal effect. In this image, the 
cat is resting with his/her front limbs stretching out on a mesh-
like fabric. Despite the seemingly vertical composition of the 
cat’s body within the frame, the photographic gaze is directed 
upward, as it is evidenced by the cat’s posture. The direction 
of sunlight from the cat’s back suggests that the 
photographer is trapped in the darkness under the fabric, 
which separates the outside and the inside. Vague greenish 
color and fragmented shadows tell us that the cat is probably 
enjoying a banal sunbath next to some bushes or trees. But 
the relaxing afternoon nap is likely disturbed at this instant 
when the cat gazes at the spectator through the mesh. The 
spectator is not only trapped inside the fabric network but also 
snatched by the cat’s translucent gaze, which is semi-
obscured by the mesh. The cat is also trapped and contained 
by the fabric in the theatricalizing sunlight. The effect of 
sunlight   results   in  the  narrowed  pupils  of  the  cat,  whose 

triangular face reminds us of the fierce-looking predators in 
the wild. In fact, the mesh does not guarantee complete 
protection for both the cat and the human, as a broken 
opening is vaguely revealed at the right-hand bottom. This 
visual confrontation will forever go on and no further action will 
occur, resulting in anti-theatricality. The cat’s arresting gaze 
registers an invitation to indifference and absorption. Rancière 
(2009) notes that the photographer’s gaze is defined by its 
power to transform the banal into the impersonal, and this 
indifference is not a point of separation but a “meeting point” 
(13).  In other words, photographic indifference is “the point of 
tension” between “the subtraction of the artistic effect” of the 
image and “the supplement of aesthetic sensibility” that 
belongs to the photographic subject (13).  In addition to the 
theatricalized anti-theatricality of this visual confrontation, the 
indifference of Figure 9 lies in the cat’s embodiment of being 
carefree. The feline gaze is in a tug of war with itself, between 
idleness and alert. This absorbing inner freedom resembles 
that of the sleeping cats in Figure 4 who literally disregard the 
outside world.  All these cats’ carefree attitude illuminates on 
the art of doing nothing, which is also a “common aesthetic 
neutralization of the social hierarchy and of the artistic 
hierarchy” (Ranciere, 2009, 14). The street cats have no social 
status and these photos do not celebrate their artistic 
achievements. In this case, Yip’s street cat photos share the 
notion of “objective” photography defined by Rancière, since 
the urban habitation of the street cats retains their active 
absorption and a complete disregard of the human others, 
including the photographic gaze. However, this dialectics of 
indifference and absorption must include human participation 
to realize the urban ecologies. Figure 10 illustrates this forking 
path at the back alley, where the deliveryman on the left is 
occupied with the bicycle, and the white cat on the right is 
crouching in front of a closed iron gate, showing an 
awareness of the spectator. The cool color tone of the image 
may superficially propose an alienating relationship between 
human and street cats, but the austere photographic texture 
also weaves a sense of distanced intimacy between the two 
species.  Street cats do not need human hugs and kisses, 
and neither does the man at work. The needlessness is an 
agreement of mutual respect. The street corner does not 
divert but is about to intersect the two parallel lives without 
intervention and interruption. The photographic gaze keeps 
a polite distance from both creatures in order to articulate 
this moment of fascination.  
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Micros Yip 
Fig. 9, untitled, photography, 22 January 2015, Micros Yip@streetcatfoto.  . 
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Coda: entanglement as enchantment  

The feline gaze does not literally seize us in blood and flesh; it 
always remains a polite, indifferent, but alluring distance.  The 
inter-species dynamic in the urban ecologies requires a 
mutual apathy so as to sustain their intimacy.  As a result, the 
gaze is not an intruding act but the arrest that protects.  
Gazing the street cats who gaze at us, therefore, is a warrant 
to the everyday environmental ethics, or Leopold (1968)'s 
notion of "biotic community," which advocates a biosocial 
moral relationship between all kinds of species who share the 
same communal environment.  This gazing relationship at a 
distance is also a tactic to resist and refuse anthropocentrism. 
When Haraway (2008) advocates that the interspecies 
entanglement is in “the midst of webbed existences” (72), 
she is referring to personal encounters with individual species,    

which is similar to that of Derrida and his feline housemate.  
To understand this entanglement in the broader scope of 
urbanity, one has to consider the different networks of 
chrono-logics among different species.  The life cycle of street 
cats is conditioned and characterized by inertia, slowness, and 
spatial consistency, which are qualities off-sync with the urban 
development and fast-paced lifestyle of urban humans.  Yet  
the small pleasures that these felines express is simultaneously 
identified by human beings who have been over-trained to 
live multiple lives at the same time, thanks to the fascinating 
technoculture.  Through Yip’s street cat photography, an 
affective force of wonder is energized and the wonder 
continues to enchant the modern life (to borrow from Jane 
Bennett) with optimism.  The photographic medium does not 
decontextualize us from the environment; it contains and 
mediates   the  potentiality  to  recontextualize  and  reconnect  

Micros Yip 
Fig. 10, ParkingS, photography, 30 January 2015, Micros Yip@streetcatfoto. 
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human and nature.  Although I agree with Berland’s critical 
comment that technoculture ignites the feeling of 
forgetfulness as enchantment and accelerates the 
disconnection between human and nature (2009, 45), there 
are always alternative ways of making-do to attach and 
connect, despite how infinitesimal they are.        
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s a project for an artist residency, I invited two horses, 
Gus and Deuce, ages 3 and 4, to visit a “living 
museum” housed in a former thrift store in 

downtown Greensboro, NC. An open-door policy prevailed; 
they were invited to look within, and if they chose to enter, 
they were free to poke around at will, their interests and 
curiosity guiding the exploration without expectations or 
predetermined outcome. With Gus and Deuce 
Go Elsewhere, my goal was not to get horses inside a 
building but to present them with an opportunity to enter a 
space normally closed off to them and to watch what they 
decided to do, how they might reject or choose to explore 
the museum’s floor-to-ceiling visual and textural density. In 
selecting candidates, I looked for a confident horse who was 
curious and who had a relationship of trust and 
communication with his human companion. This was an 
outing, a field trip, such as a family might make on a Saturday 
to a cultural institution. Artists and curators at Elsewhere 
awaited the visitors with unalloyed anticipation. The mood 
was giddy. Passersby stopped to stare, pulled out cameras. 
Gus and Deuce were celebrities. Anywhere they looked, 
someone, whether person or camera lens looked back at 
them. As horses, their first concern was the whereabouts and 
well-being  of  their  fellow  horse  whose  presence  reassured 

and underlined what unfolded. Second were the movements 
of humans and the messages of intent cued within their body 
language. Third was the cameras. 

The project employed multiple cameras both fixed 
and handheld. Retroactive close observation of documentary 
footage from a variety of points of view revealed, again and 
again, a hierarchy of gazes. The horses continually marked the 
presence of one another, of the humans with and without 
cameras, and of the fixed cameras, often from a distance, but 
also up close via tactile examination with mouth, nose, and 
whiskers (as sensitive as fingertips.) Although the cameras 
were often quite unobtrusively placed, the horses unerringly 
acknowledged their presence. While surrounded by a sheer 
agglomeration of unfamiliar objects, colors, scents, and 
vibrations, Gus and Deuce maintained a systemic accounting 
of eyes and lenses. 

 Most animals would rather watch than be watched. 
The watched are often marked as food, not least for capture. 
But some people and animals desire, crave, to be beheld. An 
audience feeds them. A gaze among primates conveys 
solidarity, admiration, respect. Among animals, too, are 
extroverts and performers. A  famous equine actor in movie 
westerns reportedly performed only for the camera when film 
was rolling,  eschewing dress rehearsal. Rachel Alexandra, the  

A 

HORSES  
AND LENSES 

 Horses at the Museum is part of a long-term multi-media art  project In Your Dreams [Horses] exploring horse  
personality and individuality, sensory processing and proprioception, concepts of invitation, initiation, and trespass,  
and shared thresholds of experience between horse and human. Invited by the artist to visit a "living museum”,  young 
horses Gus and Deuce stand at the door deciding whet her to enter and explore. To sense and absorb is to  witness; to 
act and interact is to perform. Documentation invokes a third party; horses sense the camera as a gaze. Frame-by-
frame footage reveals a hierarchy; the horses continually marking the presence of horse, human, and camera. 

 Text by Lee Deigaard 
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racehorse, was said to play to the cheering grandstands. 
Attention from a crowd can stimulate and reward, rendering 
proper scale to outsize talents. Some states of being are 
predicated on an audience. Fabulosity abhors a vacuum.  

As with audiences, cameras are said to love their 
subjects. As with voyeurs, cameras also take for themselves, 
singling out their subjects. The camera gazes, blinking only at 
the moment of capture. Among animals, a direct gaze is 
perceived as aggressive. Prey animals live in herds; predators 
are often solitary. A predator (who plays both star and 
audience) finds her audience -- rapt to her presence -- in the 
herd. The herd becomes a collective, fears the gaze of one, 
transfixed. One imagines the awareness on both sides in that 
moment, the shift to the prehistoric brain, and the explosion of 
movement and an outcome that will resolve one of two ways. 
This moment, before the leap – is like a photograph, pregnant 
with all that is contained and embedded within. Freedom to 
the prey animal lies in being overlooked. The herd finds its 
autonomy in between sight lines, in eluding the proverbial 
sights of gun or predator or camera.  

When is the camera predatory and when a 
benevolent bystander? Growing evidence shows how 
even trophy hunting with cameras rather than guns causes 
damage and even wrongful death. Those in pursuit of the 
image do not typically seek consent from animal subjects. 
The action of lifting the black box with the long snout to 
one’s eye is like a marksman lifting his gun. Wild animals 
take particular note and horses, too. The photographer 
always wants something; the animals sense this. We say, 
after all, to take a picture, to capture an image. 

A solo turn – eyes and lenses are spotlights of sorts--
can mean no second act. The agony, or alternatively, the 
ecstasy of being watched therefore feeds some but 
consumes others in a classic divide–of introvert and extrovert, 
predator and prey, actor and audience. Despite their size and 
power, horses keenly feel their status as prey. They are hyper-
alert to qualities and durations of gaze and lines of sight. They 
regard closely, cultivating a multi-layered and simultaneous 
awareness. 

Human-equine relationships have long derived from 
these ingrained predator-prey structures, (im)balances of 
power (physical and otherwise), and concepts of dependence 
and interdependence, compliance, and autonomy. Horses' 
acute proprioception and sensory sensitivity imbue them with 
exquisite    physical    skills    primed    not    only   for   bridging  

communication between species but also exploring their 
physical environs in depth and in detail. Horses see nearly 
in the round, from either eye singly and from both together. 

The camera’s structure mimics the human/horse 
eye. Light passes through a lens/cornea, through an 
aperture/pupil, to the retina/light sensor. The camera blinks, 
the pupil winks. In low light, the pupils enlarge, the aperture 
widens. The dilations and contractions of pupils reveal 
hidden thoughts, intentions, attractions. The shutter click, the 
winking of the aperture marks a capture, reveals. The snap of 
a twig underfoot before the pounce does, too. The click, the 
snap: a subconscious pose-and-release conditioning 
mechanism.  

Qualities of depth and focus, monocular, binocular, 
modulate the horse's ways of seeing. They are acutely 
sensitive to pupils and directions of gaze, rates of breathing. 
One imagines these ways of seeing are not simultaneous but 
shifting between modes and areas of concentration. Horses' 
processes of seeing cross both sides of the brain. An article 
seen first through the left eye encountered later through the 
right must be overlaid and categorized. Justified. Their 
binocular vision is keyed to distance and depth perception 
for scanning the horizon. It can be hard to tell where a horse 
is looking; he turns his head away in order to get a closer look 
from one eye. 

The camera is monocular, a cyclops, and largely 
unblinking in the case of video. The camera, whether or not 
hidden, has a gaze. It records our actions and makes 
performers of us even if the act of final consumption through 
videos or photographs is once or twice removed from the 
unfolding event. Each lens implies reproduction and 
dissemination to larger audiences. When looking at a 
photograph and into the eyes of its subject, you become the 
camera, your gaze the camera’s. You stand where the 
camera stood. You blink, as the camera did. Looking into a 
lens becomes looking into the viewers’ eyes in perpetuity. 
Therefore, cameras impose.  

What do horses sense in cameras? Why does even 
the unmanned camera (not wielded in hand like a tool or a 
weapon) draw the horse's notice? Cameras make clicks and 
whirs largely inaudible to humans and appear thus animate if 
insensate. Depending on the type of camera, the aperture, its 
pupil, is visible through the lens. Cameras are also the 
property of humans, inclusive of scents and other markers. 
Perhaps, too, horses sense our awareness even reverence for 
cameras tipping them to  their  relative  importance.  A horse I  
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Lee Deigaard 
Gus at reception desk spots camera, photograph, 2014 Ó Deigaard 
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Lee Deigaard 
[composite], Deuce at the door turns to face passerby with camera; Gus marks second fixed camera, one ear turned to Deuce  
at the door, the other to James and Lee, video stills, 2014 Ó Deigaard 
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Lee Deigaard 
[composite], From Room 1 Gus spots fixed camera in Room 2; Deuce investigates fixed camera video stills, 2014 Ó Deigaard 
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Mitchell Oliver and Lee Deigaard 
Top: Deuce stands with left eye view of fixed camera, forward view of third camera, photograph, 2014 Ó Deigaard/Oliver 
Bottom: Gus and Deuce regard fixed camera, video stills, 2014 Ó Deigaard 
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know well seems to regard any camera however quietly 
wielded as an interloper, as a third party causing a shift in my 
attention, a jiggle on the knob of our common frequency to 
static. Perhaps, too, the slightly mercenary quality inherent to 
composing and choosing the moment of trigger obtrudes. 
He seems less offended, even interested by the camera 
phone turned to its illuminated screen like a mirror showing 
both our faces. Is a selfie more collaborative-- a lens-based 
form of companionate mirroring-- reinforcing pair-ness rather 
than parsing it? 

Boundaries--between species, between bodies in 
space, between incursion and permission, coercion and 
compliance, between inside and out, between predator and 
prey-- define concepts of self and other, subject and 
audience and are often flexible and permeable. To try to 
know another, to imagine what he feels, what he knows (to 
practice empathy, intimacy) opens a vast frontier. Touch, 
proximity, familiarity, request, response mediate close 
quarter interactions and responses to surroundings. To sense 
and absorb is to witness; to act and interact is to perform. 
Documentation invokes a third party; horses sense the 
camera as a gaze. 

When horses visit a museum, the immediate city 
seems to circle around them, drawing all eyes and stopping 
people in their tracks. Horses at the threshold: an ambulance 
passes, a man with a long-lens pressed to his face crosses the 
street, a jogger on the sidewalk startles. Others, also with 
cameras, are, inside in the dimness. Gus and Deuce 
deliberate. The horses take their time studying the vectors. 
Emboldened, they opt to enter, watching for one another, 
watching us and the cameras watch them. There is much to 
taste and smell, delicacies from the horse-pitality tray, soft little 
animals that smell old, tiny plastic horses and a tiny plastic 
barn. Gus is drawn to cash registers. The horses, their horse-
ness, their herd-ness, draw everyone together, render the 
whole experience in technicolor, for all. Our gazes cross one 
another's. We begin to see as horses do. The camera footage 
and many hours of parsing will reveal much more. 

A  couple sitting in a car outside find themselves with 
front row seats. They watch raptly, wait for two, nearly three 
hours. The horses went in. They will surely come back out 
again. They’ll get their photos, their proof. Gus and Deuce go 
home for naps. Among ourselves, we speculate about their 
dreams.  

Acknowledgments:	with	utmost	gratitude	to	Gus	and	Deuce,	James	
Cooler,	Kate	Finnerty	Cooler,	Elsewhere	Museum	and	Residency,	
Greensboro,	NC;	Southern	Constellations	Artists	Fellowship	with	
funding	from	the	National	Endowment	of	the	Arts. For	overall	
documentation	of	her	project,	Lee	Deigaard	collated	and	edited	raw	
footage	from	fixed	cameras	set	by	her	and	from	hand-held	cameras	
wielded	by	artists	Mitchell	Oliver,	Valerie	Wiseman,	Martha	
Whittington and herself.)

Lee Deigaard’s  work explores animal protagonists and the emotional spaces 
and physical landscapes where humans and animals co-habitate. She has 
shown and presented her work nationally and internationally. Her series of 
nocturnal photographs of animals won the Clarence John Laughlin Award 
and was featured in solo shows at The Ogden Museum of Southern Art in 
2014 and at Arthur Roger Gallery in 2016 and in the group show Beauty and 
the Beast: The Animal in Photography at the Museum of Photographic Arts 
in San Diego. As a Southern Constellations Fellow and artist-in-residence at 
Elsewhere in Greensboro, NC, she invited horses to explore a museum 
housed in a former thrift store. Her work has appeared in National 
Geographic's blog PROOF, Lenscratch, and Oxford American. She is a 
member of the New Orleans-based artist collective The Front where she 
curated shows about animal companions Standing Heat: I am I because [my 
little dog] knows me and You Beautiful Bitch among others. 
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FT examines the impact of the Israeli 
separation wall on the wildlife habitat along 
its line of segregation by appropriating Israeli 

army surveillance footage made to monitor human activity on 
the Israeli-Palestinian border. While the focus of this body of 
work, along with my previous projects, is on animals and the 
effects of our actions on them, the end result of this project 
also serves as a mirror on and an analogy to us.  

Surveillance technology was originally put in place 
along the separation wall to prevent the infiltration of terrorists. 
But during the many hours of anticipation, these cameras also 
capture and record footage of unexpected animal behaviors. 
The peaceful existence of animals, completely unaware of 
and indifferent to conflict, stands in contrast to the militaristic 
and fear-driven intent of monitoring the dissected borderline. 
Many times the appearance of these animals in the field view 
of heat-sync, infrared, army surveillance cameras trigger 
military response programmed to check for and respond to 
infiltration.  

This body of work is rooted in my mandatory service 
in the Israeli army. In my recent travels to Israel, a friend shared 
stories of his encounters with wild animals while in active 
service watching over the border as a soldier. His stories 
inspired my thinking about natural and  human made  borders,  

 
 
 
 
 

and how they function, both physically and psychologically.  

…it is the line at which demonized threats from 
the outside are held at bay and waves of ejected 
or disaffected migrations are either kept in or 
kept out of the protected entity. Thus the logic of 
the border is far less one of containment than it is 
one of division.[1] 

I came to the realization that a sudden appearance of animals 
in guarded areas breaks the tension of anticipating 
encounters with rivals. Yet at the same time, a primordial 
tension between men and other species kicks in and a 
different struggle over an invasion of a territory takes place. In 
that regard Joshua Neustein's work Territorial Imperative [2] 
comes to mind. Neustein mapped one dog's territory by 
tracing the various sites in the Golan Heights where it urinated 
than superimposed it on ‘official' border lines that cross 
through the disputed landscape.   

My goal, in this body of work, is to generate a 
discussion about social structures in general and their 
influence on the natural environment, and specifically with 
regard to our preconceptions about human-made borders, 
their assumed function, and the existence of a different 
narrative through which they can be understood.  

25

25FT 

25FT is an installation of video and still photographs appropriated from Israeli army surveillance cameras 
monitoring activity along the separation wall with Palestine. The work simulates the position of the soldier 
controlling the camera, focusing only on animals and the landscape in the occupied West Bank. The appearance of 
these animals throws the border, its function, and what it stands for into question for both the soldier who survey it, 
and the viewer in front of the work. Man is absent, yet his presence is visible through the tracking movement of the 
camera, military radio exchange, the fence and signs of urban structures, of which their inhabitant remains 
questioned.  
.      
Text by Netta Laufer 
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In its physical form 25FT (The name derives from the height of 
the concrete sections of the Israeli separation wall) is an 
installation divided into two parts - a video projection with 
multi layered sound channels and large scale printed video 
stills, all appropriated from army surveillance cameras 
operated and controlled mainly by young female Israeli 
soldiers on the border between Israel and the West Bank. The 
images show the encounters of wild and domesticated 
animals with the human made barrier.   

The original images are made by thermal imaging 
cameras, and the video footage reveals a range of contrast 
and colors that result from the different temperatures radiating 
from both the captured landscape scene and living beings in 
sight. The outcome is, seemingly, B/W imagery with some 
shades of grey, alternating between negative and positive, 
and representing heat radiation as black or white. The 
footage itself, shot from a distance, is notably unsharp and 
pixelated, which makes the imagery and the animals 
portrayed appear to disintegrate.  

The vertical panoramic printed video stills are made 
by exporting the scanning movement of the surveillance 
camera into still frames. Using computer software, I stitch the 
stills into a vertical image, to create a single photographic 
representation of the surveyed landscape. The tunnel vision of 
the telephotographic technology that is used to search, 
oversee and pinpoint possible threats, results in when stitched 
together panoramically (and vertically), in renderings that 
aspire to describe the surveyed landscape in a different but 
similarly grand manner. Images present a spectacular 
overview of the land and demand a certain type of reading 
(fig.1). Viewers will scan, and examine the portrayed 
landscape, bottom to top, much like the camera does in the 
edited video. High vantage point overview of landscapes, 
both in photography and painting (from Casper David 
Friedrich[3], to Ansel Adams [4], and other photographers 
who mastered the landscape, and finally to the militaristic 
usage of photography), historically relate to the control over a 
territory,   dominance   and   the  power   dynamics  of  man  &  

Netta Laufer 
Deer\Goat, surveillance footage video still -archival pigment print (152x95 cm), 2016 © Netta Laufer 
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nature. The vantage point functions as the position from 
which the landscape is mapped, defined and surveyed. 

25FT also includes another type of printed video 
stills, ones that include depictions of animals, and take on a 
monumental physical form. Printed at a large, immersive, 
landscape-like scale, they operate as windows onto 
encapsulated landscape, both in the sense of being confined 
by a border and being caged by the frames of the CCTV 
cameras they originate from (fig.2-5). The ideas behind the 
physical form these images from surveillance footage take are 
the dynamic between inside and out, the illusion of freedom 
confined, and the peeping from within one enclosed space 
into another.  

Sealed behind glass, and displayed frameless, these 
photographic prints invite the viewer to step outside of one 
space and into another. The illusion of being in proximity with 
wilderness works off of the aesthetic and physical form of 
terrariums, something that interested me in my previous work. 
This    aesthetic   interest   in   caging   animals   in   reproduced 

environments that mimic visually and practically the 
original place from which the animals originate, tells us more 
about human’s exhibition of power and control over territory 
than about the animals and their environment. The terrarium 
is a human demonstration of colonization and occupation of 
an exterior territory and taming of nature (as demonstrated 
in Hiroshi Sugimoto’s dioramas [5] – a documentation and 
exploration of dioramas from natural history museums using 
large scale black & white photography), and it is less a study 
of landscapes, natural environments and the animals 
inhabiting them. There is an interesting correlation between 
the function of terrariums in human culture, to the depictions 
of animals taken from footage that originates from surveying 
the occupied and bordered territories of the west bank. 

In their book Political Animal-Public Art in American 
Zoos and Aquariums, [6] Jesse Donhaue and Erik Trump lay a 
foundation for their study by defining the essence of zoos 
(and in that   regard   the   function   of  the  terrarium)  as 
political  power mechanism.   

Netta Laufer 
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The political history of early zoos is appealing 
for is its simplicity. Monarchs, potentates, and 
conquerors, all of whom governed in a 
centralized manner, simply decided to ship one 
another animals to cement political alliances 
and demonstrate power.[7] 

Viewing this kind of ambiguous and intangible imagery 
heightens a viewer's uncertainty over his or hers perception. 
My work emphasizes the parallel universe that animals live in, 
then works its way around the human idiocy that stems from 
our self-perception as the superior race that oversees and is 
independent of nature's ecosystem.  

The security border fence and its meaning (and not 
only in Israel) are in constant conflict with nature and the 
behavior of animals. While the animals in this surveillance 
footage jump over the border fence and frolic as if the 
contested land was playground, no human without a death 
wish  would  do  the  same.  In that sense, the circumstances of  

 

border tension are diluted with playful animal behavior. The 
animal's behavior forms an inner conflict and challenges the 
integrity of the idea behind this kind of a border, which Irit 
Rogoff points to as essential for its function   

…heavily armored and barricaded line of 
division between two segregated national 
entities - this is a border whose integrity must 
be kept at all costs, and those who attempt to 
pierce or contravene it pay a bitter price, 
doomed to stay in a place of danger and 
misery or to be kept out of the promise of 
safety and adequate conditions.[8] 

The appearance of, and the encounter with an animal, under 
the context of a border patrol and surveillance, suspends the 
totality and the immediacy of a certain response. The 
presence of animals in the image awaken viewers to an 
understanding  of  being  human  (as opposed to the animal);  

Netta Laufer 
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and consciousness and the acknowledgement of moral 
responsibilities. The appearance of animals throws the border, 
its function and what it stands for, into question for the soldier 
who surveys it and for the viewer in front of the work. Thus it is 
doubt that threatens the borders integrity more than anything 
else.   

Ashamed of what and before whom? 
Ashamed of being as naked as an animal … 
the property unique to animals and what in the 
final analysis distinguishes them from man, is 
their being naked without knowing it. Not 
being naked, therefore, not having knowledge 
of their nudity, in short without consciousness of 
good and evil.[9] 

The video component of the work is projected on a wall in a 
dark isolated space, edge-to-edge and floor to ceiling, 
forming,   yet  again,  an  illusion  of a window opening onto a  

 

different place. Caged in this camera obscura like projection 
space, viewers look from one bordered space into another, as 
they are immersed in a voyeuristic experience of surveying 
from a safe distance. This installation calls into question both 
the intimacy of the act, the illusion of access and the reality of 
the distance.   

The video installation features 3 channels of sound, 
which are orchestrated as follows: 

1. Ambient sound that is background sound. 
Subtle whispery like nature sounds, that range 
from static noise to the soft blowing of the wind.

2. The random sound of military radio exchange, 
which seems to come from a radio left on by 
chance. These vocal exchanges also sound like
background noise. Rather than dialog to be
focused on, voices come and go, fade in and out.

3. Sudden radio exchanges that indicate action
or suggest  that something is going on requires a

Netta Laufer 
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response. These sounds are clear and meant for the 
audience to focus on. The voices directly describe or 
refer to the appearance of animals in the footage. 

The sound element emphasizes the political aspect and is 
central to the viewer’s experience. It takes them back to the 
context in which the clips were recorded, makes viewers 
aware of their original function, time and place, and 
simultaneously makes viewers feel as if they, too, blend in and 
become part of the situation. Viewers, in a sense, take on the 
position of the guard at the Panopticon; in this work - the 
soldier controlling the surveillance camera, and the viewer 
becomes the voyeur.  

In the process of making the video piece, I simulated 
the position of the soldier who controls the camera, surveying 
the parameter of the wall using a controller stick. When 
editing the appropriated footage, however, I took full control 
over   its   reservoir  of  content,  treating  it  as  if  it  was  reality  

    unfolding in real time. While editing I was as conscious of the 
animals being captured on camera as I was of their 
imprisonment by man-made barriers. My intention was to 
mediate a feeling of imprisonment, through the simulation I 
created, and summon the context of surveillance in the viewer 
by using the constant tracking and searching maneuvers of 
the camera, zooming in and out of, and cropping the original 
footage.  

As the camera scans the surveyed scene we observe 
the encounter of animals with the separation wall, and watch 
over the occupied landscape of the West Bank; Man is 
absent, yet his presence is visible through the movement of 
the camera, the fence, and signs of urban structures, of which 
their inhabitant remains questioned. The video portrays a 
landscape that has become a no man's land.  

Netta Laufer 
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ara Angelucci’s series Aviary (2013) combines found 
anonymous carte-de-visite photographs with 
images of endangered and extinct birds to create 

haunting human-bird hybrids. Raising issues connected to 
environmentalism, memory, colonialism, mourning, and 
collecting, Aviary is both aesthetically powerful and 
conceptually rich. Enlarging the small source photographs 
to approximately life-size, the series addresses its viewers in 
ways that are ethically and emotionally demanding.  

Aviary was shown for the first time in 2013 at the Art 
Gallery of York University in Toronto as part of the exhibition 
Provenance Unknown. The exhibition was curated by 
AGYU Assistant Director / Curator Emelie Chhangur. Works 
from the series have been shown at the Art Gallery of 
Ontario; Harbourfront Centre in Toronto; the 6th Beijing 
International Art Biennale; the Canadian Embassy in Beijing; 
Patrick Mikhail Gallery in Montreal; and the Halsey Institute of 
Contemporary Art in Charleston, SC. The series has drawn 
international attention and has received extensive media 
coverage and critical attention. Furthermore, Aviary was 
the beginning of an extended exploration by Anghelucci of 
species  loss  in  relation to our technologies of remembrance.  

Her subsequent work, A Mourning Chorus (2014), 
translated birdsong into human voice in collaboration with 7 
woman singers. The work was an elegy for lost and 
endangered songbirds and built on the themes opened up 
by Aviary. The environmental themes of the work continue 
in her practice as evidenced by works such as Uproot/
Reroot (2014); Sightings (Ivorybilled Woodpecker), (2015); 
and Arboretum (2016).  

In combining images of anonymous and forgotten 
humans with extinct and endangered animals, Angelucci 
creates a profound and moving meditation on loss and the 
possibilities of preservation. This conversation explores the 
development of the series, its impact on the artist's practice, 
and the response the work has generated. 

Matthew Brower: How did you begin working on Aviary? 

Sara Angelucci: Before starting the series, I was on a self-
directed residency on the Toronto Island and I was stuck on 
another project that wasn’t evolving. I started reading about 
theories of memory and had brought with me all these 
anonymous   portrait   photographs  that   I’d   been   collecting  

S 

SARA ANGELUCCI’S 
AVIARY 

This interview focuses on Sara Angelucci’s photographic series Aviary (2013). Aviary marks the emergence 
of an engagement with environmentalism and species loss in the artist's work. The interview explores the 
origins of the series and the links it suggests between birds and photography. Thus, the artist’s engagement 
with 19th Century photographic practice provides a backdrop for discussing the histories of collecting, 
photographic albums, spirit photography, taxidermy and the bourgeois parlour that the work touches upon. 
The interview also places the series in the context of the artist’s larger practice and her history of exploring 
photography as a cultural technology of memory.  

Interviewer: Matthew Brower 
Interviewee: Sara Angelucci 
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over the years. Considering these theories and photographs  
together I started thinking about the idea that when these 
images became untethered from their origins when their 
context was lost, nobody knew who these people were 
anymore. And so, I started thinking about a way to 
reimagine them, giving voice to the voiceless, or reinventing 
who these people might be and giving them another 
existence. I read in one of the articles a passing philosophical 
reference to the idea that in ancient times to capture a 
specific memory (the philosopher wasn’t named) was 
equated to capturing a bird in an aviary filled with birds. So, I 
began to imagine the idea literally of a person who had been 
lost and that I couldn’t identify or capture, and a bird that I 
couldn’t capture. I wasn’t sure if putting them together 
visually would work and I did some tentative sketches with 
some images that I’d scanned of cartes-de-visite and of birds 
that I downloaded and they were sort of interesting. So, I 
thought perhaps I could go to the Royal Ontario Museum 
and photograph some birds there. Then, I got to know the 
head ornithologist and started to think about, not just any 
birds, but extinct ones. Then I started to think about extinct 
and endangered North American Birds because I wanted to 
be more specific to where I lived. That’s really how the 
project evolved. From there it just started growing and 
growing. 

M.B.: One of the things that are really powerful about the 
works is the presence of the extinct, endangered, and 
threatened birds. Can you talk about the link between 
the cultural loss of the photographs and the species 
loss, or threatened species loss, of the birds? How do 
you see that link working? 

S.A.: Both have the problem of keeping and disappearing; I 
think we take both nature and photographic objects for 
granted. There is an innate promise in photography that if 
we take someone’s photograph if we take someone’s 
portrait, we can keep that person or maintain that portrait in 
some kind of historical context. But what happens at a 
certain point is that images become unmoored. There’s this 
essential belief that there’s a relationship between 
photography and memory and that with photographs we 
can keep things. But, we know that technologically it’s not 
possible. In fact, we're in a kind of crisis at the moment with 
digital technology. I was reading Albert  Manguel’s book  The 

Library at Night recently where he talks about a huge project  
that took place in Britain to scan thousands of medieval 
documents.[1] Within a 16-year period, the technology 
to read the documents failed and became obsolete. 
However, the original documents themselves were still 
perfectly readable. So, there is that simpler relationship one 
could say that images disappear and are threatened, and so is 
nature. But more deeply, we take for granted our 
power to affect nature. Look at the story of the Passenger 
Pigeon, the most numerous bird in North America wiped 
out within a 50-year period. I think that on another level 
there’s a more existential connection and that is our shared 
existence as a species on the planet. We are hugely 
impacting other species. We see ourselves as separate and 
above that connection and that is creating dire 
circumstances for our planet, other species, and ultimately 
ourselves.  

M.B.: It strikes me that there’s a sense in which the project 
had its origin in a kind of ongoing investigation you’ve 
had about photography, family, identity, and memory.  

SA..: Yes, absolutely.

M.B.: But what also struck me, in relation to the 
residency at the AGO and the work that came out of 
this project, was a sense that at a certain point it also 
became at least as much, if not more, about the 
animals, about the birds themselves.  

S.A.: That’s exactly right and it’s interesting to me that 
you’ve pinpointed it so well. My interest in photography 
started with something much more personal and an 
ongoing investigation in my work has had to do with 
photography and its connection to memory and 
identity. But, working on Aviary, things shifted and 
there was one day in the ROM’s ornithology lab that I 
think illustrates this change in my thinking. One day I 
went into the lab and brought a selection of cartes-de-
visite with me that I had been using as the basis for 
the Aviary images. At first, as I examined the faces of the 
people in the photographs in relation to the species laid 
out for me. I was trying to find the right bird to match 
the person. But, over time as I got to know the birds 
more deeply and love them, something happened and I 
started to look for the right person to match the bird. The 
shift in that relationship happened because I was reading 
more and more about the birds and their plight, their 
particular characteristics, and environmental needs. 
How they lived, where they lived, challenges to their 
habitat caused by us. 
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So, I started to understand them individually. For example, 
how is an owl different from a woodpecker? What are their 
physical traits but also what are the kinds of conditions 
they need to thrive? It really changed the way I thought 
about them as these individual creatures. And then some 
of them were more threatened than others and I 
wanted to understand why. Why in particular was this 
one bird facing extinction versus another that was 
flourishing? 

M.B.: That’s partially how I’ve read this work. I’ve heard you 
talk about memory and the connections and how you got 
here. But, there’s always been a sense for me that this work 
is really more about the birds. 

S.A.: Totally.  

M.B.: I understand that there’s a way of talking about it 
that comes from this is how the work came about. It 
connects to the impulse you have in your practice to 
follow a thread ... pulling on something and seeing 
what happens. There’s the motivation and then there’s 
the kind of odd turns it takes where the work ends up 
somewhere else. 

S.A.: Completely. Great observation. That was unexpected. I 
didn’t expect to fall in love with the birds the way that I did. It 
really shifted my thinking and my consciousness. Again, 
there’s a moment in the ornithology lab working alone that I 
can identify as a moment when something happened to me 
when I was looking at the Eskimo Curlew which is extinct. 
The curlew is such an extraordinary creature and I thought 
wow—we wiped this creature off the planet. It really struck 
me. I thought wow we wiped this creature off this planet 
through our own ignorance, through our own will. 
Something went through me in that understanding. Of 
course, it's happening every day, but when that creature 
was sitting in front of me and I could touch it - it woke me up. 

M.B.: I think part of what is going here is that to use 
Levinas’s term, where for Levinas it’s the face of the 
other that evokes an ethical responsibility in us, that 
there is a sense in which these works are giving the 
birds a face so that they can look back at us in a way that 
puts a demand on us.[2] 

S.A.: Well, yes. The fact that they have human eyes is where 
that demand comes from I think. It’s the other… there is an 
otherness    because    they’re    very   strange   creatures,   but  

because they have human eyes we also recognize ourselves 
in them. I think that something really key to these images, 
to these portraits, was to keep something in them that we 
could recognize. But it was also important to keep 
something strange and disturbing that made us pay 
attention.  

M.B.: The way you exhibited the work in the Provenance 
Unknown show tied it into a whole set of issues around 
the 19th-century parlour including practices around the 
carte-de-visite.[3]           There’s an exploration of the history 
of photography tied into that 19th century moment. 
People who have written about the work have talked 
about it in conjunction with spirit photography and the 
evocation of presences. How central is that historical 
moment to your understanding of the work? 

S.A.: I think that some of those references are there and I’ve 
certainly done a lot of reading into the Victorian period and 
the idea that an interest in science was on the rise and all the 
rage. But the spiritualist movement with its parlour based 
séances was born in this period too. So, I think it's an 
interesting time when these two strains, things which are on 
opposite ends of the spectrum, can sit concurrently with each 
other. Photography was also born in this period, and I was 
interested in how photography served the colonial project. 
As the British colonies expanded, people went to exotic 
lands, viewed exotic people, collected exotic creatures and 
brought those things home in the form photographs, 
objects, and living creatures (like birds and other species). 
That was all part of the Victorian project. So, when I brought 
the parlour into it, it was because it was a place where the 
carte-de-visite, the family photo album, the collecting of 
specimens, and spiritualism all came together in the same 
space. So, in a way, I could imagine that perhaps on a 
strange evening these bird/human creatures came into 
being because there was a bird vitrine (like I had in the 
exhibition) and a family album occupying the same space 
and these creatures were given birth through some kind of 
extraordinary collision. I was really interested in how 
photography aided the desire for these strange species.  

M.B.: How do you see that colonial project in relation to 
your experiences being the specimen room? Where you 
have drawers and drawers of specimens… 

S.A.:  Well,   I   think   scientists   have   different   –  somewhat 
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different – motivations. But the museum, the birth of the 
museum really went hand-in-hand with the colonial project. 
To collect everything on earth and have a copy of 
everything, right. The V&A was founded in the 19th century. 
So, certainly, I think scientists have benefited from the desire 
to collect but I don’t think their reasons are the same. But 
certainly, yes, there are drawers and drawers full of 
specimens. And unfortunately, we keep filling them because 
there are birds that are hitting our buildings every day 
in downtown Toronto because we are in their ancient flight 
paths, and they are dying on our streets. Every year they get 
thousands more specimens for their collections.  

M.B.: Some critics have talked about the work in relation 
to mourning; as if the work is mourning a loss, a loss of 
species or a connection to the natural world.[4] Is that 
something you were trying to motivate? There’s a 
distinction that Freud makes between mourning as a 
thing where you can learn to love something as lost and 
that’s a process whereby you can get over the loss 
versus melancholy which is the sense that you lose an 
object but you can’t get a grip on it so you can never 
recover.[5] I’m wondering how see this work in relation 
to that distinction? You’ve also spoken about the work 
as elegiac or commemorative? 

S.A.: I think that’s certainly part of it. Given that the work 
that immediately followed Aviary was A Mourning Chorus – a 
performative work in which the singers perform the 
sounds of disappearing songbirds.  

The sound piece was something I considered 
making along with the photographs, but both wouldn’t fit 
in the exhibition space. So, certainly at the time that I was 
making the Aviary series, I was having those thoughts. 
When I was given the artist residency at the AGO the 
following year, I knew immediately that I wanted to 
develop that aspect of the project. So yes, I think the idea 
of mourning and loss has always been part of what I was 
thinking about both in relation to the people in the 
images and the birds. I don’t think you can look at those 
old photographs without feeling a sense of loss. You 
know those people have passed. It’s interesting the way 
that you described Freud’s sense of mourning as 
something that you get over because I don’t think with 
these pictures that the loss they point to is something 
you can get over given that the loss of species is an 
ongoing condition. So, maybe the Aviary portraits 
suggest  a  continuous  state of mourning.  In the lab,  I was 

looking at specimens, right, well in a way photographs are 
specimens too. The birds I photographed in the lab are 
dead creatures that are taxidermied, and the cartes-de-
visite are of a person on a flat surface of albumen. Both are 
indexes, stand-ins. The birds and the images are in a similar 
state of suspended existence.  

M.B.: It was Kitty Hauser who compared photographs to 
taxidermy by suggesting that they take a skin of the 
world. Trying to preserve it by emptying out the inside 
and just capturing a surface.[6] 

S.A.: Yeah, so in a way, those two sit on the same level. The 
taxidermied bird and the carte-de-visite from the 19th 
century. Some of them were probably concurrent. If I looked 
at some of the cartes-de-visite that I had and some of the 
bird specimens they might have even been photographed 
or “shot” (pardon the pun) around the same time.  

M.B.: How did you know you were done? 

S.A.: Exhibition deadlines are good for that. But also, I think 
for me a project is done when I don’t feel in the execution I 
can learn something new from it. It doesn’t mean I’m 
necessarily finished with the subject matter. It means I may be 
complete with that approach to the subject matter. I could 
have certainly made another seven or ten birds but at that 
point, it would have been repetitive for me, and I’m not 
interested in repeating it once I know what it is I’m doing. 

M.B.: So, there’s a process of learning involved.  

S.A.: There's a process of both technical learning because 
that project was incredibly technically challenging, but also 
setting out what would constitute a flock for me. What I felt 
was a resolved group that could speak to each other. I 
needed a certain number to feel that there was some 
substance. After that, it just started to feel like I was repeating 
myself.  

M.B.: It’s interesting to see how much is enough. There 
are 13 works in the series and they’re almost all bust 
portraits except for the one of the duo standing. Can 
you talk about the technical process and how that 
evolved through the course of the project? 
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S.A.: I had to learn a lot of Photoshop. At the beginning, it 
was very tough but about halfway through the project I was 
getting really good at it. By the end, I was very fast and really 
adept at it technically. But also, what it required was for me to 
go to the lab and photograph the birds. I made myself a sort 
of lazy Susan and I would put the mounted birds on it and I 
would rotate them very, very slightly each time. I 
photographed them 360 degrees. Not all the birds that I 
worked with were mounted though so that made it a little 
more challenging.  Sometimes  I  had  to  shoot   from   above  

and rotate the bird on a flat surface. I’d shoot close-up details 
of the heads and so forth. Often, I had to go back and 
reshoot because once I decided which person needed to be 
which bird what I realized was that the angle of the beak had 
to exactly match the angle of the face. There’s a lot of things 
you can manipulate in Photoshop but some things just don’t 
look convincing if you don’t get it right in the original image. 
So, then, I had to go back to the lab a number of times and 
re-photograph the beak at exactly the right angle of the face 
so that it fits perfectly.   

Sara Angelucci 
A Mourning Chorus, performance documentation, Art Gallery of Ontario, 2014 © Angelucci 
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M.B.: So, at the heart of this is a really in-depth project of 
photographing specimens.  

S.A.: Yes, definitely.  

M.B.: I think a lot of people talk about it more as a 
Photoshop project and less as a photo project.  

S.A.: Oh yeah. They don’t see all the outtakes, or all the 
under layers of images. I have hundreds and hundreds and 
hundreds of photographs of specimens from every angle, 
which I may use for something else at some point. In fact, I’ve 
exhibited a couple of them quite recently as just specimen 
photographs. I didn’t intend them to be images, they were 
sort of studies but some of them are quite beautiful on their 
own.  

M.B.: Do you think that work will go somewhere else?  

S.A.: It’s hard to say. Things evolve over time. Sometimes 
you revisit something that you didn’t expect to.  

M.B.: Can you talk about the emotional content of the 
work? Is there a different emotional aspect to this for 
you as the producer than for the viewer? 

S.A.: I think when you work on something for a long period 
of time your concerns shift. That initial delight that I 
found when I discovered the idea or when I started playing 
with it – it sorts of gets suspended for a while because you 
just have so much work to do and you just get caught 
up in the production. But then once in a while in that 
process you step back and you say ooh – I really like this 
one. It’s really, really interesting. Like the one on the cover [of 
the catalogue] for example, the loggerhead shrike, which is a 
bird that I’m told could be extinct in the next five 
years. So that emotional resonance that you have, it goes 
up and down depending on what stage of the project 
that you're in. Now that I'm finished it, and it's been a 
while since I've looked at them, I can stand back and 
think hmm, some of these are pretty interesting. I still 
really love that image and then there are others that I'm 
not as connected to. But it's interesting for me to see 
people's responses and some of them are fascinated, 
some are outright dislike, and others are horrified. 
Sometimes    people    think     they’re    funny.    I   don’t   think  

they’re funny. I’ve never thought they were funny. But, I’m 
not surprised by that mixed reaction. Sometimes when I look 
at them, I can’t even believe that I made them. So that 
strangeness of response is totally expected.  

M.B.: I know I’ve seen some people respond to them, 
because they’re birders, and they have a kind of 
identificatory delight in being able to catch the bird.  

S.A.: Yeah, yeah, yeah, right. Interesting.  

M.B.: The works really fascinate me. I think some of them 
are really quite haunting. One of the things I’ve noticed 
about the practice is that you needed to take the two 
things: the specimens and the photographs and make a 
third thing out of them. But that you did it in a way that 
wanted to preserve both. That you didn’t want to 
intervene in the specimens, you didn’t want to 
intervene in the underlying photographs; whereas 
other artists who work with historic photographs often 
will manipulate them directly or do things to them. Can 
you speak to the desire to keep the source materials 
safe? 

S.A.: I know, I remember Maia Sutnick (long-time curator of 
Photography at the AGO) said to me she was really happy 
to see that I hadn't cut up the old photographs. I can't bring 
myself to do that somehow. There's a sacredness, I guess, to 
a photograph that I still feel. I know that there are thousands 
and thousands of cartes-de-visite online and people don’t 
know who they are. I’ve got a lot of cartes-de-visite that are 
just in super bad shape, they’re disintegrating. But 
nonetheless, I still feel like this may be the last image of this 
person. It feels sacrilegious somehow to… it’s almost like a 
grave you know … it feels sacrilegious to scratch it out or to 
do something to it. So, I can’t bring myself to do that. I can’t 
even bring myself to throw photographs out. I’d rather just 
put them on the sidewalk and let someone else take them, 
but I can’t put them in the garbage. I want them to be taken 
care of by someone.  

M.B.:  So, they’re like a burden? 

S.A.: Yeah, for sure. They are. They’re a burden, or a 
responsibility, maybe, that’s another way of looking at it or it 
could be both.  
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M.B.:  So, the series is in some ways a desire to share 
some of that responsibility or that burden with others? 

S.A.: I haven’t thought of it that way. I suppose it’s a way to 
extend the life of these images in another way and make us 
reconsider them. They were just sitting in a box and no one 
would ever see them again. In fact, what I’ve started doing is, I 
have a very small wooden shelf in my office, it’s quite a 
beautiful small carved wooden shelf, and I go through this 
box of photographs that I have and I rotate them. I’ll bring 
one out and I’ll have it up for a while and then I’ll take out 
other ones and switch them around. It’s sort of like I give it 
singular attention – rather than cover a wall with a whole 
bunch of them. I’ll just take one out at a time and switch them 
up so that I can give it some attention and think about it. 

M.B.:  Interesting, which is different from the need for 
there to be a flock. 

S.A.: Yes, true, but nonetheless, each one is very individual. 
The melding that you’ve talked about is interesting because I 
think in each one I had to consider how much of the 
underlying image came forth. In the Loggerhead Shrike, 
you see some of her forehead and her ears. In other ones 
like the Sage Thrasher his tweed jacket just seemed to 
blend so seamlessly with the feathers of the bird. Or the 
decorative, frilly, lacy details in Victorian women’s clothing 
that would blend with decorative feathers. It worked really 
well in the Red-headed woodpecker image where you can 
see her lacy Victorian collar working beautifully with the 
white neck feathers. So, where I made those decisions, it 
was because the ornamental aspect of the Victorian 
hairstyling or clothing coincided with the birds. You know 
“fine feathered friends” there was the same sort of idea of 
decoration. 

M.B.:  This was the same period where people were 
using birds for feather decorations on hats. 

S.A.: Exactly, and so in the Redheaded Woodpecker, she 
does have feathers in her hair. It’s a wing; it’s one of her own 
wings actually. The Redheaded Woodpecker is a great 
example of where the beak had to be shot from that angle. 
Most of the time when I shot the specimen it was slightly 
angled to the left or to the right. To have it coming straight 
out   at  you  is  not  a way that  you  would normally shoot it. I  

had to shoot it exactly that way or it wouldn’t fit on her face or 
look convincing. It’s the only one that looks directly at you I 
think. In all of them, I think it’s this one, The Shrike, I think The 
Shrike makes direct eye contact with the viewer. This is a 
Victorian convention of portraiture – where you don’t make 
direct eye contact with the camera. You look demurely off to 
one side or the other. 

M.B.:  Because it's a question of the type of social 
relation that the carte-de-visite is involved in and the 
way it evokes that. The way the photograph is to stand 
in for someone and allow you to have a relationship 
with them without coming across as immoral or 
confrontational. 

S.A.: Exactly, I think there’s a prudence in that sort of posture.  

Sara Angelucci 
Aviary (Sage Thrasher/endangered), 2013, C-print, 
22 x 33.5 inches © Angelucci 
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M.B.:  Any final thoughts about the work that we 
haven’t touched on? 

S.A.: You’ve been so thorough and the questions have 
been so interesting. I’m glad that you talked about the 
importance of the birds and not just the history. Not that 
the history of photography didn’t motivate me to start this 
project. I think it’s an important underlying continuum in the 
work that I’ve done over the years and continues to be. But, 
as you said so well, and I think it’s a great observation, that 
sometimes I follow a thread and it takes me in a different 
place that I wasn’t expecting at all. Certainly, with this 
project and the projects that have followed it, an 
environmental consciousness has developed that is now 
part of me. It’s really something that I’m thinking about a 
lot more and coming back to. I think there have been three 
projects that involve birds since Aviary. I think you’re one of 
the first people that has really pinpointed the importance of 
the birds themselves. 

M.B.:  It’s the part of the work that spoke to me the most.  

S.A.: Thank you. Me too. And if you look in the back of the 
catalogue there is a scientific description of each of the birds. 
It was really important to me that the title of each work 
included the name of the bird but also its environmental 
categorization “threatened”, “endangered”, “extinct”.  
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Aviary (Loggerhead Shrike/endangered), 2013, 
C-print, 22 x 33.5 inches © Angelucci
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he  emergence  of  a  science  of extinction in the 
first  half  of the  nineteenth century occurred 
roughly at the same time as the emergence  of 

new documentary technologies including photography. 
Ever since Darwin explained in his early writings, 
including his 1845 account of the voyage of 
the Beagle, how the permanent loss of species played 
a central role in natural history, the techniques and 
media used to document extinction have taken on 
prominent roles in the science and visual culture of last 
animals. The phrase “last animals” here indicates how 
naturalists and photographers explicitly sought an 
account of the last days of a species and used a variety 
of concepts and technical means that emphasized the 
importance of knowing and witnessing the end of a 
species. The increasing mobility and reproducibility of 
photography helped to contribute to the rise of a 
public culture of extinction at the end of the 
nineteenth century situated in different local and 
national sites across the globe. By the late nineteenth 
century,  people  began  to talk of extinction in everyday  

conversations, observe the end of animals in natural 
history museums, view photography of wild animals 
whose populations were collapsing, and recognize 
their own roles in accomplishing or forestalling the end 
of animal lives. 

This public culture around extinction was 
chock full of a variety of motives and contradictions 
towards last animals, as some cited extinction as the 
timely and urgent reason for protecting animals, while 
others pointed to extinction as necessary or inevitable 
in the stream of modern life. Photography became 
imbricated in all of these aspects and the camera 
cannot be reduced to a single view on the meaning 
and recording of extinction. Late nineteenth-century 
photographers who began to bring their cameras into 
regional habitats for the express purpose of picturing 
declining wildlife and the hunters involved in their 
immediate demise came to these scenes with a variety 
of motives themselves. But foremost these 
photographers had to make visual sense of the scene 
of    extinction.    Two  problems  for  photography  then 

T 

PHOTOGRAPHING TH 
 E 

LAST ANIMAL 

This essay discusses the visual history of the extinction event of the bison. Photography taken on the plains 
of North America in the 1880s provided the first real-time visual documentation of an extinction event as it 
was happening. The bison decimation can be seen today as initiating a new conception of extinction, as the 
end of the species was publicly debated and encouraged or discouraged as a national conversation. 
Furthermore, extinction had a highly resonant visual appeal, enticing photographs to be able to claim to 
capture the last animal of its kind. Photographers made heavy use of the last animal trope but also 
cultivated what can be called the “extinction shot” – a variation on the trophy shot that uses visual cues 
and narratives that point to becoming self-aware about the impending extinction of the bison.  

Text by Joshua Schuster 
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took on special importance: how to capture the 
processes that lead up to the culminating extinction 
event, and how to photograph the last of a species. 

Here I want to look at a selection of historical 
photographs that mark one of the first moments when 
the camera played an important role in how an 
extinction event became recorded and disseminated 
into a public concern. I discuss here how extinction is 
an event that can take place over stretches of time and 
space, where the figure of zero population for a 
species is just one component in the multiple causes, 
calculations, and issues that circulate around extinction. 
Specifically,  I  will  be  examining  the   rapid  collapse of  

the plains bison population in North America, which 
left just a few hundred animals alive by the end of 
the 1800s (although in this case, a total extinction did 
not occur, the decimation of the bison provoked 
widespread discussion about the meanings of 
extinction). Many factors make this extinction event 
particularly noteworthy, including the remarkable 
charisma of the immense animal and the large 
amount of visual culture made during the decades of 
bison devastation that became part of the 
conversation around what was happening to the 
animal. Most relevant here is how photographs of 
the  bison  taken  in  North  America at the end  of  the  

George Catlin 
Catlin and His Indian Guide Approaching Buffalo Under White Wolf Skins, oil on canvas,1846-48, Smithsonian American Art Museum 
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nineteenth century depict the extinction of the animal 
as it was happening and being directly experienced on 
the plains. These photographs are “about” extinction, 
in that they document the last days of the plains bison 
and are meant to show the animal’s decimation to a 
public already aware that bison are on the brink of 
extinction. But they also are about extinction because 
they ask the viewer to use the visual elements of the 
photograph to make sense of the loss of the animal, 
the processes that contributed to the animal’s demise, 
and the role of photography and its image technology 
in imagining the last of a species. I describe these 
photographs of last animals as “extinction shots” and 
examine how these photographs consolidate a 
number of ideas and reactions to an animal’s 
disappearance. 

The imagery of the plains bison (also called 
the buffalo)[1] made prior to the arrival of photographers  

in the North American Midwest most typically shows 
the animal’s incredible abundance and dashing pursuit 
by Native American or white settler frontier hunters. 
Perhaps the most common visual trope of the bison in 
mid-1800s paintings and drawings is of the herd and 
the stampede, the huge, rolling, moving amass of 
bison thundering across the plains. For example, 
George Catlin’s Catlin and his Indian Guide 
Approaching Buffalo under White Wolf Skin (1846-48) 
is one of a number of similar images Catlin painted 
while traveling across the plains of the United States. In 
this painting, there is nothing on the plains, not a tree, 
save for the long stretch of the bison herd that fades 
into the background. The sparseness of the hills makes 
for a stark contrast to the abundance of the bison. The 
simple trick of wearing wolf skins allows hunter and 
painter to approach the bison to kill or to mimetically 
depict  them  at  close range.  There  is no other context 

William J. Hays 
The Heard on the Move, colored lithograph, 1862, Mabel Brady Garvan Collection, Yale University Art Gallery. 
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provided for this hunt led by an unknown Native 
American guide. A sense of adventure, camaraderie, and 
closeness to the abundant bison marks this scene. In 
another example, William J. Hays’s The Herd on the 
Move (1862), again there are no other visual cues on the 
plains other than the apparently endless bison stretching 
to the horizon. Here the bison are converging and 
heading    straight    at   the   viewer,   who   is  about  to  be  

trampled. The viewer feels thrown into the action, and 
with no humans in the painting serving as mediation, the 
viewer stands as if in direct witness to the tremendous 
power of the endless herd. Hays’s and Catlin’s paintings 
along with many other works of similar subject matter 
became invitations to romance the frontier as ever open 
and accessible, teeming with the massive mammal, 
beckoning    the    hardy   hunter   and   homesteader.  The  

F. Jay Hynes
Buffalo Hunting, Montana, photograph, 1882, Montana Historical Society.
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bison – the largest living land animal on the continent 
(males average 2000 lbs/900kg) – appears to be limitless 
in number and unlimited in its exposure to the human 
gaze. Recent estimates as to the number of bison on the 
plains between 1840 and 1860 indicate a population of 
approximately 30 million at the time.[2] 

When photography of the North American 
plains begins to become a genre of its own after the 
American Civil War, the photograph of the bison will 
be constrained to depict a very different figure. 
Photographs in the nineteenth century of bison herds 
on the move or in stampede are either extremely rare 
or non-existent (I have yet to find a single image of a 
bison  herd  or  stampede  prior to the 1890s),  due  to a  

 

variety of factors, including the rarity of photographers 
living on the plains, the preference for static shots of 
landscapes and portraits, and the fact that the wet 
collodion process commonly used up until the early 
1880s required a small and fragile lab of chemicals to 
be carried with the camera, hampering the 
photographer’s mobility. All these factors contribute 
to the unlikely prospect that a photographer would 
encounter a group of mobile bison, let alone with a 
camera that was technologically sophisticated enough 
to take a picture of a moving animal. 

Instead, bison photography in the late 
nineteenth century overwhelmingly shows the animal 
isolated   and   already  killed.  The recurrent visual trope  

H.C.E. Lumsden
Piles of buffalo skulls at the railway siding, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, photograph, 1890, Glenbow Museum
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of the static bison, whether being hunted, skinned, 
dried, or taxidermied, unromantically portrayed the 
bison as an easy target. Some of these images stress 
the subjugation and humiliation of the massive animal 
before human onlookers, putting the already-killed 
animal in a position of further submission. Others imply 
in their portrayal of placid, quiet scenes with an air of 
the pastoral that the animal appeared to go quietly 
and conveniently to its destruction, as in F. Jay 
Haynes’s Buffalo Hunting, Montana, in which a killed 
animal lies tenderly at the foot of the image. In almost all 
of these images, the animal is tipped over on its side or 
back – without its footing, the bison shown in every one 
of these photographs is already defeated. 

However, another common visualization of the 
animal beginning in 1870s photography on the plains 
concerns the animal's abundance as commodity form, 
its skin, and bones stacked for monetary gain. In a now 
often reproduced photograph credited to H. C. E. 
Lumsden, a man stands next to a wall of bones in 
Saskatoon, dated August 9, 1890. The bones are 
stacked neatly, awaiting shipping at a train depot. The 
human figure here provides a sense of scale, holding a 
long tree branch to show the height of the bone wall. 
The man appears calm and well dressed. He is 
positioned right under a section of the wall that has 
horns protruding into the sky, which perhaps 
unintentionally adds a demonic tinge to the scene. 
Echoing in inverted form the tropes of animal 
plenitude in paintings from earlier in the century, 
photographs of bison remains again emphasize the 
static, objectified animal, but this time in a collective, 
mass form. What we see with these photographs of 
the small and large-scale operations involved in the 
killing of the bison is the meeting of images of the 
vanishing of the bison and the spread of the industrial 
animal rendering economy on the plains. Both types of 
the bison photograph reveal scenes of the organized 
division of labor that will feed large-scale economies of 
animal consumer goods. The visual culture of the mass 
processing   of  the  animal   body  as   lifeless,  stackable  

good stands in distinct contrast to the paintings of 
bison flowing from the hills en masse. These images 
show the rise of the industrialized animal economy 
made out of the destruction of the bison that implied 
the destruction of the Plains Indian culture and their 
primary food sustenance. The visual power of 
thundering animals is mirrored in negative with the 
visual power and soundless presence of an empire of 
bones. 

This essay discusses the intertwining of bison 
photographic imagery and bison slaughter as 
exemplary of an early historical moment of becoming 
self-conscious about extinction. What does it mean 
then to watch extinction as it happens, and to 
document that watching? How did the development 
of animal photography in connection to hunting 
photography contribute to the emergence of a global 
public awareness of extinction? How does one 
photograph an extinction event, which is ultimately 
marked by the disappearance of the animal? The 
photography of last animals has played a key role in 
the development of cultural attitudes around animal 
finitude. In this essay, I will be discussing a recognizable 
visual trope in photography that can be called “the 
extinction shot,” defined as the many ways of 
attempting to visually capture the last animal of a 
species. The extinction shot is not a singular visual 
perspective, and the photographer need not know in 
advance that an animal photograph may end up being 
part of the historical record of the last animal. There 
are multiple kinds of extinction shots that can 
contribute to ways of knowing and coming to terms 
with an extinction event. In this essay, I will examine 
some photographs taken of the final years of the bison 
hunt, when hunters knew that the animal was nearly 
wiped out (here I am only focusing on images from 
white, Western photographers; there exists some 
visual depictions of the later years of bison hunts by 
Native Americans, including the practice of painting 
images on the robe of a killed bison as a tribute and 
memorial). Since  the  hunters and photographers knew  
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that they were chasing some of the last bison, the 
photographs of these last animals were taken with an 
eye towards the finality of extinction. 

When Darwin wrote On the Origin of Species in 
the 1850s, the science of extinction had already achieved 
some stature and consensus regarding the evidence and 
permanence of extinction. What Darwin added was 
an emphasis on theories developed out of real-
time observation of animal behaviour amidst “many 
complex contingencies, on which the existence of 
each species depends.”[3] Darwin’s modeling of 
complex interdependent conditions, in which the 
diminishing numbers of one species allowed for 
another species to gain, provided the basis for being 
able to witness and document extinction as it was 
occurring. Darwin saw human induced extinction events 
as no different in kind than other forms of extinction. 
Reviewing the geological record of fossil discoveries, 
Darwin wrote, “We see in many cases in the more recent 
tertiary formations, that rarity precedes extinction; and we 
know that this has been the progress of events with 
those animals which  have been exterminated, either 
locally or wholly, through man’s agency” (258). Darwin’s 
“we see” and “we know” emphasize that rarity and 
extinction “either locally or wholly” can now be watched, 
recorded, and understood as it happens due to “man’s 
agency.” 

      Although Darwin points to a few specific 
cases of extinction in history, naming ammonites, for 
example, he provides no detailed narrative account of 
the death of any one species in depth. Yet in Darwin's 
lifetime, a new genre of writing had emerged – what 
can be called the narrative of the last animal – that had 
become increasingly nuanced by the time he wrote 
On the Origin of Species. Last animal stories, which 
can be fictional or non-fictional natural history 
accounts, document the decline and end of a species 
(early examples include Hugh Strickland’s non-
fictional The Dodo and its Kindred [1848], and in fiction 
Cousin de Grainville’s The Last Man [1805], and Mary 
Shelley’s  The  Last  Man  [1826]).   As  species  numbers  

decrease into single digits, certain tropes and narrative 
quandaries come to the fore that give the genre of the 
last animal its defining characteristics, such as: what 
traces or memories will the last species leave on earth; 
how will the last species cope with the urgency or the 
failure to reproduce; does the last species know it is 
the last; are humans aware of the finality of the species 
and their potential role in its destruction; is it possible 
to stop an animal from becoming extinct and what are 
the reasons why one should or should not want such 
an outcome? Simply put, extinction is not thinkable 
without the last animal trope. The development and 
adaptation of this trope is part of the way we have 
become self-aware of extinction but also has 
contributed to defining the parameters, assumptions, 
affectations, and limits of our knowledge of biological 
finitude. 

The science and narrative conventions around 
last animals helped to structure how the depletion of 
the plains bison was documented and reflected upon 
by those directly or indirectly participating in the  
animal’s disappearance. As previously mentioned, the 
numbers of bison roaming the North American plains 
in the 1840s remains hard to determine, but most 
researchers agree that a population of approximately 
30 million could be supported by the food available in 
its remaining native range that stretched from Texas 
up to the Northern reaches of Alberta, between the 
Rockies and the Mississippi River. By that decade, the 
number of Native American tribes subsisting on the 
bison for food and clothing had increased due to 
forced migration to the plains. Still, there was little 
noticeable change in the overall ecology of the bison 
until after the American Civil war, when the presence 
of frontier hunters increased and cattle ranchers began 
moving in, spreading disease among animals and 
increasing competition for grasses.[4] 

The key technological developments of more 
accurate and quick firing rifles, along with the 
construction of the transcontinental railroad in the US, 
beginning    in   the   early  1870s,  made  it  possible  for  
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hunting for bison robes to occur at a mass industrial 
scale. For example, between 1872 and 1874, the total 
shipment of buffalo robes to the East numbered 
approximately 1.4 million (these were only the usable 
hides; it is estimated that skinners managed to obtain 
a usable hide in only one in five kills).[5]  In Dodge City, 
Kansas, initially the capital of the hide trade, the largest 
hide dealer in 1872-73 shipped over 200,000 hides in 
one year.[6] A good hunter with a small team of 
dressers could kill 50 bison a day (some hunters 
claimed to be able to shoot well over a hundred on 
some days). During the herding season in late 
summer, the only time when bison would congregate 
en masse, in a period of three months a hunting team 
could amass some 2,250 hides.[7] There were several 
thousand hunters in each state, in addition to Native 
Americans who hunted for their own livelihood or to 
sell robes on the market. The bison slaughter was both 
astounding in terms of scale and speed, executed by a 
relatively small number of participants spread in small 
hunting camps tied into a global supply chain. New 
tanning techniques were invented by the mid-1870s 
that made bison hides, previously stiff and heavy, into 
more supple and versatile leathers. In addition to 
supplying material for clothing and furniture, one of 
the main uses of this leather was for belting that was 
highly desired by industrialists for increasingly complex 
wheels and roller systems in the burgeoning factory 
assembly line. The slaughter of the bison happened 
too quickly to bother gathering the meat of the animal 
in most cases (usually only tongues were culled). The 
meat was left on the corpse and allowed predatory 
animals to flourish, particularly wolves, which in turn led 
to further bison depletion (a bull carcass on average 
yielded 550 lbs. of meat). In the southern Midwest 
states, a collapse in bison numbers was apparent by 
1875. In the northern states and Canada, hunters 
harvested several hundred thousand robes 
consistently throughout the 1870s up until 1882-83, 
when the numbers of bison hides shipped by train 
dropped significantly. By 1884 the hunt was over.  

Fewer than 1,000 bison remained, with a small herd 
situated in Yellowstone National Park, which forbade 
hunting, and on a few isolated ranches and zoos that 
had aimed to domesticate the animal. 

The political, economic, and ecological factors 
that caused the near-extinction of the bison have been 
well documented by historians and biologists.[8]  Also 
well-known is the drive to save and protect the bison, 
which was led at local levels by a few isolated 
herdsmen and at a national level in particular by William 
Hornaday, who worked for the Smithsonian and 
established a small preserve for the animal in the 
National Zoo in Washington D.C. in the late 1880s. 
What I am interested in particular here is analyzing how 
the trope of the last bison began to be established as a 
biological, cultural, and political concern in the context 
of the stated U.S. government intention of populating 
the Midwest with ranchers and homesteaders, while 
further confining and pacifying the many Native 
American tribes living on reservations and scattered 
settlements on the plains. The expansion of the hide 
trade in North America at industrial capitalist scales 
converged with the political practice of removing and 
sequestering Native Americans who depended upon 
the animal for survival. 

By the early 1870s, U.S. government officials 
were well aware that numbers of the bison were 
diminishing, and made political calculations based on 
the knowledge that extinction was more than likely. 
The Secretary of the Interior under President Ulysses S. 
Grant, Columbus Delano, declared, “I would not 
seriously regret the total disappearance of the buffalo 
from our western prairies, in its effect upon the Indians. I 
would regard it rather as a means of hastening their 
sense of dependence upon the products of the soil 
and their own labors.”[9] To this end, the U.S. 
government provided free ammunition to buffalo 
hunters, while Grant pocket-vetoed a bill passed by 
the House and Senate to extend federal protection to 
the  animal  by making it illegal for anyone other than an 
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L.A. Huffman
Killing of Cow and Spikes, Buffaloes in Smokey Butte Country, Montana, photograph, 1882, Montana Historical Society
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Indian to kill a female buffalo. 
The decimation of the bison marks the first time 

in history that animal extinction was witnessed and 
debated in real-time by a large public generally aware 
of the scientific fact of extinction, deliberated over by 
politicians, hunting enthusiasts, animal cruelty patrons, 
conservationists, and supporters and detractors of 
Native Americans on the plains. A belief reigned among 
many political and military leaders that the battle on the 
plains was the last salvo of an epochal racial war 
between settler whites and Indians. In 1866, after 
attacks on settler forts in Montana, Generals William 
Sherman and Ulysses Grant urged Congress “to 
provide means and troops to carry on formidable 
hostilities against the Indians, until all the Indians or all 
the whites on the great plains, and between the 
settlements on the Missouri and the Pacific, are 
exterminated.”[10]  The aim of some politicians and 
settlers of the eradication or permanent removal of 
Native Americans became coordinated with the 
eradication of all bison, which were incompatible 
with homestead farming and ranching that would 
take over the plains and quickly turn it into America’s 
breadbasket. The extinction of  the bison was either 
condoned or condemned in the context of a 
perceived race war over land sovereignty that 
extended into food sovereignty. 

The visual record of the demise of the bison 
follows from the eyes of hunters and frontiersmen 
who may have romanticized the animal chase and 
would likely have rather supported the survival of the 
bison (if only so they could be continually hunted), yet 
ultimately found the short term economic gain 
irresistible. The photographers who followed the last 
days of the hunt, and who sometimes participated in 
the hunt themselves, were aware that they were 
photographing an extinction event. The photographs 
of L. A. Huffman (1854-1931), whose studio was based 
in Miles City, Montana, were some of the last images 
to document the hunt for the few remaining bison 
herds in the United States. Huffman was himself an 
avid hunter who once photographed a trophy shot of 
himself behind a bison he killed in 1877.  Huffman well 

understood that he found himself positioned at a 
turning point in the development of the plains, and 
sought to photograph the supposed last days of the 
frontier and the first decades of the cattle ranching 
industry and homesteading. His photographs of the 
Montana landscape along with images of Yellowstone 
National Park and portraits of local Native Americans 
sold well and influenced other photographers and 
painters.[11] Huffman’s photograph “Killing of Cow and 
Spikes, Buffaloes in Smokey Butte Country, 
Montana” (1882) depicts a snowy landscape that has 
become the site of several bison kills. The white of the 
sky and the snow-swept plains allows for the brown-
black bison bodies to be seen in full contrast. A rifle is 
positioned on one of the dead animals in the 
center of the photograph. One bison has been 
skinned, with the pelt laid out behind the animal. 
There are no humans present. The scene has a quiet 
power, showing both death and work. Huffman 
positions the camera in a way that emphasizes the 
large head of a killed bison in the bottom of the 
foreground. The eye of this bison is wide open; the 
viewer of the photograph is meant to  contemplate the 
solid reality of these animals’ death, but the 
meaning of this death is left ambiguous. Huffman 
also took a photograph, published as a 
stereoscope, of this same scene, before the skinning 
started. He titled this photograph “5 Minutes Work. 
Buffalo Cows.” Here we see the horse used by the 
hunter, but again no humans. The title casts a pointed 
judgment at the speed of the violence, if not the death 
itself, in wiping out the few remaining small herds. 

Huffman’s photograph “Taking the Monster’s 
Robe” (1882), shows another winter hunting scene, 
this time picturing two hunters in the task of skinning a 
very large bison. The two hunters flank each side of the 
animal, providing a sense of the size of the 
“monster” bison. The bison has been flipped on its 
back, not just immobilized but placed in a wholly 
dominated position with its legs in the air. Huffman 
knows he is taking a trophy shot, but there are a 
number of reasons why these photographs can also 
be  described   as   extinction   shots. Huffman’s photos 
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only show the bison already dead, and even if Huffman 
could only take images of still animals for technical 
reasons, the focus on bodies after the hunt calls on the 
viewer to contemplate the act of killing itself. Huffman 
captures the specific logistical and technological 
processes involved in the bison hunt, which was already 
becoming a rare event, and, at least for this reason, 
worth photographing. These photographs emphasize 
the lonely death of the bison in connection with the 
sparse, seemingly empty expanses of Montana. The 
photographs show how the particular means of 
extinction occurs for the bison but do not seem to have 
any obvious affective response to the event – the placid 
bison bodies might evoke sympathy for the animals’ 
demise or might be read as a sign of success for the 
hunters. Some of Huffman’s photographs emphasize  
the   dignity   of   the  bison even after death, while others 

seem to depict the animal as just a large carcass. 
However, Huffman does make prominent use of the 
starkness of the landscape as backdrop in contrast to the 
close-ups of the killed bison, forcing the viewer to 
combine aestheticized visions of the landscape and 
animal with the sense of brutality and mundane labor 
involved in shooting and skinning the bison. 

Huffman’s photographs were made in the 
1880s in a time of abundant visual depiction and 
discussion of the fate of the remaining dwindling 
numbers of bison. What is unique about this particular 
extinction event is how conscious nearly all of its actors 
were in the scale and permanency of their actions, and 
the interest in documenting and reflecting on 
extinction by these same actors. Bison hunters knew 
they were killing the few remaining herds and thought  
it  appropriate  to have  photographers  take  pictures of 

L.A. Hu ffman
5 Minutes Work. Buffalo Cows, photograph, 1882, Montana Historical Society.
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L.A. Huffman
Taking the Monster’s Robe, Northern Pacific Views, Badmand and Big Horn Scenery, 1882,  Montana Historical Society
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these final hunts. Such photographs are part of a 
larger reflection on how the American people should 
think about the bison as it was watching the 
disappearance of the bison happen before their eyes. 
As early as 1843, John J. Audubon warned that "Like 
the Great Auk, before many years the Buffalo will 
vanish. Surely this should not be permitted?”[12]  The 
Harvard University Zoologist Joel Allen, in an extensive 
1877 study of the species, declared “the present 
decrease of the buffalo is extremely rapid, and indicate 
most clearly that the period of extinction will soon be 
reached.”[13] Visions of the vanishing buffalo already 
circulated at the same time as the paintings celebrating 
the massive herds tumbling dramatically across the 
Western landscape. As transcontinental trains brought 
tourists, homesteaders, and sport hunters into the 
Midwest, and brought bison hides back out, these two 
visual tropes circulated within each other. In the 
frontispiece “Buffalo Land ’69,” credited to Henry 
Worrall and printed in W. E. Webb’s Buffalo 
Land (1872),[14]  the erasure of the bison is directly 
equated with the arrival of trains, which then leads to 
the establishment of modern, clean cities and new 
industries. The vast expanse of bison in one corner is 
mirrored by the vast expanse of city in the opposite 
corner. The city in this poster shows utopian 
aspirations for a technological and architecturally-
planned American democracy situated in a land 
already emptied of native life. Buffalo land shows a 
future ideal city resolutely without buffalo. 

The popular magazine Harper’s Weekly 
published several drawings in the 1870s that sought to 
visualize the extinction of the bison as it was 
happening. Thomas Nast, widely known for his political 
cartoons, provided a drawing for Harper’s captioned 
“The Last Buffalo” (1874). Here we see a lone bison 
giving up his robe as a kind of appeasement and 
surrender to the hunter. The bison keeps its head and 
its body but gives its hide up to the insatiable hunter, 
who stands shocked but holds on to his gun. This act 
of submission and acceptance of human domination 
over  the animal  is one  version of the last animal trope, 

emphasizing the fatigue and humiliation of the 
animal's last days. The bison has no more fight left in 
him and strips himself in order to save himself. This 
image of the last animal stresses what Giorgio 
Agamben calls “bare life,” a figure stripped of all social 
being and reduced to the thinnest of life, mere 
existence. Agamben applies his term “bare life” only 
to human lives that have been determined in the 
harshest of political circumstances to be lives not worth 
living, which leaves such life outside of any political 
categories yet all the more subject to politically 
sanctioned violence.[15]  The figure of bare life and the 
figure  of   the    last   animal  eerily  resonate  with  each 

Henry Worrall 

Buffalo L and ’69, print, in W. E. Webb Buffalo Land: An Authentic  
Account of the Discoveries, Adventures, and Mishaps of a Scientific  
and Sporting Party in the Wild West (Cincinatti: F. Dewing, 1872) 
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other, as the last animal is  culmination of treating the animal 
as expendable up until the final remaining species, which 
suddenly takes on enormous significance that was not 
present in the species en masse or in the individual animal, 
to begin with.  The  last  animal is revealed as bare species, as  

is dramatized in Nast’s “last buffalo,” a figure of horror 
tied to complete sacrifice, which confronts both hunter 
and viewer of Harper’s pages with its merest of life, its 
naked flesh shorn of its skin. Ewa Ziarek comments on 
Agamben’s  notion  of bare life as what  happens when a  

Thomas Nast 
‘The Last Buffalo’, Harper’s Weekly Magazine, 1874 
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body is “stripped of political significance and exposed to 
murderous violence,” and describes such life as 
“wounded, expendable, and endangered.”[16] Nast’s 
image chillingly is legible in these terms, showing the  
bison wounding itself and exposing itself in a desperate 
and doomed attempt to making itself expendable and 
therefore savable. 

Nicole Shukin, in her powerful book Animal 
Capital: Rendering Life in Biopolitical Times, identifies 
how the bare material life of animals connects with 
their treatment as a biopolitical object and capitalized 
commodity. Shukin focuses in particular on how the 
historical development of animal rendering has 
undergirded capitalist practices of transforming the 
material body of animals into symbolic and abstract 
forms of exchange value. She further analyzes how the 
history of industrial-scale animal rendering is tied into 
the history of mimetic rendering. A direct example of 
the intersection of these two rendering practices took 
place in slaughterhouses at the turn of the century that 
often-invited spectators to come watch the process 
happen in real-time. Animals are rendered on the 
slaughterhouse floor and then also rendered again by 
spectators consuming the animal visually. Shukin calls for 
an analysis of the "interimplication of representational and 
economic logics,”[17]  whereby “capital becomes animal, 
and animals become capital” (16). 

The near extinction of bison paved the way for 
the emergence of the modern meat industry and 
rendering operations around cattle herding in the 
Midwest, but the bison body in its time also served as 
a useful object in the rendering economy. I want to 
examine now in more detail a pair of photographs that 
have become frequently reproduced as for their visual 
commentary on the excesses of killing involved in the 
bison extinction event. There are a number of 
photographs from the 1890s of large piles of bison 
bones. These bones were collected as a quick way to 
earn some cash for settlers and Native Americans on 
the plains. The bones were also stark reminders of the 
fact   that   the   bison  had  effectively been cleared from  

the plains a decade before, and thus the bones acted 
as a kind of memento mori for the extinct animal. The 
pair of photographs captures a day in the life of a 
rendering plant, the Michigan Carbon Works in 
Detroit, probably in 1895. This date is over a decade 
after the collapse of the bison population, but it marks 
the highpoint of the trade in bison bones that 
flourished in the wake of the animal’s disappearance. 
These bones were collected in warehouses at train 
depots and shipped by the ton to processing plants. 
The bones could be made into bone-black, which 
involved baking the bones into a charcoal, used for 
filtering sucrose syrups made by sugar refiners, and 
bone-char, a phosphate and calcium rich fertilizer for 
improving the soil. The Michigan Carbon Works was 
one of several processing plants specializing in such 
products. It expanded rapidly in the late 1880s and early 
1890s to become one of the largest industrial plants in 
Detroit. By 1892, the plant covered 100 acres of land, 
employing 750 persons, producing over 20,000xtons 
ofxfertilizerxannually.[18]xThese photographs of the stock-
pile of bison skulls and bones are unprecedented in size 
and scale, although similar piles existed at other 
processing plants. 

Looking at the Michigan Carbon Works 
photographs, one is immediately thrown into the scale 
of the image, in the midst of which many questions 
beg to be asked. Who are the people in the 
photograph? Who took the photograph? Who saw 
this photograph, and where was it circulated and 
published? Most of all, what are we seeing and why? 
What exactly is this a photograph of?  

Let us begin with the remarkable orderliness 
of the pile. The skulls have been carefully and skillfully 
arranged to form a wall that slopes like the base of a 
pyramid into the sky. The positioning of two human 
figures gives us a sense of scale: they are dwarfed by 
the pile but also allow the viewer to get a sense of its 
size, which appears over twenty feet high. The pile 
takes up nearly the whole visual space of the 
photograph.   The  orderliness  of  the pile, its scale, and  
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the choice of the photographer to shoot from below 
with the bones taking up nearly all of the visual space 
of the image emphasize specific aesthetic details of 
the pile. But we are not looking at a photograph 
intended to be a taken as an aesthetic object, such as 
a wide-view landscape photograph taken in a national 
park. There is an obvious economic purpose to this 
image, which advertises the fortune and capacity of 
this corporation. Yet overlapping with the economic 
value of this image is the aesthetic sense of formal 
composition, the sublime sense of overwhelming 
scale, and framing of sheer spectacle. 

Our eye then moves from the symmetrical 
repetitiveness of the stacked bones to the two men, one  
at the foot and one at the top of the pile. One of the men 
in this photograph is presumably Deming Jarves, 
president of the company during this period. Both men 
stand with one foot raised on the top of a bison skull. The 
meaning of this stance is unmistakable; they are posing in 
the familiar gesture of the “trophy shot,” where typically a 
hunter stands on or next to his kill. Matthew Brower, in 
Developing Animals, points to how the same 
techniques and strategies used in hunting were 
employed   in   photographing  animals.  The  genre of the  

Unkno wn 

Michigan Carbon Works. Ink drawing of Michigan Carbon Works factory grounds in Detroit, Michigan, circa 1893, Detroit Public Library
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trophy shot follows a consistent visual logic: the hunter is 
shown next to his kill, gun in hand, staring at the prize or 
camera, displaying “the dead animal as testimony to the 
hunter’s prowess.”[19]  Returning back to the Detroit 
rendering plant, these men take obvious efforts to 
look confident and triumphant behind an enormous 
wall of bison skulls numbering in the tens of thousands. 
However, some aspects complicate defining this image 
as a trophy shot, since the men pictured were not 
involved in hunting or killing the animals. These bones 
were bought, and moreover, we can make out no 
specific individual animal or narrative of pursuit and 
capture.    Yet    the    triumphant   gesture   of   the   men  is  

unmistakable: the trophy here is the incredible 
proportions of the bone pile ready to be converted into 
capital. 

The photographer of the Michigan Carbon 
Works is unknown. The intended destination of this 
photograph is hard to prove: did the president of the 
company ask for and keep the photograph, or did the  
photographer take the initiative, perhaps to garner a 
reputation for his studio? Eventually the negative was 
obtained by a collector of photographs of Michigan 
and eventually donated to the archives of the Detroit 
Public Library. Upon further inspection of the 
photograph,   one   notices  evidence of the importance  

Unknown 

Photograph from the mid-1890s of a pile of American Bison skulls waiting to be grounded for fertilizer. Detroit Public Library
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of the size of the rendering plant, with large 
smokestacks in the background, warehouses in the 
distance, and a glimpse of train tracks in the 
foreground. These trappings of industrial modernity 
date the image as contemporary to the burgeoning 
development of assembly-line manufacturing, even as 
the bone pile has the aura of something primitive, 
almost cultic. 

The power of this image comes in part from its 
very allusions to normalcy and marketplace efficiency. 
The bones are neatly stacked not as ritual fetish objects 
and not as collector's items but placed in an orderly 
fashion    to   make   the   pile   more   stable,    countable

and ready for processing in the furnace. The 
comportment of the men is of satisfaction and hubris – 
they do not show expressions of the sublime and they 
are certainly not mourning the end of the bison. When 
we look at the photograph today, it is the very 
calmness and orderliness that becomes so searing. 
The photograph is dizzying with the scale of death yet 
also depicts business as usual; it is both shockingly jaw-
dropping and exemplary of everyday practices of 
rendering bones into capital. The image is haunting 
and celebratory, violent and static, overpowering and 
oblivious, mass grave and junkyard.

While   this    photograph  combines  tropes  of  

Unknown 
Two men sit on top of rustic cage in front of an enormous pile of buffalo skulls, circa 1895. Michigan Carbon Works factory 
buildings in the background. Detroit Public Library. 
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aesthetic landscape photography with economic and 
corporate imaging, and with the trophy shot, it also 
cannot be understood without the context of previous 
bison imagery and rhetoric that intertwined depictions 
of the massive bison herds with the vision of the last 
bison. The trophy shot here directly intersects with the 
extinction shot. Extinction shots are the visual evidence 
of last animals and create a visual culture around the 
last animal figure. The extinction shot typically shows a  
single animal, said to be the last of its kind. The animal is 
both an individual and representative of the species, yet 
in a sense is also neither, because the animal is 
seen as already vanished since no mate will be found. 
Extinction shots shift the individual to the status 
of icon for the lost species. This icon then is circulated 
as the witnessing of an extinction event in real-time 
and becomes a locus where discourses of care, grief, 
regret, blame, and salvation erupt at extremely intense 
levels. 

What qualifies an animal photograph as an 
extinction shot can vary to the degree that the image 
circulates in the context of knowledge and self-
awareness about the extinction of the animal in 
question. The extinction shot does not just optically 
register the quantitative finality of a species, for the 
photograph also shows the abstract and deeply 
emotional of the quality of lastness. The notion of the 
importance of recording the last animal with visual 
technology, either by photograph or by film, became 
an identifiable historical object of desire as animal 
photography developed at the end of the nineteenth 
century, approximately the same time a scientific 
interest in identifying at-risk species globally began to 
take hold. The use of the camera to document last 
animals, whether in the wild or in captivity, became 
central to recording and authenticating the lives and 
numbers of last animals for scientific purposes, but also 
for spreading awareness to the wider public about the 
animal’s immanent loss. In the midst of rising rates of 
extinction at the outset of the twentieth century, the 
camera’s   technical   and imaginative capacities took on  

an increasingly important role in providing evidence 
for reflecting on the meanings of extinction. In the late 
twentieth century and especially in recent years, the 
practice of last animal photography and the genre of 
the extinction shot have proliferated. The collection 
and circulation of extinction shots in books, museums, 
and public exhibits increasingly have taken on a 
ritualistic role in the present that is heart-wrenchingly 
ambivalent in that the demand for more of these 
images of witnessing conflicts with the interest to see 
fewer of these images, since if animal numbers 
rebounded, there would be no more need for last 
animal photographs. Viewers today want to see more 
of these images, to know the last days of animals and 
linger over their fates, and yet also want to see no 
more of these images again. 

Returning to the photograph of the bison 
bone pile in Detroit, this image is not the typical form 
of the extinction shot but still contributes to the visual 
culture of bison extinction. The men in the photograph 
and the photographer know the bison has vanished 
(the source of their bones will change very suddenly in 
the following years to cattle). The men are standing on 
what is probably the largest pile of bones that had 
ever been photographed up to that point. This is an 
extinction shot but not, if one looks through the gaze 
of the hired men, a photograph of a mass open-air 
grave. Yet it is also objectively such a depiction. Given 
the allusion to the mass grave, one is prompted to ask 
then if this is a photograph of an atrocity. Jay Prosser, 
in his discussion of atrocity photographs, defines 
atrocity as “an extreme violation” and an “inhumane 
act.”[20]  Prosser remarks that atrocity photographs can 
show direct images of suffering, torture, death, and 
desecration of victims, but can also find ways to 
indirectly convey such documentation. Prosser adds 
that the “Photography of atrocity challenges the 
integrity of the human” (11). Can photographs of 
animal suffering, death, and desecration be 
understood as pictures of atrocity? How does the 
concept  of  atrocity  involve challenges to  “the integrity  
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of the human” that are imbricated with challenges to 
the integrity of the animal and the human-animal 
divide? Are extinction shots, photographs of the last 
animal, pictures of atrocity? 

To answer these questions with any justice 
would require a much longer discussion than I can 
provide here – although I do believe the reproducibility 
of nineteenth-century images of mass animal killing from 
hunting or harvesting animal remains played a significant 
role in preparing spectators to visually comprehend mass 
graves of humans photographed in the twentieth 
century. What I can mention here is some further 
evidence of how the trope of the last buffalo circulated 
with a clear intent in images in the last decades of the 
nineteenth century. The message that the buffalo was 
about to disappear was used directly to entice 
homesteaders, visitors, and hunters to the plains in the 
1880s. The trope of the last buffalo became a means 
by which to conjure up lucrative nostalgia for the 
romantic life of the Indian and the white frontier 
hunter, who are both enabled by the pursuit of the 
body of the bison. The last buffalo is a synecdoche for 
the closing of the frontier and a trigger for America’s 
nostalgia for itself. The figure of the last buffalo 
celebrates men killing rugged animals in the wild but 
also validates the desire to save them at the same 
time, to make the last buffalo hunt last in perpetuity, to 
keep America’s frontier open, to continuously long for 
this longing for the animal. 

Both the intentional eradication of a species 
and the perpetuation of small numbers of last animals 
exemplify biopolitical practices in an age when 
extinction has become a quantifiable, managerial, and 
self-reflexive science. Michel Foucault describes the 
scope of biopolitics as power "situated and exercised 
at the level of life, the species, the race, and the large-
scale phenomenon of population."[21] In Foucault’s 
political theory, each one of these categories – life, 
species, race, and population – are developed in 
relation to each other, and each prompt the 
proliferation   of   political  techniques  to  both  enhance  

and delimit the socio-biological field. Much has been 
said about the problems in Foucault’s argument as he 
assumes biopolitics is essentially about power by 
humans over humans as a species, leaving out the vast 
biological world of plants and animals. In the context 
of this essay, we have seen how each of these 
biopolitical categories listed by Foucault plays a role in 
the extinction-event of the bison. These same 
categories also influence today’s efforts to restore the 
bison population, which now has become a species 
managed in extremely limited numbers and enclosures 
of varying sizes (current bison population is less than 1% 
of historical population size). It is clear that all 
the biopolitical practices in managing human lives have 
been practiced on animals, including birth control, 
predicting mortality rates, politicizing the monitoring of 
health and disease, and the development of a wide 
range of means used to discipline some bodies while 
vitalizing others. 

What I want to emphasize regarding the 
relationship of biopolitics and extinction is the 
complexity of decisions, technologies, knowledges, 
and actors that are involved in last animals and 
contribute to a public culture becoming self-aware 
about extinction. Furthermore, to be self-conscious 
about extinction and act on that awareness, and to be 
able to view extinction as a possible outcome and 
therefore a kind of political technology, already entails 
that extinction becomes a calculable and manipulated 
variable of species, something one can measure, mark, 
speed up, slow down, etc. When the population of an 
animal species becomes critically low, the species 
becomes a uniquely politicized and mediatized animal 
that cannot be clearly separated from broader 
biopolitical practices concerning life and death. 

Last animal imagery contributes to this matrix of 
the politicization of species and species extinction and 
concerns the biopolitics of looking. Photographs of last 
animals become powerful documents in self-reflection on 
extinction; for example, recent attempts to de-extinct the 
quagga,  Tasmanian  tiger,  and   passenger  pigeon  have  
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relied heavily on drawing attention, information, and 
desire for such work by circulating last animal images. 
Because the last animal trope today draws so much 
attention, it is now expected that an extensive 
documentation, especially at the visual level, will occur for 
endangered animals. Books like Douglas Adams and 
Mark Carwardine’s Last Chance to See, Errol Fuller’s Lost 
Animal: Extinction and the Photographic Record and 
Joel Sartore’s Rare: Portraits of America’s Endangered 
Species continue to show today how last animals, 
technologies of visibility, and affective investments are 
intertwined most precisely in the development of the 
extinction shot.[22] 

Notes 

[1] The American bison (bison bison) is descended from the bison genus but
has also long been called a buffalo, leading to some confusion with the
genus bubalus that includes the water buffalo. Both genuses are in
the bovidae family. Both bison and buffalo are still commonly used as
interchangeable names today, though taxonomists prefer bison. 

[2] Andrew C. Isenberg, The Destruction of the Bison: An Environmental
History (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2000), 25; see also Dan Flores, “Bison 
Ecology and Bison Diplomacy: The Southern Plains from 1800 to 
1850” Journal of American History 78 (September 1991); Dale F.
Lott, American Bison: A Natural History (Berkeley: University of California 
P, 2002). 
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he animals in my Mandalas were found in many 
locations and died of various causes. Some were 
road kill, the most harrowing to photograph: the 

smell, the distortions of the bodies and the violence of the 
death. Some bodies were found peacefully lying in woods 
having presumably died of natural causes. These hold a 
different experience of feeling, a glimpse of the cycle of life 
and death, a strange visage of calmness and beauty. These 
moments largely go unnoticed and ignored by many. I think 
that is what intrigues me about the reactions of the viewer to 
my work. There is in some cases confusion as to why I would 
do such a thing, a horror and almost fear. In others, there is 
an instant understanding and a deep fascination in the act of 
looking at the frozen animal. Stephen Asma in his book 
Stuffed Animals and Pickled Heads says, “Only in death do 
most animals pause long enough for our analytical minds to 
torture some truths out of them”  

Using the medium of photography in order to 
capture the dead animal bodies is essential to my practice. It 
provides the evidence that these animals deaths have 
actually occurred, something that painting could not ever 
provide. Not only are the animals frozen in death but also by 
the camera. Looking at a deeper level photography could 
be seen as imparting a double death to the animal. Norton 
Batkin, author of ̀Photography and Philosophy,̀ believes the 
stillness   of  a  photograph  is  what   distinguishes  it  from  all  

other art forms, a static moment captured from a world 
continuously in motion. Batkin writes “What makes 
photographs philosophical is that they prompt and defeat 
theory...The theories photographs prompt are appropriately 
invoked because photographs are taken from nature. The 
way photographs defeat the theories they prompt is how 
they depart from nature.” The very stillness of an image is 
unnatural.  

The word Mandala originates from the Sanskrit 
language and literally means c̀ircle  ̀ the etymology of the 
word also suggests not just circle but “container of essence”. 
It is believed the origins of the idea are older than history 
itself. In Ancient India, the Rigueda used Mandala as a 
collection of hymns to chant during ceremonies. There was a 
thought that the universe originated from these hymns and 
that they held the code or the genetic pattern of living 
beings. The Mandala evolved to become an image formed 
of objects and or beings, thought to represent a cosmic 
diagram, to remind us of our connection with the infinite 
world and to extend us beyond our physical and mental 
plane.  

The Mandala is used in a religious context in 
Hinduism and Buddhism for meditation and contemplation 
of the universe and in sacred rites as a transformative tool to 
assist healing. The process of constructing a Mandala is a 
sacred ritual and a meditative and painstaking process taking  

T 

KIT  
AND CABOODLE 

My work is concerned with our relationship with the natural w orld and the objects used in my photo collages are 
heavily symbolic of life and death. I also draw inf luence from Carl Gustav Jung, the renowned psychiatrist, and 
psychotherapist. The motif of the  Mandala is a spiritual and ritual symbol in Hinduism and Buddhism that 
represents the universe. Jung s poke of the urge to produce Mandalas at times of intense personal growth and as 
a way of rebalancing  the psyche, the result is said to be a more complex and integrated personality. 

Text by Fleur Alston 
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 Fleur Alston 
Badger, from the Kit and Caboodle series, C-type print, 100x100cm, edition of 15 Ó Alston
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Fleur Alston 
‘Bird’, from the Kit and Caboodle series, C-type print, 100x100cm, edition of 15 Ó Alston
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Fleur Alston 
‘Fish’, from the Kit and Caboodle series, C-type print, 100x100cm, edition of 15 Ó Alston
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Fleur Alston 
‘Mouse’, from the Kit and Caboodle series, C-type print, 100x100cm, edition of 15 Ó Alston
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Fleur Alston 
‘Shrew’, from the Kit and Caboodle series, C-type print, 100x100cm, edition of 15 Ó Alston
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Fleur Alston 
‘Woodpecker’, from the Kit and Caboodle series, C-type print, 100x100cm, edition of 15 Ó Alston
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days or even weeks to complete. They are made from the 
centre outwards beginning with a dot, with the placement of 
that dot a particular deity is consecrated which is depicted 
over the dot (although some Mandalas can be purely 
geometrical) Once completed the Mandala becomes a 
sacred space that serves as a receptacle for the deity and a 
collection point for universal forces. By mentally entering a 
Mandala and working your way to the centre point, a person 
is symbolically guided through the cosmos to the essence of 
reality. 

It is thought that we owe the re-introduction of the 
Mandala into modern Western culture to Carl Jung, the 
Swiss psychiatrist, and psychotherapist. He believed that the 
Mandala could be considered a blue print for the basic 
structure of our very existence and that something about 
this structure is instantly recognised by the unconscious 
within us. He felt we perceive within the Mandala the 
relationships between shapes, patterns, and forms and 
within that sacred matrix we recognise our self and place in 
the universe. Jung suggested that this is an ancient and 
important relationship which has been lost. The Mandala is a 
link, however mysterious, between our modern self and our 
ancient origins.  
I naturally located my animals within a circle, an 
unconscious    decision   and   spontaneously   created.  Later  

reading the works of Carl Jung and his theories of the 
Mandala it occurred to me that I have been re-ordering and 
exploring my own inner self within the aesthetically 
contemplative patterning and sequencing of my images. 
The Mandala can trigger something within us: a recognition 
of ourselves and our place in the universe, and within that, 
there is perhaps a potential for wholeness and a fight against 
disorder. Carl Jung said that "This is evidently an attempt at 
self-healing on the part of nature, which does not spring 
from conscious reflection but from instinctive impulse". 
Perhaps this goes some way to explaining the reactions of 
the viewer to my work. How their inner selves react 
instinctively either adversely or positively, reflecting their own 
inner wholeness. Jung certainly believed so “It became 
increasingly plain to me that the Mandala is the centre. It is 
the exponent of all paths. It is the path to the centre, to 
individuation” 

By using photography to portray my animals I am 
employing the authenticity of the photographic image. 
Photographs can speak in a potent symbolic language  
deriving power from a non-verbal, almost unconscious 
quality. This unconscious language can be in part explained 
by the idea of a myth, a reassuring and familiar form of 
speech heartening to a culture. Karl Jung saw mythic 
archetypes  as  recurring  patterns, or universal blueprints, in  

Fleur Alston 
‘Deer’, from the Kit and Caboodle series, C-type print, 
100x100cm, edition of 15 Ó Alston

Fleur Alston 
‘Chicken’, from the Kit and Caboodle series, C-type print, 100x100cm, 
edition of 15 Ó Alston
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the human psyche much the same as the form of the 
Mandala. He believed the exploration and understanding of 
a myth could lead to meaning, direction, order and a sense 
of wholeness. 

The central point of a Mandala is the space within 
which the viewer can identify themselves, in the centre of the 
circle is the highest deity or abstract concept. By placing a 
photograph of a dead animal in that centre there is a 
possibility to shake some individuals’ perception of 
themselves and their whole, instinctively at an unconscious 
level. This is strengthened by the sub-conscious believe in 
the truth of a photograph and the unconscious potential of 
the Mandala. Something could be recognised, understood 
and revealed in the experience of the unfolding patterns and 
photographs of my images.  

As the Mandala is an integral part of our collective 
consciousness that is shared by every person who ever lived.  
The varying reactions to my work make me believe that 
people are now so far removed from the cycles of the living 
world that they either fear that unknown exponentially or 
crave intimate knowledge of it and seek a return to a 
stronger connection with the natural cosmos. In some ways, 
my work is exploring this disorder and departure from 
nature. I believe that our wholeness with the natural world 
around us is broken and by looking at the Mandala we can 
open our minds to what it actually means to be a human, as 
part of a natural environment, at this time in our history.  
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revolves around environmental documentation and our 
relationship with the natural world. Alston is the mother of 
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Fleur Alston 
‘Pigeon’ and ‘Fox’, from the Kit and Caboodle series, C-type 
print, 100x100cm, edition of 15 Ó Alston 
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